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U N I T E D N A T I O N S yjfTf-j N A T I O N S U N I E S

N E W Y O R K

UNATIQNS NEWYC

20 January 1970

Dear Mrs. Berejnaya,

I wish to thank you for your letter of 11 December 1969 and for
a copy of the Statement by the Association for the United Nations in the
USSR on the ratification of the Non-Proliferation Treaty by the Soviet
Union and the United States.

In the foreword to the UN pamphlet on the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of nuclear weapons published in October 1969, I stressed that it would be
in the best interests of the world community that the Non-Proliferation Treaty
entered into force in the near future with the universal participation of
its members. I therefore share the view expressed in the Statement that
the entry of this Treaty into force would be an important step towards
consolidating peace, and averting the danger of a nuclear war.

Yours sincerely,

U Thant
Secretary-General

Mrs. Natalie Berejnaya
Secretary-General of the Association
of the United Nations in the USSR



TO:
A:

THROUGH:
S/C DE:

FROM:
DE:

U N I T E D N A T I O N S |

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

The Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR

DATE: 1$ January 1970

REFERENCE:

Leonid N. Kutakov, Under-Secretary-General
for Political and Security Council Affairs

OBJET^T: - Letter and Statement by the Association for the United Nations
in the USSR -

1, I submit herewith a draft of a suggested reply to the letter
from the Secretary-General of the Association for the United Nations
in the USSR of 11 December 1969 forwarding a copy of the Statement
by the Association on the ratification of the HPT by the Soviet
Union and the United States.

2, The Statement contains an appeal to "all National United
Nations Associations to come out more actively in favour of the
Treaty". I feel that it may be appropriate to consider the ques-
tion of supporting in some fora the activities of the various
national United Nations Associations which are aimed at strengthen-
ing peace and security. This could be done in one of your various
public statements, and perhaps briefly in your address to the United
Rations General Assembly on the occasion of the twenty-fifth anni-
versary. Such support WDuld be an important moral encouragement
for the United Nations Associations in various countries and would
indicate your personal interest and the interest of the Organization
as a whole in their activities.

3, If you agree with this suggestion, it might be useful if the
OPI could obtain from the UN Information Centres and from the World
Federation of United Nations Associations information on the activities
of the United Nations Associations in various countries. The Disarma-
ment Affairs Division has discussed this matter with the External
Relations Division of OPI, and they are both in agreement that this
might be a worthwhile undertaking.

ec. Mr. Abdul Hamid



UNIT-ED N A T I O N S
Jistr.
GEHERAL

A/RES/2602 (XXIV)

A S S E M B L Y 21J—y 197°

Twenty-fourth session
Agenda item 29

RESOLUTIONS A10PTEJ BY THE GEHERAL ASSEMBLY

/on the report of the First Committee (A/7902J_/

2602 (XXIV). Question of general and complete disarmament

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution 2^6 D (XXIIl) of 20 December 1968,

Noting with satisfaction that, on 17 November 19̂ 9; tne Governments of the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America initiated
^bilateral negotiations on the limitation of offensive and defensive strategic

nuclear -weapon systems,

Expressing the hope that these negotiations will bring about early and

positive results which would pave the way for further efforts in the field of

nuclear disarmament,

Convinced of the necessity for creating the most favourable conditions for

the achievement of that aim,

Appeals to the Governments of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and

the United States of America to agree, as an urgent preliminary measure, on a

moratorium on further testing and deplojyspent of new offensive and defensive

strategic nuclear -weapon systems.

plenary meeting,
16 lecember 1969.

70-01631 /...
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B

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolution l66o (XVl) of 28 November 1961 on the question

of disarmament,

Recalling further its resolution 1722 (XVl) of 20 December 1961 on the same

question by which the General Assembly endorsed the agreement reached on the

composition of a Disarmament Committee, the membership of which was as follows:

Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, France, India, Italy,

Mexico, Nigeria, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

United Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and

United States of America,

Bearing in mind that in the debates of the First Committee during the

twenty-third session, attention was drawn to the convenience of enlarging the

composition of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament in order to make it

more representative of the international community,

Noting that the representatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

and the United States of America have reached agreement on the inclusion of

eight additional members, who have already been participating in the deliberations

of the Committee,—'

Recognizing that all States have a deep interest in disarmament negotiations,
2 /

1. Endorses the agreement that has been reached on the title— and on the

following composition of the "Conference of the Committee on Disarmament":

Argentina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, France,

Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Netherlands, Nigeria,

Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United

Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States

of America and Yugoslavia;

2. Welcomes the eight new members of the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament;

I/ See A/77U1, paras. 10 and 11.

2/ Ibid., para. 12.
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J. Expresses its conviction that to effect any change in the composition

of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament specified in paragraph 1 above,

the procedure followed at the sixteenth session of the General Assembly should

be observed;

U. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to render the necessary

assistance and provide the necessary services to the Conference of the Committee

on Disarmament.

l836th plenary meeting,
16 December 1969.

The General Assembly,

Noting -with 'grave concern that among the possible effects of radiological

•warfare could be the destruction of mankind,

Aware that radiological warfare may be conducted both by maximizing the

radioactive effects of nuclear explosions and through the use of radioactive

agents independently of nuclear explosions,

1. Invites the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to consider,

without prejudice to existing priorities, effective methods of control against

the use of radiological methods of warfare conducted independently of nuclear

.explosions;

2. Recommends that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament consider,

in the context of nuclear arms control negotiations, the need for effective methods

of control of nuclear weapons that maximize radioactive effects;

J. Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to inform the

General Assembly at its twenty-fifth session of the results of its consideration

of this subject.

1836th plenary meeting,
16* December 1969.
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The General Assembly,

Noting that continued scientific and technological advancement creates

new opportunities for the application of science and technology both for peaceful

and for military purposes,

Woting the rapid development of laser technology, which is becoming

increasingly important in many civilian and military fields,

Concerned at the possible military applications of laser technology,

Recommends that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament give

consideration, without prejudice to existing priorities, to the implications of

the possible military applications of laser technology.

1836th plenary meeting,
16 December 19&9-

E

The General Assembly,

Reaffirming its resolution 15?8 (XIV) of 20 November 1959, in which it

considered that the question of general and complete disarmament was the most

important one facing the world today,

Reaffirming further the responsibility of the United Nations in the

attainment of disarmament,

Recalling its resolution 1?22 (XVI) of 20 December 1961, by which it

welcomed the joint statement of agreed principles for disarmament negotiations

submitted on 20 September 1961 by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and

the United States of America,^ and reaffirming the recommendation that further

disarmament negotiations be based on those principles,

3/ See Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixteenth Session, Annexes,
agenda item 19, document A/U879-
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Recalling its resolution 2.k̂ k B (XXIIl) of 20 December 1968, whereby it

requested the Conference of the Eighteen-Hation Committee on Disarmament to make

renewed efforts towards achieving substantial progress in reaching agreement on

the question of general and complete disarmament under effective international

control, and to continue its urgent efforts to negotiate collateral measures

of disarmament,

Convinced that the process of disarmament would be encouraged and stimulated

by the entry into force at the earliest possible stage and the strengthening of

multilateral international instruments in the field of disarmament,

Convinced that the participation of all nuclear Powers in the efforts to

contain the nuclear arms race and to reduce and eliminate all armaments is

indispensable for a full measure of success in these efforts,

Convinced that peace and security in the world, li£e development, are

indivisible, and recognizing the universal responsibilities and obligations in

this regard,

Further convinced of the need to pursue negotiations in good faith on
I

effective measures relating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early

date and to nuclear disarmament, and on a treaty on general and complete

disarmament under strict and effective international control,

Having received the report of the Conference of the Committee on_

Disarmament,—

Bearing in mind the grave dangers involved in the development of new nuclear

•weapons through a spiralling nuclear arms race,

Believing that the diversion of enormous resources and energy, human and

material, from peaceful economic and social pursuits to an unproductive and

wasteful arms race, particularly in the nuclear field, places a great burden on

both the developing and the developed countries,

Believing that the security and the economic and social well-being of all

countries would be enhanced as progress is made towards the goal of general and

complete disarmament,

k/
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; '' Reaffirming its resolution 2̂ -99 A (XXIV) of 31 October 1969, and in particular

paragraph 9, in which the General Assembly endorsed the call of th^- Secretary-

Ge-neral for the proclamation of a Disarmament Decade, and paragraph 17, in which

:VJ£--- Assembly appealed to all Member States to consider the possibility of signing
•i1 i -\
oj- ratifying the multilateral international instruments in the field of disarmament,

lv Declares the decade of the 1970s as a Disarmament Decade;

2* Calls upon Governments to intensify without delay their concerted and

, concentrated efforts for effective measures relating to the cessation of the

nuclear arfas race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament and the elimination

of other weapons* of mass destruction, and for a treaty on general and complete

disarmament under strict and effective international control;

; , 3- Requests the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to resume its

work las early as possible, bearing in mind that the ultimate goal is general

and complete'disarmament;

k-a Further rejjuesits the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, while

continuing intensive negotiations with a view to reaching the widest possible

agreement on collateral measures, to work out at the same time a comprehensive

programme, dealing with all aspects of the problem of the cessation of the arms

race and general and complete disarmament under effective international control,

which would provide the Conference with'a guideline to chart the course of its

further work and its negotiations, and to report thereon to the General Assembly

at its twenty-fifth session;

5" Decides to this effect to draw the attention of the Conference of the

Committee on Disarmament to all pertinent proposals and suggestions formulated

during the debates on disarmament, referring to the Conference all documents and

records of the meetings of the First Committee relating to the items on

disarmament;

60 Recommends jFurther that consideration be given to channelling a

substantial part of the resources freed by measures in the field of disarmament

to promote the economic development of developing countries and, in particular,

their scientific and technological progress;

7° Ee_quest_s_ the Secretary-General and Governments to publicize the

Disarmament Decade by all appropriate means at their disposal in order to
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acquaint public opinion with its purposes and objectives and with the

negotiations and developments related thereto;

8= Requests the Secretary-General to provide all appropriate facilities

and assistance with a view to furthering the fullest implementation of the

present resolution „

December

The General Assembly,

Recognizing the common interest of mankind in the reservation of the sea-bed •

and the ocean floor exclusively for peaceful purposes,

_Haying__cpnsidered the report of the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament— and noting with appreciation the work of that Committee in the

elaboration of a draft treaty on the prohibition of the emplacement of nuclear

weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor

and in the subsoil thereof,

Noting the suggestions and proposals relating to the draft Treaty annexed

to the report of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,— which were

made during the course of the discussion of this matter in the First Committee,

as well as the suggestions made during the special session of the Committee on

the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National

Jurisdiction,

Considering that the prevention of a nuclear arms race on the sea-bed and

the ocean floor serves the interests of maintaining world peace, reducing

international tensions and strengthening friendly relations among States,

Convinced that the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the

emplacement of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction on the

sea-bed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof would constitute a step

towards the exclusion of the sea-bed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof from

the arms race,

5/ Ibid.

6/ Ibid., annex A.
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1. Welcomes^ the submission to the General Assembly at its present session

of the draft Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and

Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the

Subsoil Thereof, annexed to the report of the Conference of the Committee on

Disarmament, and the various proposals and suggestions made in regard to the

draft Treaty;

^° Calls_ upon the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament to take into

account all the proposals and suggestions that have been made at the present

session of the General Assembly and to continue its work on this subject so that

the text of a draft treaty can be submitted to the General Assembly for its

consideration*

plenary^meeting,~
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Secretary-General

^

J

M.E, Chaoko, Deputy to the
Political and Security Council Affairs

itf 0'
January 1970

COD .

Mr.Kutaicov informed mo that on Saturday, 24 January 1970, he

discussed with the Secretaiy-General tho question of the arrangements

to be made in place of Dr.Protitch, who had hitherto acted aa the

Special Representative of tho Secretary-General at the Conference of

the Committee on Disarmament (CCD). Mr. Kutakov said that aftsr the

discussion, the Sesretary-Gtenoral had decided that I should go to

Ganova as the Special ReprasentativQ of tha Secretary-General and

deliver the Secretary-General'a mossags to tho opening mooting of tho

CCD. I also understood that it was the intention that I should return

to New York after attending tho Conference for about a week.

I should be grateful for confirmation.



•ROUTING SLIP FICHE DE TRANSMISSION

TO: u Thant, Secretary-GeneralAS
FOR ACTION

FOR APPROVAL

FOR SIGNATURE
PREPARE DRAFT

FOR COMMENTS

MAY WE CONFER?

YOUR ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED

AS REQUESTED

NOTE AND FILE

NOTE AND RETURN

FOR INFORMATION

POUR SUITE A DONNER
POUR APPROBATION

POUR SIGNATURE

PROJET A REDIGER

POUR OBSERVATIONS

POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER?

VOTRE ATTENTION

COMME CONVENU

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDS

NOTER ET CLASSES

NOTER ET RETOURNER

POUR INFORMATION

Upon my instructions, Mr. Epstein prepared
a "Preliminary Assessment of Developments
in the CCD during the period of 1? February-
5 March 1970", which I forward, herewith,
for your information..

Date:
10/3/70

CR. 13 (i:L-64)

FROM:
DE. ' L.N. Kutakov



SEC/CONFIDENTIAL Geneva
6 March 1970

CONFERENCE OE THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Preliminary Assessment of Developments in the CCD
during the period 17 February - 5 March 1970

Up to the date of this assessment, sixteen members of the Committee

have made general statements. No draft agreements have been submitted to

the Committee, and the two working documents submitted, respectively by

the Netherlands and Mexico,, deal with general or procedural matters. All

the "Western" members except Japan, and all the "Eastern" members except

Hungary, have spoken. .Among the non-aligned group, only Argentina,

Mexico, Morocco, Sweden and the UAR have spoken. This assessment

therefore, of necessity, must be regarded as tentative and incomplete and

deals only with the highlights of the session.

The address of the Secretary-General, in addition to stimulating

interest in the Disarmament Decade and to reaffirming the importance of

the CCD, seems also to have had an influence on the consideration of the

various problems before the Committee. Nearly all speakers have made

reference to one or another of his various suggestions or appeals.

The sixteen statements have, in general, borne out the accuracy of

the advance assessment (PSCA/DAD/102) and its analysis of the priority

questions of a sea-bed treaty, CBW, a comprehensive test ban and the

Disarmament Decade. All speakers have stressed the importance and

immediacy of the sea-bed and CB¥ items. The Soviet Union and its allies,

as well as Sweden and Mexico, appeared to give greater emphasis to the

latter, while all delegations welcomed the prospects for early agreement

on a sea-bed treaty.

Most of the non-aligned countries have stressed the urgency of the

question of an underground test ban and the importa.nce of elaborating a

comprehensive programme for GCD within the framework of the Disarmament

Decade.

In the general context of GCD and spiralling military expenditures,

several new questions or, rather, new consideration of old questions has

been urged. The "Western" and some non-aligned countries have suggested

giving consideration to the related questions of conventional arms trade

and regional limitations of arms. The "Eastern" countries and Sweden have

again stressed the importance of the question of European security.
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Romania has proposed a freeze and reduction of military expenditures

and also a ban on military manoeuvres on foreign soil,, on new deployment

of nuclear weapons, and on creating new military bases on foreign

territory. Italy, Mexico, Romania and Sweden have urged improvements

in Committee procedures to increase its productivity.

Sea-bed

Almost all speakers considered the question of elaboration of a

final draft of the sea-bed treaty to be a priority .matter, or at least

the subject most ripe for early solution. Sweden and Mexico suggested.,

however, that before the treaty was considered by the Committee in

plenary meetings, remaining differences be first ironed out in "working

groups", or informal meetings.

The United States seemed to favour a deliberate consideration of

all suggested amendments to the draft treaty to arrive at a final draft

treaty before the end of the session. Canada and Sweden, however, urged

that action on the final draft be completed before the summer meeting of

the Sea—Bed Committee.

The Soviet Union and its allies indicated their support for the

Swedish proposal to include in the operative part of the treaty a

commitment to negotiations for further disarmament measures, as well as

for a clearer definition of the geographical scope of the treaty and for

further consideration of some of the Canadian proposals concerning

verification and the rights of coastal States on their continental shelf.

The Soviet Union and the United States are engaged in private

discussions of a revision of the joint draft treaty a,nd the Soviet Union

has reportedly submitted its recommendations for changes to the United

States for consideration. There are as yet no indications as to how

soon a new joint draft might be forthcoming or at what time and in what

manner consideration of the question might be resumed after completion

of the general debate within the next week or two.

CBW

The Soviet Union and its allies have maintained that CBW be given

priority consideration, on the basis of the draft agreement submitted to

the General Assembly by the nine socialist countries, which would ban the

development, production and stockpiling of all C and B weapons, whether

lethal or harrassing, tear gas or defoliants. The Soviet Union has also
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frankly stated that it considers guarantees of compliance,, in the sense

of on-site inspections, to be impossible in practice. Poland has

announced its intention to introduce new proposals with regard to the

question of control.

The Soviet Union and its allies continue to call for additional

ratification and accession to the Geneva Protocol.

The United Kingdom, with new support from the United States and the

other N.AIO countries, has continued to urge that a separate ban on

B weapons, on the basis of its draft treaty, would be the most promising

way to early progress, but it has confirmed its readiness to follow the

wish of the majority in the matter. Sweden has advanced the idea that

some new approaches might be found, but the conflicting lines appear to

be as tightly drawn as ever, and there has as yet been no indication as

to how the threatening impasse might be avoided.

Comprehensive test ban

Most non-aligned countries and several others from both East and West

have stressed the urgency of this question, but no new ideas have been

put forward to overcome the existing impasse. Several countries have

urged that, despite the close relationship to SALT, consideration of the

matter should not be delayed. Sweden has suggested that a working group

might seek new approaches to this question prior to further consideration

by the full Committee.

Detailed consideration of this question may be deferred until after

the results are known of the Secretary-General^s enquiry related to the

exchange of seismic information.

The Disarmament Decade and a Comprehensive Programme for GCD

Considerable enthusiasm for the Disarmament Decade has been expressed,

particularly by the non-aligned countries. Calls for the elaboration of

a comprehensive programme of disarmament have been made by Mexico (who

urged that it be given priority), Romania, Italy, the Netherlands, and the

UAR. Several members have stressed the difficulty of fixing priorities

or time-tables and the danger of becoming bogged down in detail, and

there seems to be general agreement that the programme should not be too

rigid. No specific suggestions for a comprehensive programme have as yet

been advanced, although there have been suggestions by Mexico (in. the form

of a working document) and by Argentina that the United States and the

Soviet Union update their 1962 draft treaties on G-CD. Italy has suggested
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that extensive consideration of the matter be carried out informally,

preferably by means of a working group, during the first part of this

year's session, but that a definite date be fixed for its consideration

by the full Committee in ample time to permit an agreed programme to be

submitted to the Assembly.

The Co-Chairmen have thus far not demonstrated much interest in

working out a specific programme. No specific comments on the subject

have yet been made by them, although the United States has spoken

favourably of the Decade and the USSR of the need for greater efforts

for GCD,

Some private exchanges of views are taking place among several

delegations, but it is not yet clear how or when the question will be

given detailed consideration.

Other questions

Although several additional questions have been raised this year,

it is not yet clear as to whether or how they will be considered.

Procedure

Sweden has taken the lead in arguing that the Committee increase

its productivity by accelerating the pace of its work, by continuing

the practice of informal meetings, by submitting more draft texts and

working papers, and by initiating prior consideration in working groups

of certain matters, such as the sea-bed treaty and a comprehensive test

ban. A number of members have supported the continuation of informal

meetings and the Co—Chairmen have indicated their agreement to such

meetings.

Mexico has also placed major emphasis on improving the work of the

Committee, and has put forward a working document containing, among others,

suggestions that the Committee adopt a calendar or schedule for its work,

that it also follow a detailed procedure for the preparation of the

Committeets annual reports, and that regular meetings of the Committee

should be open rather than closed.

Several other countries, in particular Italy and Romania, have urged

improved working methods including sub-committees, working groups or the

assistance of experts. Romania also urged some participation for all

interested States.
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Conclusion

At this early stage in the Committeels work, the only thing which

can be said with any feeling of confidence is that the Committee will

probably give priority consideration to the questions of the sea—bed and

CB¥. Various procedural suggestions have been made about the nature and

method of work of the Committee, including work on these two questions,

but it is not yet clear how the further consideration of these questions

will be undertaken. It also seems likely that the elaboration of a

comprehensive programme and the question of G€D in the context of the

Disarmament Decade will also be the subject of considerable discussion

during this session of the CCD.



OFFICE DES NATIONS UNIES A GENEVE SSimw UNITED NATIONS OFFICE AT GENEVA

CONFIDENTIAL

A - T O : His Excellency f̂̂ f <P̂ * REF:

U Thant
Se cretary-Gener al

DE - FROM : William Epstein f̂yĴ -***̂  • GENEVE, 20 March 1970
Deputy Special Representative of the
Secretary-General to the Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament

OBJET - SUBJECT = situation Report No. 38

I forward herewith for your information "Situation
Report Ho. 38" covering the opening phase of the Conference
from 17 February to 19 March inclusive. The Situation
Report includes an Assessment and Annex I containing the
"Positions of CCD Members with Regard to Various Disarmament
Measures."



SEC /CONFIDENTIAL Geneva
20 March 1970

CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Situation Report No. 38

(17 February - 19 March 1970)

ASSESSMENT

General

Sea-bed

CB¥

The Disarmament Decade and a
Comprehensive Programme

Comprehensive test ban

Other questions

Procedure

Conclusion

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

6

ANNEX I Position of CCD Members with Regard
to Various Disarmament Measures

General, including Military Expenditures

Disarmament Decade and a Comprehensive
Programme for GCD

(a) General

(b) Comprehensive Programme

The CCD

(a) Procedure

(b) Priorities

Non-Proliferation Treaty

(a) Safeguards (article III)

(b) Peaceful uses (article IV)

(c) Peaceful explosions (article V)

(d) Other disarmament measures (article VI)

(e) Signature and ratification

Halting the strategic nuclear arms race (SALT)

Prevention of an Arms Race on the Sea-Bed

1

1

2

2

3

6

6

6

8

8

8

8

9

9

10

12
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Chemical and bacteriological
(biological) weapons 13

(a) Gener al 13

(b) Geneva Protocol - Ratifications 13

(c) Geneva Protocol - Scope and
UN Declaration 13

(d) 9-Power draft treaty 14

(e) UK draft treaty 15

(f) Other proposals 16

(g) Verification 16

Comprehensive Test Ban 17

International exchange of seismic data 19

Nuclear-free zones 19
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CONFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Situation Report No. 38

(17 February - 19 March 1970)

Assessment

General

By the end of the first month of the 1970 winter-spring session of

the Conference, all but two members (Burma and Nigeria) have made general

statements, and the general debate can be considered completed for all

practical purposes. Because of the presence of eight new members in the

Committee, the general debate has taken a little longer than in the past,

but it has proceeded expeditiously, in a serious and business-like way

and in a good atmosphere.

In general, the formal statements have borne out the advance

assessment that there would be four main questions for this session:

the completion of a sea-bed treaty, CBW, a comprehensive test ban and

the Disarmament Decade.

The address of the Secretary-General inaugurated the Disarmament

Decade and stimulated interest in the work of the CCD. Nearly all speakers

stressed one or another of the Secretary-General's various suggestions or

appeals and found encouragement for matters they wished to emphasize. In

this connexion, a number of speakers called for the early elaboration of

a comprehensive programme for the Disarmament Decade. The few members who

did not refer directly to the Decade urged a renewal of efforts towards GCD.

The entry into force of the NPT provided an occasion for a number

of countries to emphasize the importance of the Treaty and also to draw

attention to the commitments it contained, including further negotiations

towards GCD and particularly nuclear disarmament.

The Secretary-General's address and the entry into force of the NPT

were both utilized by a number of countries to speak of the desirability

of the participation of all nuclear Powers in disarmament negotiations.

Pakistan in particular reaffirmed its hope that France and the PRC might

soon be able to participate in the CCD, while Italy and Argentina made

strong appeals to France to take its seat in the Committee.
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While most speakers gave absolute priority to nuclear problems,

including an underground test ban, it was generally recognized that

serious consideration of these matters with any chance of success would

have to await favourable developments at the SILT. Accordingly,

virtually all speakers stressed the importance and, in particular, the

immediacy of the sea-bed and CB¥ items. Most members realized, however,

that it would be impractical to begin consideration of the sea-bed

treaty until the Co-Chairmen had presented a new revised joint draft.

On CB¥, statements in the general debate, as well as specific statements

on the subject by the USSR and the US, indicated the possible development

of an impasse on the question of a convention to ban the production,

development and stockpiling of these weapons. On the other hand, and in

part as a result of the rather slow progress in the above-mentioned

areas, there appears to be growing interest in the Disarmament Decade

item and in serious efforts after the short Easter recess to go to work

on the elaboration of a comprehensive programme.

In the meantime, and until the submission of a revised joint draft

treaty on the sea-bed, the period after the end of the general debate and

probably for the duration of this session, may be occupied with a broad

discussion of CBW. Detailed statements on this item have already been

made by the USSR, Sweden, the Netherlands and the United States.

Several new questions or, rather, new consideration of old questions

has been urged. The "Western" countries, Sweden and Romania suggested

giving consideration to the related questions of conventional arms trade

and regional limitations of arms. The "Eastern" countries, Ethiopia and

Sweden again stressed the importance of the question of European security.

Romania proposed a freeze and reduction of military expenditures and the

banning of military manoeuvres on foreign soil, of new deployment of

nuclear weapons, and of new military bases on foreign territory.

Sea-bed

Almost all speakers considered the question of elaboration of a final

draft of the sea-bed treaty to be a priority matter, or at least the

subject most ripe for early solution.

The United States seemed to favour a deliberate consideration of all

suggested amendments to the draft treaty to arrive at a broad consensus

on a final draft treaty to submit to the General Assembly. Canada and

Sweden, however, urged that action on the final draft be completed before

the meeting of the Sea-Bed Committee opening in Geneva on 3 August.
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The Soviet Union and its allies indicated their support for the

Swedish proposal to include in the operative part of the treaty a

commitment to negotiations for further disarmament measures, which is

apparently opposed by the United States. Both Co-Chairmen appear to

favour a clearer definition of the geographical scope of the treaty

and the acceptance of some of the Canadian proposals concerning

verification and the rights of coastal States on their continental

shelf. The Soviet Union, however, is apparently opposed to giving

any r8le to the Secretary-General in regard to verification procedures.

The Soviet Union and the United States have been engaged in

private discussions of a revision of the joint draft treaty, and in

much more extensive consultations with other delegations than last

year, and they do not appear to wish to hurry the matter. Contrary to

earlier hopes, it is now most generally believed that there is little

likelihood that a new revised joint draft will he forthcoming until

early in April. Its submission is expected to lead to a lively debate

because of the anticipated remaining points of difference between the

Co-Chairmen and the so-called "coastal States".

CM

The Soviet Union and its allies have maintained that CBW be given

priority consideration, on the basis of the draft agreement submitted

to the General Assembly by the nine socialist countries, which would

ban the development, production and stockpiling of all C and B weapons,

whether lethal or harpassing, tear gas or defoliants. They have

reaffirmed their insistence that this must be done in a single convention.

The Soviet Union also frankly stated that it considers guarantees of

compliance, in the sense of on-site inspections, to be impossible in

practice. At the same time, Poland announced its intention to introduce

new proposals with regard to the question of control (which are expected

around the middle of April), and a number of members welcomed the

initiative and indicated they await the proposals with interest. In

view of the known differences in the basic approaches of the "Eastern"

and "Western" Powers to verification, however, there is little confidence

that the new Polish proposals will be able to overcome the wide gap on

verification.
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The United Kingdom, with new support from the United States and the

other NATO countries, continued to urge that a separate ban on B weapons,

on the basis of its draft treaty, would be the most promising way to early

progress, but it confirmed its readiness to follow the wish of the majority

in the matter. The United States has now stated clearly that it believes

no progress is feasible in the near future on a convention including a

ban on C weapons primarily because of the verification problem; and it

has made a plea for early agreement to concentrate efforts on the

achievement of a convention to ban the development, production and

stockpiling of B weapons based on the UK draft. It believes such an

agreement would offer no major difficulties.

It seems unlikely that the US plea will have any influence in the

foreseeable future on the Soviet Union*s insistence on a convention to

ban both C and B weapons simultaneously. Sweden advanced the idea that

some new approaches might be found, and Ethiopia suggested that additional

protocols to ban the production of CBTV be added to the 1925 Geneva Protocol,

but the conflicting lines appear to be as tightly drawn as ever.

Sweden maintained that the discussion in the Committee must cover both

types of weapons simultaneously as a basis for reaching a decision on

whether there should be one or separate treaties. To help overcome the

verification obstacle, Japan has called for the convening of an expert

group to consider the problems of verification of a CB ban. The Netherlands,

Pakistan and Yugoslavia have specifically supported this idea, and the

United States has agreed to provide experts if the Committee makes such a

decision.

The Soviet Union and its allies continue to call for additional

ratification and accessions to the Geneva Protocol. It should also be

noted that both Sweden and India have rejected the recent UK interpretation

that CS is a "smoke" not banned by the 1925 Geneva Protocol.

The Disarmament Decade and a Comprehensive Programme

Nearly all speakers referred to the Disarmament Decade as requiring

redoubled efforts for disarmament, and considerable enthusiasm was expressed,

in particular by the non-aligned countries. Major calls for the elaboration

of a comprehensive programme of disarmament were made by Ethiopia, Mexico

(who urged that the matter be given priority), Yugoslavia, Romania and

Italy, and general support was given by Brazil, India, Pakistan and the U.AR.
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The Netherlands also submitted a working paper generally favourable to

the elaboration of a programme. At the same time, several members

stressed the difficulty of fixing priorities or time-tables and the

danger of becoming bogged down in detail; and there seems to be

general agreement that the programme should not be too rigid, although

much more than a mere listing of items.

Few specific suggestions for a comprehensive programme have as yet

been advanced, although there has been a general suggestion by Mexico

(in the form of a working document), supported by Argentina, Brazil,

India and Ethiopia, that the United States and the Soviet Union update

their 1962 draft treaties on GCD. Yugoslavia suggested that the

comprehensive programme should include the implementation of the NPT

in the three fields of disarmament, security and peaceful uses of

nuclear energy; an underground test ban; partial measures leading to

GCD; measures to strengthen peace and security, including denuclearized

zones and zones of reduced armaments; the use of science and technology

for peaceful purposes only; and steady efforts towards GCD.

The Co-Chairmen have not demonstrated much interest in working out

a specific programme. No comments on the subject have yet been made by

them, although the United States has spoken favourably of the Decade and

the USSR of the need for greater efforts for GCD.

Italy suggested that consideration of the matter be carried out

informally, preferably by means of a working group, during the first part

of this yearts session, but that a definite date be fixed for its

consideration by the full Committee in the summer session in time to

permit an agreed programme to be submitted to the Assembly. In the

meantime, private exchanges of views are taking place among several

delegations, and there appears to be little doubt that, unless a new

sea-bed draft is submitted to the Committee soon, the efforts of the

Committee will be increasingly focussed on this question. Even if a

new sea-bed draft is forthcoming, the supporters of the comprehensive

programme may urge that active consideration also be given to this

question.

Comprehensive test ban

Most non-aligned countries and several others from both East and

West stressed the urgency of this question, but no new ideas were put
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forward to overcome the existing impasse. Several countries urged that,

despite the close relationship to SALT, consideration of the matter

should not be delayed. Sweden suggested that a working group might

seek new approaches to this question prior to further consideration

by the full Committee.

Several members noted that development of the exchange of seismic

data might be necessary for further progress and it has been suggested

that consideration should be deferred until after the results are known

of the Secretary-General*s enquiry related to the exchange of such data.

India stated that, unless new proposals were made in the meantime, the

CCD should then take up the matter on the basis of the Swedish draft

treaty.

Other questions

It is not yet clear as to whether or how the questions of radiological

methods of warfare, the military applications of laser technology and the

several additional questions mentioned above will be considered. It would

seem unlikely, however, that the Committee would have time to consider

them outside the framework of a comprehensive disarmament programme.

Procedure

Italy, Mexico, Romania and Sweden have urged improvements in CCD

procedures to increase the Committee's productivity, including the use

of working groups and sub-committees, when required, as well as the

traditional informal meetings. It would appear, however, that the Committee

is more likely to use informal meetings rather than working groups or

sub-committees for the consideration of any item.

It is generally expected that this winter-spring session of the CCD

will continue until the end of April or early May.

Conclusion

At the end of the first phase of this session the outlook would

appear to be as follows:

1. If a revised joint draft treaty on the sea-bed is submitted early in

April, as expected, there will be intensive discussion of its provisions.

It is hardly expected, however, that the revision will fully satisfy the

authors of the five working papers presented at the General Assembly

(Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico and Sweden).
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2. It already appears that an impasse may be developing on various

aspects of the question of CB¥ — with regard to whether there should

be a single convention banning the production, development and

stockpiling of both C and B weapons or whether a convention should

first be concluded limited to B weaponsj verification of compliance

with any convention; and the scope of the definition of C weapons.

In any case, an intensive debate is expected on all aspects of CBW.

3. Increasing interest is being displayed in the Disarmament Decade

and in working out a comprehensive programme. It is expected that

the work of the present session will be mainly exploratory and that

the main effort in this regard will be undertaken at the summer session.

4. Until the results of the Secretary-General's enquiry concerning

the possibilities for an exchange of seismic data are known, the CCD

is not expected to concentrate much attention on the question of a

comprehensive test ban at the current session.



AMEX 1

Positions of CGD Members with. Regard to Various

Disarmament Measures

(17 February to 19' March 1970)

General, including Military Expenditures

Most members, representing all groups in the Committee, deplored

the spiralling arms race and the slow progress towards disarmament,

particularly nuclear disarmament, during the past decade, despite some

limited achievements such as the Moscow Test Ban Treaty and the KPT.

Most of the non-aligned countries and several others urged that some of

the vast sums used for arms be freed for development purposes.

The United States noted that world military expenditures during the

past decade had equalled all government expenditures for education and

health and that arms, particularly nuclear weapons, had continued to be

refined and more widely deployed. At the same time, there had been some

encouraging new factors, such as the fact that the work of those seeking

arms curbs had become better understood, the growing realization that

security could not be enhanced simply by increasing arms, the initiation

of arms control talks without polemics, and the concentration on individual

measures ripe for progress, such as the HPT, resulting in solid achievements

which also contributed to a favourable evolution of international relations.

The United Kingdom, in the context of comments on the increasing sums

spent on arms, stressed that military expenditures had been substantially

decreased in the UK during recent years, although admitting this was no

substitute for disarmament agreements. Canada, Italy and the Netherlands

stressed the need for greater progress in the next decade. Japan said

the threat of the arms race to mankind must be removed and the resources

released for economic development.

The USSR regretted the lack of forward movement towards disarmament,

the continuing arms race and rising military expenditures, but maintained

that efforts to limit the race were now bringing positive results, notably

the HPT, and that the GCD should double its efforts. Bulgaria and Hungary

expressed similar views; the former saw additional hope in the general
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agreement that the arms race could not contribute to security, as stated

by the United States. Mongolia recalled the Secretary-General's concern

over the "mad momentum" of the arms race and decried the concept of mutual

deterrence, or mutual terror, which the Western Powers used to justify

the arms race. Romania, noting that the arms race consumed vast resources

required for peaceful development while decreasing security, said the CCD

should achieve real disarmament in addition to limited agreements such as

the partial test ban and the KPT. It also called for the immediate

freezing and subsequent reduction of military budgets.

Mexico deplored the rising world disarmament expenditures, the danger

of their doubling every fifteen years and the existence of 16,000 nuclear

weapons of 20 megatons each capable of destroying 16,000 cities, which was

more than existed, and' stressed the interest of all countries in all aspects

of disarmament.

Besides regretting the arms race, Argentina stressed the importance

of confidence and understanding between the United States and the Soviet

Union, without which the work of the CGD could have no meaning.

The UAR urged the participation of all in solving the disarmament

problem, without any confrontation between smaller and larger States or

nuclear and non-nuclear States.

Sweden noted the unpromising world armaments picture but thought the

General Assembly debate had been constructive and that the momentum should

not be lost.

Disarmament Decade and a Comprehensive Programme for GCD

(a) General

Virtually all members demonstrated, in their statements before the

Committee or otherwise, their satisfaction over the appearance of the

Secretary-General before the Committee to inaugurate the Disarmament Decade.

In general, the smaller countries showed stronger support for the Decade

and the working out of a comprehensive programme than did the Co-chairmen.

The United States noted that, since the General-Assembly had declared

a Disarmament Decade, it might be appropriate to mention the major

developments of the past decade, including some encouraging factors for

the future. The UK, noted that it was now the task of the CCD to live up
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to the high expectation raised by the Secretary-General's presence to

launch the Decade. Canada considered the declaration of the 1970's as

a Disarmament Decade particularly appropriate while Japan welcomed the

Secretary-General's initiative as most opportune. Italy stressed that

the Decade should not become a matter of mere rhetoric. Th© Netherlands

said the curtain could be appropriately raised on the Decade by final

agreement on the Seabed Treaty.

The USSR made no direct reference to the Disarmament Decade, although

stressing the importance of renewed efforts towards GCD (see below).

Romania called for the adoption of an action programme and concrete measures

for the Decade, as outlined below. Poland associated itself with the hopes

of the Secretary-General and urged the CCD to intensify its work in

response to his appeal so that it could report achievements to the General

Assembly in the first year of the Disarmament Decade. Similarly, Hungary

said the hopes and concerns of the Disarmament Decade, as excellently

outlined by the Secretary-General, called for greater efforts. Bulgaria

noted that this session of the CCD, favourably influenced by the entry into

force of the HPT and SALT, could set the tone of the Disarmament Decade.

Mongolia and GzechoSlovakia did not directly refer to the Decade, but the

former mentioned the comprehensive programme (see below).

Mexico welcomed the declaration of the Disarmament Decade and stressed

the importance of new efforts to achieve GCD. In a working paper (CCD/277)

it called the declaration of the Decade most timely and deserving of special

support. The TJAR urged that the Decade not become a mere slogan, and

stressed̂ th.e link between the Disarmament Decade and the Development Decade.

Brazil,/India, "Morocco, Sweden and Yugoslavia also welcomed the Decade and

stressed that it called for new efforts towards GCD.

(b) Comprehensive Programme

Mexico, Italy and Romania were in the forefront of the many members

stressing the need for a comprehensive programme. The United States and

the USSR did not mention the programme as such, although the latter stressed

the importance of renewed efforts towards GCD, and most of the allies of

both Powers indicated some degree of support for a more comprehensive

programme.

In a working paper (CD/277), Mexico stated that the task of drawing

up the comprehensive programme requested by the General Assembly should be



given priority and that, to assist in this effort, the Soviet Union and the

United States should revise their 1962 draft treaties on GCD. Argentina,

Brazil, Ethiopia and India also specifically supported such a revision.

Italy- stressed that the comprehensive programme should not be a

simple list of positions but should treat all aspects of the problem in

accordance with the General Assembly resolutions. The draft treaties of

1962 should be a point of departure. The formulation of the programme

should begin with an extensive exchange of views, preferably within a

working group created for the purpose, which might last through the first

part of the session. The matter should be considered by the plenary Committee,

however, on a fixed date which would allow ample time for final agreement

before the end of the session.

Romania said the programme should set priorities within the goal of GCD

on questions of nuclear disarmament, as well as all partial measures. It

suggested a great number of measures which should be included, many dealing

with the question of European security (see below), and also supported the

holding of a World Disarmament Conference. The programme should serve as a

basis for negotiations aimed at immediate measures, as well as measures of

greater scope, scheduled throughout the Decade in such a way that the CCD

could make an annual report of achievements to the General Assembly. Romania

agreed that, at this stage, the programme should be elaborated by a working

group. On the other hand, Mongolia warned the Committee against getting bogged

down in protracted discussion to evolve a too rigid programme of GGD at the

expense of measures which were ripe for agreement; Czechoslovakia urged the

Committee not to lose time on the whole range of problems but to concentrate

on those which could be considered in a short time; while Hungary confined

itself to stressing that the approach to the Decade should be flexible, with

stress on the organic relationship between partial measures and GCD.

Canada also said the Committee should not get bogged down in the

discussion of priorities, which were already clear for the immediate future.

The UK said the Committee must tackle big problems but not overlook secondary

measures, which could add up to substantial progress towards the final goal

of GCD. Japan also thought a comprehensive programme would undoubtedly be

of assistance in achieving GCD, but that it must be flexible enough to be

workable. It also stressed the importance of acquainting world public opinion

with the aims of the programme so that it could give constant support to its
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implementation. The Netherlands tabled a working paper (CD/276) recommending

consideration of GCD in a preparatory phase, tut stressing the importance

of partial measures and confidence-building before major measures could be

achieved. With regard to setting priorities and deadlines, the paper

suggested reference to the past proposal of Sweden for "balanced package

deals" and that of India for a "selective approach". It stressed that a

list of priorities could only be tentative in character, must be flexible,

and must not neglect partial measures which were, in fact, elements of

different stages of GCD.

Ethiopia thought that, despite the fears that working out a comprehensive

programme for the Disarmament Decade might result in the CCD's losing its

purpose in abstract considerations, the unsatisfactory results so far

justified any efforts to achieve a new procedural approach towards GGD.

Since disarmament planning was also affected by the unpredictable variables

of international relations, the GCD should also seek means of assessing

international political movements and their effects, and might also consider

a recommendation through the General Assembly for peaceful settlement of

political conflicts, including the elimination of the remnants of colonialism.

Such side issues should be organically linked with other measures in the

comprehensive programme, a basis for which already existed in the 1962 draft

treaties on GCD of the Soviet Union and the United States. GCD continued to

receive less attention than it deserved, and the CCD should seek to reactivate

the GCD momentum of the early 1960s.

Yugoslavia said the comprehensive programme for the Decade should

include the implementation of the NPT in the three fields of disarmament,

security and peaceful uses of nuclear energy; an underground test ban;

partial measures leading to GGD; measures to strengthen peace and

security, including denuclearized zones and zones of reduced armaments; the

use of science and technology only for peaceful purposes; and steady efforts

towards GCD. It did not favour a rigid programme with fixed targets, and

supported an initial extensive exchange of views, using informal meetings,

ad hoc working groups, or special meetings.

India stressed that the programme should not be a mere list of items

without sequence or interrelation. Brazil favoured suggestions, plans, and

guidelines for action rather than a rhetorical formulation or an unrealistic

list of deadlines and schedules. India urged the CCD to consider actual
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measures of disarmament, thus making GCD attainable in the foreseeable

future, while Brazil believed specific measures of nuclear disarmament

should be realized in order to restore nuclear disarmament to a real

position of priority. Sweden stressed the need for careful planning and

the importance of regional disarmament (see below) within the framework of

GCD. The UAR also stressed that the programme should not be too rigid and

detailed, although more than a mere list of items. It should encompass

a basic conception of the significance and interrelationship of the various

issues.

The COD

(a) Procedure

Mexico, Sweden, Italy and Romania were in the forefront of the supporters

of improved working procedures, suggesting inter alia increased use of informal

meetings, including meetings at the expert level, as well as working groups

or sub-committees in certain circumstances. Several members, including the

Netherlands, Brazil and Yugoslavia, supported the idea of increased use of

informal meetings. The latter also supported a working group in connexion

with consideration of a comprehensive programme, but Brazil specifically

stated that it did not favour working groups.

The UAR thought production could be increased by better organization

(not further defined), by not emphasizing technical aspects over political

ones, and by a closer link with other bodies engaged in work similar to

that of the COD. Sweden also thought members should more frequently submit

draft texts and working papers. Mexico suggested a general calendar or

schedule for the Committee's work, a detailed procedure for the preparation

of its annual reports, and the holding of open meetings, rather than closed

ones, primarily to improve press coverage. Romania also urged some

arrangement to permit the participation of all interested States in CCD

work.

(b) Priorities

As noted above, a number of speakers stressed the importance of

renewed consideration being given to general and complete disarmament and

of undertaking the elaboration of a comprehensive programme. Almost all

speakers, in their references to the accelerating arms race, to SALT, or
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to the commitments of the nuclear Powers to further measures of disarmament

in the HPT, stressed the overriding importance of nuclear disarmament,

including a comprehensive test ban. Sweden suggested that a search for

new lines of progress on the test ban and other nuclear measures, such as

a cut-off of production of fissile materials and the creation of non-

nuclear-weapon zones, might be explored more actively in working groups or

sub-committees. The United States, Canada, Italy, the Netherlands and

Japan suggested consideration of a cut-off with IAEA safeguards, as a

possibility at this session. Most speakers seemed to assume, however,

that nuclear questions, including a comprehensive test ban, might be

considered later in the session in the light of possible progress in the

SALT or after the Committee had considered the results of the Secretary-

General's request for seismological data, although several members urged

that the Committee not delay its consideration of an underground test ban

because of the SALT. Canada specifically suggested that CTB be considered

during the latter part of the session, while India said it would await

results of the Secretary-General's inquiry before proposing further

discussion of GTB on the basis of the Swedish draft.

Most speakers appeared to believe that the subjects which best lent

themselves to immediate consideration were the completion of a sea-bed

treaty and the problem of CBW. It was generally recognized, however, that

although it appeared ripe for final solution, progress was not possible on

the Sea-bed treaty until a new revised joint draft was forthcomingj and

Sweden and Mexico suggested that differences over the treaty text be first

reconciled in a working group or sub-committee, which would refer the matter

to the full Committee when a new draft had been agreed upon. Mexico added

the view that the full Committee should not concentrate on the sea-bed to

the detriment of more important subjects.

The USSR placed particular stress on the question of CB¥ but, although

it mentioned it first among the three items of CBW, sea-bed and GCD, it did

not specifically suggest top priority for it. Poland called it the major

disarmament issue of the session; Mongolia thought it should be given top

priority; Bulgaria called the matter particularly urgent; and other

Eastern countries stressed its importance. Sweden also considered CBW

to be the most important task for immediate consideration of the Committee,

and Mexico stressed that agreement was possible at this session. Other non-

aligned members thought the subject should be thoroughly discussed at this

session, perhaps making agreement possible. The Western countries also



mentioned the subject prominently, but largely in terms of possible progress.

Only the UK stated the belief that real progress could be made on the subject

at this session.

The United States and several of its allies, as well as Sweden,

Poland and Romania, thought the issues of the conventional arms trade

and regional arms limitations should be. discussed at this session, while

Argentina and Morocco appeared not to favour the idea. Italy, Japan and

Yugoslavia stressed the need for measures to implement the articles of the

NPT on peaceful uses and peaceful explosions, while Sweden and India urged

that the Committee take up the question of an independent instrument

containing rules for non-discriminatory access to the technology of nuclear

explosions and the regulation of their use by any State.

Mon-Proliferation Treaty

The majority of the GCD members referred to the Hon-Proliferation

Treaty in their speeches or otherwise, the more so since NPT entered into

force on 5 March 1970. With the exception of those which did not sign the

MPT and which made no comment on this subject, all members of the Committee

stressed the role of the CCD in negotiating and finalizing this Treaty, and

its importance to stimulate efforts fur further disarmament measures.

(a) Safeguards (article III)

UK, Canada, Japan, Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia stressed the importance

and urgency of the elaboration of the safeguards agreements in accordance

with article III of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

(b) Peaceful uses (article IV)

Italy, Japan and Yugoslavia said the success of the NPT depended to a

large extent on the achievement of the objectives set out in articles IV, V

and VI, particularly increased non-discriminatory international cooperation

in the field of peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The UK noted that substantial

progress has been made in enabling all nations to benefit from the use of

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

(c) Peaceful explosions (article V)

The USSR read out the communique on Soviet-American technical conversations

concerning the use of nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes which took place
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In Moscow mid-February 1970. Hungary and the UK welcomed and stressed the

importance of these talks.

Sweden said the CCD should be informed on the technical aspects of the

agreement foreseen in article V of MPT, which was being dealt with within

the IAEA framework and bilaterally by the USA and the USSR; it suggested

that the CCD take some action on the contents of an independent international

Instrument which would contain the rules for a non-discriminatory access by

all States to the technology of nuclear explosions.

(d) Other disarmament measures (article VI)

Many delegations pointed out that the implementation of the undertaking

in article VI of the WPT was essential for the stability and durability of

the Treaty. Some members (Sweden, Yugoslavia) emphasized that the HPT did

not represent an end in itself but the beginning of the work to halt the

arms race and achieve total disarmament.

The United States said that the discussions had begun on strategic arms

limitation, mindful of the obligation in article VI of NPT. The NPT was an

important element leading to the Helsinki meeting. Similar views weBe also

expressed by UK, Canada, Poland, Mongolia, Hungary and Pakistan. India,

however, disagreed that the SALT was the result of the HPT, and the need for

these talks was felt by the great powers independently of the HPT. Sweden

stressed that the non-nuclear States- expected the nuclear flowers to undertake

meaningful obligations limiting their freedom of action in the field of

nuclear weapons. Japan said the discrimination created by the NPT, which

permits only some States to possess nuclear weapons, should be made to

disappear by the elimination of these weapons. Romania stressed that

article VI of the KPT put particular responsibility on the nuclear Powers.

Yugoslavia considered that the following measures should be taken in conformity^

with article VI: a ban on the manufacture as well as the destruction of

nuclear weapons; a convention to renounce the threat or use of nuclear

weapons; the expansion of the SALT to include tactical nuclear weapons; -.

the prohibition of stationing nuclear weapons in new areas; the establishment

of nuclear-free zones; the banning of all nuclear weapon tests; and

international cooperation and assistance to non-nuclear States in peaceful

uses of the~ atom.

(e) Signature and ratifications

Members of the Eastern and Western groups urged that the greatest possible

number of States should adhere to the MPT, especially those which were

potentially nuclear Powers and that all States should respect the spirit of
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the Treaty. The UAR said the failure of a certain mideast country to sign

the HPT endangered the Treaty's implementation. Poland regretted that no

Euratom country has yet ratified the NPT.

Halting the strategic nuclear anas race (SALT)

Virtually all speakers referred to the strategic arms limitation talks

(SALT) between the United States and the Soviet Union, most of them

stressing that progress on the SALT could lead to progress in CGD

deliberations. The members of the Eastern and Western groups made no

reference to General Assembly resolution 2602 E (XXIV) appealing for a

moratorium on strategic nuclear systems; but Brazil, Ethiopia, India and

Mexico urged that the appeal receive serious consideration by the United

States and the Soviet Union.

The United States said any progress in the SALT would lead to progress

in COD. In Helsinki, important points of substance were touched upon and

understanding was reached on a general range of questions for further exchange

without formal agenda and priorities; if SALT continued in the same spirit

there were brighter prospects for progress towards agreement in 1970.

The United Kingdom noted that the SALT might result in the most

important advance of the new decade. The talks also represented a significant

step in the fulfilment of article VI of the KPT on which the success of the

HPT depended. Canada expressed concern about the new development of multiple

warhead missiles, welcomed the SALT and said that opportunities enhanced by

these talks would be increased if the HPT was brought into force. Italy

hoped for the success of the talks, which was important for further progress

in the CGD and said that parallel negotiations - in the SALT and COD - should

have a beneficial reciprocal influence. The Netherlands also considered

that the successful outcome of the SALT would facilitate further measures in

the field of armaments limitation and disarmament. Japan said that the SALT

raised hopes for the acceleration of nuclear disarmament.

The USSR, noting that the public and many governments had welcomed the

Soviet-American talks, said that this development should encourage the CCD

to redouble its efforts to solve the tasks before it. Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia and Poland considered that the SALT could

favourably affect the international situation and future disarmament
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negotiations. Mongolia and Poland considered the talks as the most important

follow-up of the MPT, and the latter regarded them as the beginning of

implementation of its article VI.

Mexico, in the context of the appeal for a "moratorium", stressed the

desirability and duty of CGD members to take an unequivocal position on SILT,

and urged the USSR and the US to make every effort to achieve positive

results in the near future. Sweden said the non-nuclear-weapon States

expected that the nuclear-weapon Powers would use the SALT to enter into

meaningful obligations, limiting their freedom of action in the field of

nuclear weapons. Brazil and the UAR considered that the SALT were not a

substitute for the CCD but would have reciprocal influence on each other, and

the latter felt that,increased confidence between the Super Powers would give

a needed impulse to the CCD. ••• Morocco said that the SALT'S success would

stimulate CCD negotiations. Argentina felt that understanding between the

USSR and the United States was an indispensable condition for disarmament

and hoped the SALT would pave the way for nuclear disarmament in the context

of GCD. Yugoslavia said the talks should be expanded to tactical nuclear

weapons and lead to the prohibition of stationing nuclear weapons in new areas.

India expressed concern that the SALT were related only to strategic nuclear

arms which might imply that the tactical nuclear arms race would continue. It

disagreed that the talks were the result of MPT article VI, because the need

for these talks was felt by the United States and the USSR independently of

the MPT.
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Prevention of an Arms Race on the Sea-Bed

All speakers agreed that it should be possible to agree on a final

text of a treaty before the close of this year's CCD session. A number,

in particular the Eastern countries, specifically noted that, because of

the extended prior consideration, the subject was the most ripe for

action or close to solution. Argentina said the matter should have

priority and Japan called it an urgent issue. Sweden and Canada also

stressed the importance of consultations with the Sea-Bed Committee on

the final draft and urged that it be completed by the time of the summer

meeting of that Committee. It was widely assumed, however, that further

consideration depended on the presentation of a new revised joint draft

by the Co-Chairmen, and many members reserved comment or simply referred

to their previous statements. Sweden and Mexico suggested that the matter

be considered in the early part of the session by a working group or

sub-committee, composed of the authors of the draft, those who had

submitted suggestions for changes and other interested members, which

would refer the item back to the plenary meeting after an understanding

had been reached.

The USSR and its allies indicated their support for the Swedish

proposal to include in the operative part of the treaty a commitment to

further negotiations, for a clearer definition of the geographical scope

of the treaty and for further consideration of some of the Canadian and

Brazilian proposals concerning verification and the rights of coastal

States on their continental shelf. The USSR noted, however, that since

the treaty had limited objectives and was not intended to settle problems

of maritime law or support or prejudice rights or claims pertaining to the

sea-bed, it should not be delayed for reasons irrelevant to its objectives.

The United States said it would give consideration to all suggestions

for accommodating the concerns with regard to the definition of the

geographical area and the procedure for verification. It considered

important the achievement this year of a CCD consensus on the specific

provisions of the treaty.
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Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons

(a) General

Practically all members of the CCD have shown great interest in the

question of chemical and biological weapons and thought that the Committee

should discuss it as a matter of urgency. The members of the Eastern

group have maintained that CBW should be given priority consideration, on

the basis of the draft convention submitted to the last General Assembly

session by nine socialist States. Many delegations, Western, Eastern and

non-aligned, while recognizing the divergence of views and the great

difficulties facing an agreement, nevertheless considered that some

progress was possible this year with regard to CBW. Most of the

delegations maintained, in their statements or otherwise, that the Committee's

task was facilitated by the Secretary-General* s report and by the debate

within the United Nations, as well as by the studies prepared by the World

Health Organization and by SIPBI. Some delegations mentioned that the work

of the CCD was facilitated by President Nixon's decision to renounce

biological weapons and toxins.

(b) Geneva Protocol - Ratifications

The members of the Eastern group, as well as some non-aligned

delegations (Argentina, India, Pakistan, Sweden and Yugoslavia), stressed

the importance of the Geneva Protocol as a generally recognized international

norm and its moral force to deter use of CB weapons. The Eastern delegations

called for prevention of any violation of the Geneva Protocol and for its

reinforcement by adherence of all States in conformity with resolution

2603 B (XXIV) ; some drew attention to this year being the 45th anniversary

of the Protocol and the 25th anniversary of the UN.

(c) Geneva Protocol - Scope and UN Declaration

The members of the Eastern group said that prohibitions embodied in the

Geneva Protocol covered all chemical and bacteriological agents of warfare

without exception and reaffirmed their full agreement with the definition

of the scope of prohibition of CBW contained in resolution 2603 A

The Western group, as was the case when resolution 2603 A (XXIV) was

voted, remained divided. The United Kingdom confirmed the British Government's

position announced 2 February 1970 which excluded CS and other such gases

from the scope of the Geneva Protocol. The United Kingdom believed the CCD
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would be doing a disservice to seek to outlaw CS gas at the expense of

concentrating on the whole range of lethal weapons. The same position

is held by the United States. The Netherlands said it had difficulties

in accepting resolution 2603 A (XKIV) and suggested supplementing the

Protocol by additional agreements, reflecting present realities and

future developments, i.e. a ban on the use of herbicides and defoliants

in war. It had doubts regarding tear gas and it considered that the

question was not to ban all harrassing agents from military arsenals but

to seek restraint on the use of specific agents by legal and customary

rules of war. Italy, supported by the Netherlands, proposed that parties

to the Geneva Protocol should consider that the ban on first use should

be applicable to all States, including non-signatories.

The non-aligned delegations declared that the Geneva Protocol prohibited

the use in war of all CB¥, including tear gas and other harrassing agents,

existing or developed in the future, so that only measures to prohibit

development, production and stockpiling remained to be undertaken by the CCD.

India and Sweden made detailed criticisms of the UK position regarding

the interpretation of the scope of the Geneva Protocol. Sweden said that

no party to the Protocol had sought to change its scope until the UK purported

unilateral reinterpretation, and that the UK position was particularly

regrettable because of its interest in further regulation of CBV. It added

that calling CS gas "smoke" did not change the fact that it was a tear gas

banned by the Protocol.

(d) 9-Power draft treaty

The Eastern delegations maintained their position that it was in the

general interest to seek a simultaneous solution for chemical and

bacteriological (biological) weapons, as proposed in their draft convention.

The USSR maintained that since production for military purposes was

indistinguishable from peaceful production, verification in the form of

control posts and on-site inspections would be impossible in practice; the

first three articles of the 9-Power draft convention provided for the

complete exclusion of CB¥, articles IT and V gave each State party responsibility

for guaranteeing compliance, article VI provided for consultations and

co-operation to settle problems that might arise, and the latter three articles

would ensure strict compliance. Poland announced that a group of Polish

experts had prepared a proposal dealing with safeguards for a CB¥ treaty

which would be introduced in the CCD.
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The United States said it was not feasible to negotiate a single

agreement including chemical weapons, mainly because of the difficulties

of verification, and that insistence on a single treaty was equivalent

to abandoning any concrete advance for a considerable period of time.

The UK held that the most promising way for early progress was a separate

agreement to destroy biological agents and ancillary equipment; however,

the UK was prepared to follow the wish of the majority and to discuss CW

and BW together. Canada and the Netherlands said the CCD should also

consider parallel proposals for a C¥ ban. Japan favoured the joint

treatment of both C and B weapons and thought the 9-Power draft convention

was more comprehensive but failed to provide effective safeguards; it

renewed the proposal for a meeting of experts to study verification with

emphasis on chemical weapons. The Netherlands, Pakistan, and Yugoslavia

supported this idea, and the United States agreed to provide experts if

the CCD made such a decision.

In general, the non-aligned countries favoured the joint treatment of

CW and BW, but held that the CCD should study carefully all documents and

proposals and should first agree on the scope of the convention. Ethiopia,

India, the UAR, and Yugoslavia favoured simultaneous treatment for C and B

weapons; India stressed it could not accept separate treatment based on

the grounds that C weapons were tactical and B weapons were strategic.

Pakistan saw merit in the 9-Power draft convention but said measures to

implement the prohibitions should be spelled out.

(e) UK draft treaty

The United Kingdom said the most promising way to achieve early progress

on CBW was to conclude a separate agreement to prohibit BW and destroy

biological agents. This position was strongly supported by the United States

which maintained that a realistic and widely acceptable agreement could be

achieved soon only on the elimination of BW, for many reasons: BW were

more devastating than CW; consequences might be global and affect future

generations; BW were not required for national security because their

deterrent and retaliatory value is limited; CW problems were different and

required separate treatment; C agents are primarily battlefield weapons;

CW are more predictable and controllable than BW; CW capability is important

for national security; the difficulty of defining between commercial
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chemicals and CW; the problem of verification is very complex. The

United States believed the CCD could agree to negotiate on the basis

of the UK draft convention and simultaneously pursue a study on problems

to restrict development, production and stockpiling of CW. Italy said

the doubts it had had on a B¥ convention were removed and it now supported

the UK draft. Canada also supported the UK draft. Japan stressed that

the UK draft was inadequate in referring only to BW but-covered all aspects

of the ban. The Netherlands favoured the UK draft but suggested that the

definition of B agents should follow the definition in the Secretary-General's

report.

Yugoslavia and other non-aligned countries welcomed the UK willingness

to follow the wish of the majority in dealing with CBW. Yugoslavia

suggested a unilateral renunciation of research, production and stockpiling

of BW and the closing of present facilities. Sweden said the question of

the scope of the agreement should not be considered in the abstract but as

a practical analysis of the degree to which treatment of C and B weapons

could be combined in a convention and the extent to which they must be

considered separately. Analysis would show how many treaties were required

or whether a single convention was possible with treatment of some C and B

agents in separate articles. The UK draft must be scrutinized to see if it

could also apply to C weapons.

(f) Other proposals

Yugoslavia suggested placing all institutions engaged in CBW under the

control of civil ministries of health.

(g) Verification

The United States said progress towards eliminating CW depended on

verification arrangements, which were difficult but not insoluble; the

United States had long been studying the problem and was encouraged by

results on monitoring and inspection techniques and would continue studies

and make experts and findings available if the CCD decided to undertake

intensive study of this problem. The Netherlands held that a control system

without loopholes was difficult to devise but reserved its position on

excluding controls entirely, as inspection of declared facilities might be

possible. Japan, supported by the Netherlands, Pakistan and Yugoslavia

renewed its proposal for an early meeting of experts to study verification

with emphasis on C weapons.
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The USSR, supported by its allies, maintained that since production

for military purposes was indistinguishable from peaceful production,

verification in the form of control posts and on-site inspection would be

impossible in practice.

Sweden surveyed all aspects of CB¥, from the point of view of the

possibilities of verification, to illustrate the possibility of identifying

similarities permitting joint consideration of C and B weapons, or

dissimilarities which might call for special consideration. In the research

process, both C and B agents had legitimate peaceful uses which must be

permitted without obligatory verification, but research for military

purposes could probably be detected if stress was laid on open information;

in the development process, such things as instruction manuals, training

and development work could be unconditionally prohibited and a ban on all

CB development could be dealt with in one treaty, although verification

provisions might require separate treatment; in the testing process,

C and B could be prohibited simultaneously with verification by surveillance

of testing areas; in the production process, C and B agents could not

always be treated similarly since B agents and many C agents (nerve gases

and toxins) lent themselves to unconditional prohibition, while some C agents

(herbicides) had legitimate peaceful uses and might have to be banned

conditionally by specified exceptions in a comprehensive treaty or in a

separate treaty or protocol, and with verification by a system of obligatory

reporting to some international agency; in the process of putting agents

into means of their dissemination, such as shells or bombs, some special

arrangements might have to be made for B weapons which were more easily

identified; in the process of storage and transportation, C weapons would

require larger facilities and be more observable than B weapons; in the

process of trade, the differences were similar to those in the production

process and unconditional prohibition of B¥ and an increasing number 'of

C¥ was possible, and verification through reporting to some international

agency was warranted; in considering the destruction of stocks, different

approaches would be required as the destruction of B weapons was easier

and more easily verified.

Comprehensive Test Ban

The United States continued to maintain its position in support of

an adequately verified comprehensive test ban, including on-site inspections.
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It received no direct support from other members of the Western group on

the question of inspection, although all stressed the importance of

increased co-operation in the international exchange of seismic data as

a step towards a solution of the verification problem. The UK said it

still considered CTB to be one of the highest priorities, and noted that

its proposals on the subject (i.e., quotas and phasing-out) were still on

the table. Japan thought the momentum generated by the entry into force

of the HPT and SALT should lead to CTB as a first step, adding that it

still considered its proposal of last year (for a threshold treaty) to be

the most feasible under the circumstances. Canada hoped the CCD would take

up the question of a CTB later in the session, depending on the progress

in the SALT; and Italy hoped for early agreement.

Of the Eastern members, only Mongolia and Romania mentioned the

subject of CTB directly. Mongolia maintained that that problem had become

crucial and urgent as a result of the development of MIEV and that it

deserved special attention, while Romania said nuclear disarmament, including

CTB, should have absolute priority.

Brazil, India, Mexico, Morocco, Pakistan, Sweden, the UAR and Yugoslavia

all stressed the urgency of the matter in the light of the commitments in the

Moscow Treaty and the NPT. Mexico and Pakistan believed that, in view of

progress on verification methods, on-site inspections might no longer be

necessary. Brazil and Pakistan considered part of the problem to be the

lack of political will for a solution on the part of the two nuclear super

Powers. Sweden thought a working group should consider possible new solutions;

Mexico thought the next CCD report should contain either a draft CTB treaty

or, if this proved impossible, a draft containing those parts on which

agreement could be reached with alternative texts of controversial articles;

India said the CCD should await the report on seismic data and, if no new

proposals were made, should then take up the matter on the basis of the

Swedish draft treaty; Yugoslavia said it expected completion of a CTB treaty

as a result of SALT or of work in the CCD; and India, the UAR and Morocco

thought consideration of the matter should not be delayed in the CCD simply

because of its close relationship to SALT. Of the non-aligned speakers,

only Argentina expressed the view that low-intensity seismic signals could

still not be adequately identified; but it added that, since testing for

weapons purposes was increasing, the Powers must make concessions for an

agreement.
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The UAB said it would return later to its 1965 (i.e., threshold and

moratorium) proposal.

In connexion with the need for a full test ban, Sweden stressed

evidence of significant radioactive contamination across national borders

as a result of the venting of underground tests, and said any erosion of

the Moscow Treaty must be stopped. Morocco and Japan said they shared

this concern, and the latter added its concern over possible earthquakes

and tidal waves.

International exchange of seismic data

The United States pledged its co-operation in seeking a means to

identify all underground tests and said it would furnish the Secretary-

General with the information he had requested in this regard. Canada,

Japan, the Netherlands and the UK urged full co-operation with, implementation

and follow-up of the General Assembly resolution on the subject. Japan

further suggested the CCD begin a study of how the information made available

to the Secretary-General as a result of his request should be handled.

As noted above, India indicated its interest in awaiting the Secretary-

Generals report on the subject before taking further action on CTB; Brazil

thought the data furnished to the Secretary-General would give a clearer

picture of a viable verification system; and Pakistan said the exchange of

data would be a vital step towards CTB.

The Eastern delegations and other members made no direct comments on

the subject.

Nuclear-free zones

In a statement on the Latin American nuclear-weapon-free zone, Mexico

stressed the unique character of the zone, called attention to the extensive

documentation on the subject submitted to the Committee and to the General

Assembly, and noted the adherence of the fifteenth party to the Treaty and

the deposit on 11 December 1969 of the ratification by the UK of Protocols I

and II of the Treaty of Tlatelolco. In the latter connexion, Mexico cited

General Assembly resolutions 2286, 2456 B, and 2499, calling on the nuclear

States to ratify Protocol II and gave as additional reasons for immediate
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ratification (a) the intrinsic value of the Treaty; (b) the remarks of

the Secretary-General at the ceremony of the entry into force of the

Treaty; (c) the fact that Protocol II obligations were a concrete

application of those of the United Nations Charter; and (d) the fact

that three years had passed since the Protocols were open for signature.

It recognized that the CCD could not intervene in the matter, but urged

all members to consider it their duty to urge the nuclear Powers which

had not already done so to fulfil the repeated appeals of the General

Assembly.

Brazil joined Mexico in welcoming the UK ratification of Protocol II

of the Treaty and supported the appeal to all nuclear Powers to sign.

Sweden commented that the success of the Treaty of Tlatelolco should

encourage the States of all other regions to take similar action. Italy and the

Netherlands also commended the Treaty and considered that it could serve

as a model for other areas where it was appropriate. Poland reaffirmed

Polish plans for a nuclear-free zone in Europe. Yugoslavia observed that

nuclear-free zones were important for easing tensions.

Cut-off of fissile materials production for weapons purposes

The United States, supported by all other members of the Western

group except the UK, suggested consideration of a cut-off of production

of fissionable materials for weapons purposes, with IAEA safeguards, as

a possible alternative means of checking the arms race. Canada noted

that negotiation of such a cut-off would be concomitant to progress in

the SALT, but thought such an agreement, with acceptance by the nuclear

States of the same IAEA safeguards accepted by the non-nuclear States in

the NPT, would remove the discriminatory aspect of that Treaty and

thereby enhance its appeal. Italy also believed a cut-off by the nuclear

Powers would balance the commitments of the non-nuclear States in the NPT.

Japan described acceptance of the IAEA safeguards as a means of overcoming

the verification obstacle of such an agreement, which it believed would

be the best way to curb the quantitative increase of nuclear weapons.

Sweden felt that the cut—off was one of the nuclear disarmament measures

with regard to which the CCD should seek new approaches.

No other members referred to this measure.
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Prohibition of use of nuclear weapons

This question was given very little attention during the general

debate. Romania said that nuclear disarmament should have absolute

priority in the negotiations of the CCD, including the prohibition of

the use of nuclear weapons. Yugoslavia suggested that nuclear-weapon

Powers should conclude a convention on renunciation of the threat or

use of nuclear weapons and also undertake not to use nuclear weapons

against non-nuclear-weapon States and, in the event of threat, the

United Nations should act to ensure effective protection.

Conventional arms trade and regional disarmament

The United States, the UK, the Netherlands, Sweden and Romania

expressed the view that the CCD should consider the problems of the

conventional arms trade and regional disarmament. The United States

stressed that the problem of conventional arms, accounting for the major

part of the worldTs military outlays, should not be neglected, adding

that it would encourage the nations concerned to take measures towards

regional arms limitations or other steps to reduce the competition for

costly weapons. The UK said it was ready to work for agreements on

regional arms limitations and would welcome measures to control the arms

trade; noting that the first requirement was active support of all the

major supplying countries and that the attitude of the recipient countries

was also a key factor, it said the difficulties of the problem should not

result in its neglect. The Netherlands also said efforts should be made

to reduce and eliminate the conventional arms race, and referred to the

alarming picture in the SIERI Yearbook of the build-up of arsenals and

the international trade in conventional arms.

Sweden noted that the trade in arms was a sensitive question and that

its restriction called for regional consideration, but nevertheless believed

the matter should be aired in the CCD. Romania said the question of

conventional arms limitation had assumed new importance and must be dealt

with in the CCD; it also favoured regional disarmament measures,

particularly in Europe.
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Argentina maintained that the burden of the arms race did not

result from the sale of conventional arms but from production of all

types of arms, particularly that of nuclear weapons, by a small number

of developed countries; priority should therefore be given to measures

applying to mass destruction weapons and to producing countries.

Morocco said the subject of the limitation of conventional arms and the

arms trade might be examined within the framework of GCD, but stressed

its difficult political aspects.

European security

Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and Romania mentioned the European security

conference as a means to enhance prospects for disarmament and to improve

the political atmosphere. Poland supported the early convening of a

European security conference and a treaty renouncing use of force by all

European States. Romania also made following proposals: the conclusion

of agreements against the use or threat of use of force and intervention

in internal affairs of other States; a ban on military manoeuvres on the

territory of other States, on the creation of new military bases and on

the emplacement of new nuclear arms on foreign territories.

Yugoslavia supported the prohibition of stationing nuclear weapons

in new areas. Sweden noted signs of new interest in mutual and balanced

reductions of military forces in Europe and thought a dialogue between

the two military blocs could increase efforts to create nuclear-free

or otherwise regulated zones of arms limitation. Ethiopia said the

initiative for a European security conference should affect disarmament

negotiations favourably and should serve as example in other regions.

Other questions

(a) Radiological warfare and laser technology

Brazil was the only member who commented on the subject, stating

that the CCD should first study the best way of obtaining adequate

scientific and technical information before taking up the substance of

the matter.



(b) Centrifuge production of enriched uranium

The United Kingdom, referring to the suggestion of the Secretary-

General that the CCD should consider the possible military applications

of enriched uranium produced by gas centrifuges, thought it unwise for

the Committee to discuss one particular aspect of nuclear technology

in isolation. The gas centrifuge process, as currently planned by the

UK, the Netherlands and FRG, was not a process for producing material

for nuclear weapons and such production should be discussed and safe-

guarded by the IAEA under the NPT. The Netherlands associated itself

with the UK remarks and said this was a matter of safeguards relating

to the NPT and thus saw no need to discuss it in the CCD.

Poland claimed that danger existed in the possible military

applications of enriched uranium from gas centrifuges if it was not

safeguarded by the IAEA; it failed to understand the haste on this

project, in which the FRG took part, in the light of the IAEA decision

to create a fund of special fissionable materials.

France and the PRO

Italy regretted the absence of France and hoped the present urgent

needs for disarmament might change the French attitude. Argentina also

urged France to reconsider its position and to occupy its seat.

Pakistan reaffirmed its hopes that both France and the PRC would be

able to take seats on the CCD, and said their absence seriously impeded

the success of negotiations. Ethiopia said the CCD should seek the early

participation of all nuclear Powers, including France and the PRC, in all

disarmament negotiations. India said the co-operation of all nuclear

Powers was essential for the success of the disarmament effort and warned

that the present stalemate in disarmament would continue until steps were

taken to associate France and the PRC in talks. Yugoslavia mentioned

the need to obtain the accession of all States to the NPT.

The USSR noted that GCD could not be concluded without the adherence

of a maximum number of major military States, and particularly of all the

nuclear Powers. Czechoslovakia referred to the statement by the Secretary-

General that the participation of all nuclear Powers was necessary for a

full measure of success. As noted above, Romania recommended that all



States wishing to do so should be permitted to participate in the CCD

in some manner; Poland spoke of the universality of disarmament

agreements; and Mongolia hoped that even non-signatories would respect

the KPT.
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Chairman! Mr. Isao Abe (Japan)

Mrs. Myrdal (Sweden) welcomed the participation in the meeting of a

number of experts to give advice on the many points where advice was needed.

She referred to a tentative list of chemical agents which had been circulated

by Sweden,* in which the agents were divided into those having only weapons

use (and accordingly subject to "unconditional prohibition" in a treaty) and

those having dual use for weapons and civilian purposes (and thus subject to

"conditional prohibition" in a treaty), and solicited the comments of others

on it. The list had been taken in large part from a corresponding list used

by the WEU in verifying the FRG's compliance with the 1954. Treaty, but also

contained elements from the Secretary-General's and MHO reports. In this

connexion, she posed three questions: (l) whether the list was adequate or,

if not, how it should be modified or supplemented? (2) whether the Committee

would be prepared to prohibit unconditionally all B weapons and toxins, plus

C weapons having no civilian use? and (3) whether the UK now intended to

prohibit toxins in its draft treaty? She briefly outlined the twin principles

of open operation, plus internationalization, the former involving the

responsibility of Governments to report all activities pertinent to the

production of agents which might be used in weapons. In this connexion, she

asked three additional questions: (l) whether others agreed with the idea of

openness and reporting as a basis for verification? (2) whether they agreed

that an international organization should receive and evaluate such information?

and (3) whether any delegations had any ideas on the required size and

appropriate cost of such an agency? With regard to a complaints procedure,

she mentioned the possible value of "verification by challenge" and stressed

the view that investigating and judging functions should be separated.

Investigation of complaints should be done by an independent body before a

matter was referred to the Security Council in order to avoid bitter controversy

in the Council, possibly leading to denunciation of the treaty. This led to

the following questions: (l) how to differentiate in the treatment of the two

categories of agents (conditional and unconditional), assuming they were agreed to?

*The paper circulated by Sweden is annexed hereto.
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(2) Are there any methods, short of on-site inspection but broader than

openness, which might be possible? (3) Are the present remote sensory

techniques useful outside a country to detect forbidden agents inside the

country and are any improvements of these techniques to be foreseen in the

next 10 or 20 years? and (4.) would any delegate have an estimate of the cost

of an international agency having the right of on-site inspection to control

a CBW agreement? She would appreciate answers to these questions today or

later.

Lord Ghalfont (UK) said that the question of including toxins in the UK

draft convention was an interesting one on which he would like to have other

views. The matter would have to be carefully drafted, if included, but he

would not exclude the possibility of such an amendment to the draft convention.

Sir Solly Zuckerman (UK expert) said the list prepared by Sweden was a

useful start for preparing a definitive list which he hoped the experts would

have an opportunity to get together to agree on. The general breakdown

followed the lines of a list prepared for the Secretary-General's report. He

asked Mrs. Myrdal if the paper could be used as the basis for further expert

discussions.

Mr. Ignatieff (Canada) said the Committee was at the stage in its CBW

negotiations when it was faced with technical problems which must be examined

to try to remove obstacles to progress. While he did not wish to exaggerate

the importance of technical problems in solving the basic political problems, all

governments would have to have a clear idea of the safeguards involved in a

CBW ban. Sweden, Japan and Yugoslavia had already helped bring some

clarification to the question of assurances. He was not in a position to

answer Mrs. Myrdal1s questions, but hoped toxins would be included in any

agreement. If the discussion inevitably focussed on CW, it was because BW were

not normally produced for peaceful industrial or agricultural purposes while

many CW were. A number of useful suggestions had been made combining

techniques of national controls with international controls as essential

supplements to a complaint procedure; but the Security Council could not be

effective alone unless it were backed by an international verification

procedure which would at least give countries equal access to information

enabling them to initiate a complaint. This would include not only national

legislation, licencing and inspection but also some kind of measures to

establish confidence, good faith and reciprocity. The Mongolian suggestion

of an analogy between CBW problems and those in the field of narcotic drugs

was interesting and he would welcome views of the experts, or other delegations,
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on this subject. The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs could provide a

point of departure for discussion of problems of licencing and inspection.

Articles 18 and 19 of that Convention dealing with information to be

furnished by the parties to the Secretary-General might be useful. The

problem of verification could be resolved with careful analyses of various

types of C weapons but these must be related to a capability to make these

weapons. That is why Canada had previously asked for clarification on (a) the

relationship between the production of certain C agents for peaceful purposes

and the capability to conduct warfare with such agents, and (b) the

relationship between the prohibitions of the Geneva Protocol and the

reservations of signatories on the right to retaliate, which implied a

capability to retaliate. These essential elements had not received adequate

clarification to date. To be acceptable, controls had to be non-intrusive,

which involved technical as well as political considerations.

Mr. McPhail (Canadian expert) agreed the Swedish paper provided a useful

list, but it listed only four nerve agents which represented only a small part

of all the hundreds which might have been listed. Any specific list might not

be definitive and would be open to circumvention and evasion; it was more

important to have principles or categories rather than a list of agents.

There might be new agents in the future and a list would have to be extended,

and the uses of various agents varied with time. Moreover two innocuous C

agents could be brought together to make a C weapon.

Mr, Tello (Mexico) suggested, rather than listing all agents, preparing

a list of generic types of agents to be banned.

Mr. Bozinovic (Yugoslavia) felt a discussion of this type would help

provide some answers to the Committee, and stressed that concentration on

some aspects of C weapons was solely for the purpose of clarifying certain

points, not to deal with the whole CBU complex. Also, the tentative Yugoslav

suggestions were based on the assumption that there would be general adherence

to the Geneva Protocol, which banned the use of CBW. National measures

combined with international measures could constitute a feasible verification

system, but the international controls should be purposeful and not too

inclusive, so that they would be politically acceptable. There were many

aspects to be clarified and the experts could help, now or later, to enhance

understanding. He asked the following questions: (l) Mas there any

significant obstacle to putting all present CB¥ activities under civilian

administration?; (2) If C weapons were separated, as in the Swedish paper,
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production of sophisticated, modern C weapons?; (3) If there were any

suspicions that C weapons were being clandestinely produced after agreement,

would not verification-by-challenge show adequately whether such suspicions

were justified? Could a few competent experts passing through a plant for a

short check (with no danger of probing commercial secrets), easily detect

whether there was production for weapons purposes?

Mr, Leonard (USA) noted that the many questions indicated there was much

work to be done that could not be completed this morning. The focus on G

weapons was pertinent, and systematic, reliable verification was necessary

for these weapons, contrary to the case with B weapons, where the UK convention

would be adequate. The Swedish list seemed sound in its broad lines but must

be examined carefully, particularly in light of Mr. McPhail's comments. While

the question of whether an agent also had a civilian application was an

important and complicating problem, the really relevant question was whether

the agent had a useful military role which would require another country to

have a retaliatory capability or the certitude that no opponent possessed it.

With regard to the size and cost of an establishment for on-site inspections,

the United States was not yet in a position to make estimates, but its concept

of what would be required was that of a relatively modest enterprise not

involving large numbers of people or constant, continuing inspection in all

factories, etc.

Mr. Cutter (U.S. expert) said he was happy to note other countries were

beginning to study the verification aspects of a CBW ban. Pugwash had done

some work and SIPRI had begun work in the field. The U.S. Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency had been working on the problem since 1963, primarily in

the fields of production, transportation, storage and field testing, but with

some work on economic data monitoring. He described the method of picking

"indicators11, or observable "critical items", which the US had studied, but

only as regards nerve agents, developing inspection techniques applicable to

each (keeping in mind the rapidly developing technology). It had tried to

determine the feasibility of verification at three access levels, (a) "unlimited

access", where confidence in the verification system was high, but verification

could still be performed only by expert persons; (b) "defence line access",

or observation on the perimeter of a plant, where confidence in the inspection

was also high if the movement of raw materials to the plant could be observed;

and (c) "country border access", where observation was limited to a country's

borders, and confidence was found to be low or practically nil. Economic data

monitoring was a useful adjunct to on-site inspection but, even under U.S.
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conditions, coiild not by itself give adequate assurance of non-production.

Plants would need drastic alterations to convert them from peaceful to

military uses, and this was observable. U.S. studies had also shown that,

while it was not easy to convert a pesticide plant into a nerve agent

producer, it was much more simple to convert a "plasticizer plant" (manufacturing

intermediates for plastics and gasoline additives) to such purposes. The

U.S. would pursue its investigation in this field this year. Research

confined to the U.S. might not have world application; so other countries

should also study verification techniques.

Lord Chalfont (UK) noting the exchange was becoming extremely interesting,

commented that the UK had not included a list of B weapons in its draft

convention for the same reasons of incompleteness raised in connexion with the

Swedish list. He would like to explore further the concept of verification-

by-challenge, but recalled that both Go-Chairmen had indicated they were not

happy with the concept as it applied to a comprehensive test ban and wondered

if its prospects were better with regard to CBW. On a more important point,

the "Soviet" draft convention had no verification provision and there was

therefore no hope for it. This was not an "ultimatum" but a simple view that

not enough countries would approve an agreement without verification. The

position of various countries toward the use of CBW was also not clear and

clarity on tMs point would help in deciding what verification was required.

The UK position was clear on use of all weapons, including CW, even though its

reservations about some CW had not met with approval by all. The United States

and Canada had also clarified their positions. The attitude of many others

seemed unclear, as they had signed the Geneva Protocol with reservations,

primarily with relation to use against non-signatories or retaliation against

violators, while at the same time voting for the UN declaration on the scope

of the Protocol. If these countries still wished to retain a retaliatory

capability, verification of destruction of stocks was important. Clear ideas

on verification could not be formulated without clarification of attitudes

on use.

Sir Solly Zuckerman (UK expert) said scientists were being asked for

technical assurances that C weapons would not be produced and stockpiled. As

a scientist, he wished to say that politicians were deluding themselves, if

they insisted on fool-proof systems of technical assurance. The politicians

should stop trying to find shelter behind the backs of scientists. Mr. Cutter

had stressed some of the difficulties of tracing certain indicators and had

noted that what was not possible today might be possible tomorrow. He had
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also noted that limited on-site access resulted in great confidence. With

regard to remote sensory techniques, they would not be available for some time

as they were only in the beginning stages. They could be applied only to

broad detection of B weapons and for detecting by satellite changes in

forests attacked by defoliants. There probably would never be a reliable

system of this type for use in finding out what occurred inside factories.

With regard to Yugoslavia's question on plant inspection, competent people

could obviously tell what was going on in a factory, if they could get in

under verification-by-challenge. While Mr. McPhail did not consider a list

of C weapons finite, it might be useful to try to "categorize11 the list, or

a study committee might keep the list up to date. But there were many

difficulties, such as the possibility of combining two non-toxic components

into an effective toxic weapon at time of use. Scientists could not devise

a sure system or solve all the technical problems for the politicians; even

if they could, it would be too costly for the results ôbtained. In the last

analysis, compromises would have to be made.

Lord Ghalfont (OK) said there was full recognition that, in the end, an

accommodation would have to be reached on verification. But, whatever

methods were found, they must be universally applicable and not available

only to more advanced countries.

Mr. Caracciolo (Italy) noted that he would also be interested in the

answers to the various questions raised; agreed with Yugoslavia that everything

was based on the assumption there would be full adherence to the Geneva Protocol;

and also agreed with what Lord Ghalfont had said about the reservations to

the Protocol. In the General Assembly, Italy had suggested a specific call

that the prohibition in the Protocol should apply against all countries that

refrained from using CBW, and the idea might usefully be revived.

Mr. Ve.jvoda (Czechoslovakia) said the Committee must find suitable and

practical verification for particular measures. Some members had doubts about

the effectiveness of the complaints procedure proposed by the three socialist

countries, but Poland had clearly stated that, if the Security Council decided

that an on-site inspection was necessary, this would be carried out. It was

premature to say the procedure was not relevant to the needs as the entire

concept was open. Expert discussions had been held on an underground test ban

(without helping towards a solution) but this was done at the stage when

progress was blocked because of insistence on certain types of control. The

Committee had not yet reached the stage on CBW where verification was the main

problem. At the present, the more important decision was the political one of
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whether B and C weapons should be separated. It had been asked why the

socialist countries could not agree to a partial solution of CB¥, as they

had in the sea-bed treaty negotiations. On the sea-bed, the partial solution

covered the most important weapons, namely the stationing of nuclear weapons,

while leaving the less important conventional ones until later, but the

partial solution proposed on GBW would cover only BW, the least important

aspect, while leaving out the more important C¥. Moreover, such a course

would weaken the Geneva Protocol. The SIPRI report appeared to show that

verification procedures would be very similar for both B and C weapons. There

was no point in further trying to divide agents used for military purposes and

those used for civilian purposes. Verification could not be general, but

must vary from case to case, and the Security Council could best deal with

the needs of each case. If delegations went too deeply into verification, an

impasse would be reached, as on GTB.

Mr. Husain (India) had two questions: (l) the U.S. delegate had said

that the principal reason for not going ahead with an agreement on CW was

the difficulty of verification; since other reasons had been given, such as

retention of retaliatory capacity and the difficulty of defining C agents,

he would like to know if the verification difficulty was the only important

one; (2) if no agreement could be worked out on C weapons at present, what

were the reasons for urgency in proceeding with an agreement on B weapons

this year? With regard to the Swedish list, he agreed that comprehensive

lists of this type were impossible, and the Committee could consider principles

or generic categories. It was not clear whether Sweden was suggesting a ban

now on all C weapons having only a military use but, if that was the case,

India found the concept of division along such lines objectionable in principle

and entirely unscientific.

Mr. Abe (Japan) said it would be presumptuous to try to set down a legal

agreement on GBW before there had been sufficient clarification on how

verification could be carried out. Referring to the paper he had circulated*

on Verification for Prohibition of CBW he said Japan did not possess nerve

agents nor did it produce chemical weapons. The Japanese study was based on

published literature and available data. This paper was related to nerve

agents, only a portion of the whole range of chemical and biological weapons;

and the question whether or not a similar approach was possible in case of

other chemical and biological agents, and whether or not it was possible to

establish similar check points for other types of agents, would be a matter

for further study by competent experts in each field. He hoped members of the

Committee would find the paper useful.

*The paper circulated by Japan is annexed hereto.
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Mr:. Ortiz de Rogas (Argentina) said that, if he had -understood

Mr. Vejvoda correctly, he was urging a political decision on the scope of the

ban before taking up the technical matter of verification. He could not share

this view, for such technical discussions were a necessary preliminary stage

for delegations with no experts. The heart of the matter was whether it was

possible to create an adequate system of control for a CBW ban. This was

essentially a scientific question and the views of the experts would shed light

and make it possible to consider the second point. If it was not possible to

have adequate controls, a political decision would then arise as to whether

governments were willing to accept an inadequate system. With regard to

recourse to the Security Council, the 121 Members of the United Nations who

had no veto right had some misgivings. But Argentina had an open mind and

would consider this after the scientific discussions. Sir Solly Zuckerman

had seemed to propose a meeting of experts alone to work out an appropriate

list of agents; such a meeting might be desirable. A further informal

meeting of the COD would be necessary, since many questions had not been

answered. Further meetings were needed before the Committee came to political

decisions.

Mrs. Myrdal (Sweden) said the many interesting suggestions provided a

basis for further consideration for those concerned with technical questions.

With regard to Mr. Husain's question, she had not intended to suggest

dividing a treaty or treaties on CBW in any way, but had simply wanted to

clarify the extent of agreement on certain points in order to concentrate

further efforts. If everyone agreed that BW, toxins and C agents which

could be used only as weapons were to be banned, then attention could be turned

to "dual" agents. The tentative list of agents had been meant to elicit

comments on alternatives. If no detailed list was possible or necessary, there

should be a clear understanding of what the treaty covered; this would also

be necessary for instructions on reporting and even for national safeguards.

However verification was to be handled in the treaty, perhaps with a separate

agreement for certain C agents as suggested by Morocco, there must be a

common understanding. Also, all countries should have the same understanding

in applying safeguards and raising complaints. There was much work to be

done, and the help of experts was sorely needed. With regard to the suggestion

for expert meetings on a list, the Committee should define the form of the

work so expert advice could be sought, whether in a formal working committee

of experts or in informal meetings of experts.

Mr. Leonard (USA) suggested that Mrs. Myrdal might circulate her

questions or an elaboration of them in writing so they could be studied. In

the history of arms control negotiations, concrete advance had been made by
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breaking problems into parts and settling the parts without debating whether

one part was more important than some other. On CB¥, this was a wise course

because of the differing verification requirements for B and C weapons. In

reply to Mr. Husain's first question, the answer was "yes"; the role of

verification was the key problem; although there were other questions,

this was the most difficult one for progress on C¥. On the question of

the urgency of a BW convention, it was not really a question of urgency but

only one of proceeding with the solution of a question whenever possible and

whenever there was no sound reason for delaying. Public opinion would

consider any progress as urgent and it was not useful to talk in terms of

"more or less urgent" any more than "more or less important". Verification

of C weapons was quite different from verification for Antarctica, outer

space, or the sea-bed, as in those areas all had the right to observe, whereas

in the field of C weapons, concealment behind national borders was involved.

On the question of open information, it was necessary to keep in mind the

varying degrees of openness which existed in various countries. In some, as

in the United States, secrecy was constantly challenged; in others, there

was little or no challenge to it. This factor left doubts as to the value

attached to civilian control over CB¥ activities. In some countries this

would be significant, but not in others.

Mr. Ignatieff (Canada) said the documents and lists were valuable and it

was important that there be a follow-up. He hoped the experts could get

together before they departed and furnish advice on the complex of unanswered

questions.

Lord Chalfont (UK) supported Mr. Leonard's position on the practical

approach towards arms control measures, noting it was not fair to talk about

urgency. There were obstacles to GCD, but no one suggested the Committee

should stop work on partial measures; the CB¥ situation was analogous. The

UK simply stated what it thought was the best way to proceed without saying

it must be done separately or not at all. Perhaps some other way might be found.

It did appear that some members said that C and B must be treated together or

not at all. Political decisions would be made as a result of discussions and
not before.

The Chairman said he assumed the many suggestions and views \jould have to

be digested. All made a contribution to progress. The plenary would have to
decide if there should be further meetings of this type. In any case, more

consultations were required; the experts could get together informally and the

results of their consultations would be useful for the progress of the work.



SY7EDISH DELEGATION

TO THE CONFERENCE OP THE

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

April 21, 1970

Tentative list of chemical warfare agents which could be subject

to conditional and unconditional prohibition respectively with

regard to production and stockpiling

Agents

Nerve agents

Tabun

Sarin

Soman

V-agents

Civilian applications Eemarks (raw materials, civilian applications,

No

No

No

In general no, but

some may be used as

insecticides.

Blister agents

••:' Sulphur mustard ' No

• Nitrogen mustards No

There are thousands of more or less toxic or-

ganophosphorus compounds related to the nerve

agents. Many of them are used as insecticides,

a few of them as Pharmaceuticals. The raw ma-

terials for the production of nerve agents are

all common industrial chemicals such as phos-

phorus trichloride, phosphorus oxychloride, al-

cohols, dialkylaminoalcohols, sodium fluoride.

They are used in the manufacture of insecti-

cides, Pharmaceuticals, plasticizers, addi-

tives to lubricants.

Compounds closely related to nitrogen mustards

are used as cytostatics. The intermediates,

ethylen oxide, hydrogen sulphide and alkyla-

mines, have a wide application in chemical

industry.

Choking agent

Phosgene

; Blood agents

I; Hydrogen

cyanide /

I; Cyanogen |

jj. chloride !

?.'• ''. i-

Used in the manufacture

of plastics, insecti-

cides, Pharmaceuticals,

paints,

The same use as for

phosgene.

The same use as for

hydrogen cyanide but

to a lesser extent.



Agents Civilian applications Remarks (raw materials, civilian applications,

Tear and harassing gases

Adamsite (DM) Riot control agent.

Ethyl bromo-

acetate

Bromacetone

Chloraceto-

phenone (CN)

Used in the manufac-

ture of pharmaceuti-

cals.

Riot control agent.

b-Chlorbenzy- Riot control agent,

lidene malono-

nitrile (CS)

Psycochemicals

LSD Probably no.

Behzilates (BZ)Some closely related

(BZ)

Herbicides

2,4,-D

2,4,5,-T

Picloram

Cacodylib'acid

The rav; materials, diphenylamine, arsenic tri-

chlorid or arsenic trioxido, are used as in-

termediates in the production of pharmaceuti-

cals, paints and fungicides.

The raw materials, benzene and chloracetyl

chloride, are widely used in the production of

various organic agents, insecticides, pharma-

ceuticals, paints, etc.

The raw materials, benzaldehyde and malononi-

trile, are used in the manufacture of pharma-

ceuticals and paints.

Any large scale production of the raw material,

lysergic acid, is probably too expensive to mo-

tivate its use as an intermediate in the manu-

facture of Pharmaceuticals.

agents may be used as

pharmac e ut i c als.

These and several other

agents are used for

controlling plants.

They are widely used both in developed and

developing countries. The peaceful applica-

tions are, however, increasingly carefully

controlled. National differences exist as to

their permitted use.

Toxins

'Botulinal No, except in small

toxins quantities for research

iStaphylococcal and production of pro-

enterotoxins tective and terapeutic

means.



Delegation of Japan

April 22, 197O

Question of Verification for Prohibition of Chemical
anc* Biological Weapons,

1. Chemical characteriotics of nerve agents

(1) Tabun, Sarin, Soraan and VX are "known as typical

nerve agents used for chemical weapons. All these agents are

organophosphorus compounds. ^Jhile Tabun which was developed

in earlier stage, can be produced from yellow phosporus and

through phosphorus o:iy chloride, Gar in, Soraan and VX can be

produced from yellow phosphorus and through such common

intermediates as phosphorus trichloride, dimethylphosphite or

raethylphosphcnic dichloride (or difluoride). It is pointed out

in this connection that these three agents contain methyl-

phosphorus bond (all'yl—phosphorus bond) causing particularly

strong poisonous effects on warm-blooded animals.

(2) Among the agricultural chemicals of organophosphorus

family, which are widely used as insecticides or bactericides,

there are some (for example, Parathion or TSPP) which can be

used, due to their highly poisonous effects and depending upon

their dosage, as nerve agents for weapon purposes. These

agricultural chemicals of organophosphorus family can be

produced from phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus oxychloride,

phosphorus pentasulfide and phosphorus pentachloride.

(3) All of these organophosphorus compounds 'are produced

from yellow phosphorus as their starting material which is then

converted to phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus oscychloride,
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phosphorus pentasulfide or phosphorus pentachloride by chemical

reactions B It is further noted that dimethylphosphite and/or

me thy Iphos phonic dichloride (or difluoride) which are the

intermediates derived mainly from phosphorus trichloride, lead

to the production of Gar in, Goman and VX,

2 „ Peaceful uses of ,_̂ awjmaterj.alŝ  _and _

(1) Yellow phosphorus is mass-produced as the material

for various inorganic and organic phosphorus compounds.

(2) Phosphorus trichloride, phosphorus oscychloride,

phosphorus pentaaulfide and phosphorus pentachloride are

produced from yellow phosphorus and are the common raw materials

used widely for the production of agricultural chemicals,

Pharmaceuticals and dyestuffs, etc.

(3) Diraethylphosphite is mainly produced from phosphorus

trichloride and is widely used for peaceful industry as

synthesizing materials for insecticides, bacter icicles, flame

retardants, and as additives to lubricants,

(4) Methylphoophonic dichloride (or difluoride) is

mainly produced from dimethylphosphite. Detailed information

regarding its use for peaceful purposes is limited. However,

as this agent is reported to foe used as material for the prepa-

ration of phosphorus polymer, it is lively that other peaceful

uses of that agent might be found in future.

3. Possible check -points

Rs shown above, the production of nerve agents and

agricultural chemicals of organophosphorus family having
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poisonous effects equivalent to neive agents/ requires

particular l:incl of materials x/hich are widely used for the

production of other industrial goods.

Therefore, it should become possible to nee whether or

not these materials are being u.oed for the production of

chemical weapons if we can trace the flow of such materials

in each state by checiting the amount of their production,

import and export, or the amount of their consumption•for

different purposes; these materials are enumerated as follows;

yellow phosphorus/ phosphorus trichloride/ phosphorus oxy-

chloride/ phosphorus pentaculfide, phosphorus pentachloride^.

dimethylphosphite and methylphosphonic dichloride (or difluy:nc.c.'

In so doing/ it should be possible to prevent these

particular materials from being diverted into the production

of nerve agents or to deter improper use of highly poisonous

organophosphorus agricultural chemicals as chemical warfare

agents.

NJ3..

It is understood that our study should be pursued

on new intermediates which, may be discovered in future,.

as organophosphorus chemical industry develops.
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Assessment

General

At the first 1970 session of the Conference, all members made general

statements, and most presented rather detailed views on the question of a

CBW convention. No other subject was dealt with in depth in the formal

meetings. In the case of the sea-bed treaty, a revised joint draft was

submitted by the Go-Chairmen only one week before the end of the session.

Nuclear problems, such as a CTB, awaited progress in the SALT. Work on the

elaboration of a comprehensive programme in connexion with the Disarmament

Decade was carried on in informal group discussions.

Optimism at this first session of 1970 was stimulated by the opening of

the Disarmament Decade, with the Secretary-General's personal appearance to

inaugurate it, as well as by the entry into force of the NPT and the resumption

of the SALT.

The Secretary-General's opening address was welcomed by all members of the

Committee, who cited with approval one or more of the various suggestions and

appeals which it contained. In particular, the Secretary-General's opening

of the Disarmament Decade provided an impetus for the elaboration of a

comprehensive programme. The Co-Chairmen at first seemed to have no great

interest in such a programme, but it was actively supported not only by the

non-aligned countries but also by several of the allies of the Co-Chairmen.

As the session proceeded, both Co-Chairmen appeared to be showing greater

interest in both the question of GCD and in a possible comprehensive programme.

The Soviet Union also cited as "a positive factor" the suggestions of a number

of members that the 1962 draft treaties on GCD of the Soviet Union and the

United States be revised and updated. An informal group of nine members has

been meeting, on the invitation of Italy, and before the end of the session
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prepared and circulated informally a skeleton outline of what the comprehensive

programme might contain.

Despite widespread support for early action towards a comprehensive test

ban and the general belief that useful discussions on this matter could

continue simultaneously with the SALT, the prevailing view has been that it

might be better to await some indication of the general progress of the

bilateral talks before taking up the question at the summer session of the

Committee.

There was general agreement that the sea-bed was the subject "most ripe"

for possible agreement in 1970, but that progress must await the submission

by the Co-Chairmen of a new revised joint draft. When such a draft was

introduced by the Co-Chairmen on 23 April, few delegations were in a position

to comment immediately. Initial reaction was that the Co-Chairmen had gone a

long way towards meeting most objections, but the new draft still had several

major deficiencies in the eyes of some members.

The bulk of the detailed discussions of the Committee was devoted to the

subject of CBW, but the continuing impasse with regard to the joint treatment

of C weapons in a convention was not overcome.

Sea-bed

In their new revised joint draft of a sea-bed treaty, the Co-Chairmen

accepted the essence of the Argentine amendment to Articles I and II, and it is

felt that these Articles will no longer present much difficulty. The Co-Chairmen

have also agreed to make the "disclaimer clause" a separate article (VI) and to

create a new article (VIII) to take account of the Mexican proposal that the

treaty also disclaim any effect on the obligations assumed by States Parties

under any nuclear-free-zone agreement. They also accepted the bulk of the

Canadian proposals on the subject of the participation of all interested States

in the verification procedures, with due regard for the rights of a coastal

State with respect to the natural resources of its continental shelf (Article III),

On the other hand, the insistence by the United States on specific reference

to "freedoms of the high seas" for purposes of verification was criticized by

Brazil and may encounter opposition by some other Latin American countries.

There are also some serious reservations, already expressed by Canada and Italy,

concerning the omission from Article III of any reference to international



procedures for verification and the good offices of the Secretary-General.

Another point which is likely to cause controversy is the failure to include

in the body of the treaty a commitment to continue negotiations towards more

comprehensive measures of disarmament.

GBW

Initial discussion on the subject revealed an impasse between the

approach of the Eastern and most non-aligned members that the convention

should ban the development of all chemical and biological weapons jointly,

and the approach of the Western members that because of the complexities of

verification on a.ban on chemical weapons, it was more practical to proceed

first with a ban on biological weapons. The Western Powers opposed a ban on

chemical weapons without careful definition of the agents to be banned, and

particularly without adequate verification. The discussion was kept alive by

the willingness of the United Kingdom and its supporters to discuss both

aspects of the problem jointly. Most members expressed considerable hope

that a new proposal announced by Poland, designed to overcome objection to the

lack of verification procedures in the nine-Power draft, might succeed in

breaking the deadlock. Despite the enthusiastic support of the Eastern

countries for this proposal, eventually submitted by Poland, Hungary and

Mongolia (essentially specifying the right of recourse to the Security Council

in the case of suspected violations), the United States and the United Kingdom

made clear that this type of assurance was not sufficient to remove their

opposition to a ban on C weapons.

An informal meeting in late April with the participation of experts from

six countries, at which it was generally agreed by the experts that verification

in the field of C weapons could not and need not be 100 percent effective to

accomplish the aims of the treaty, left the positions of the respective members

basically unchanged. The Western countries continued to declare themselves

receptive to further discussions of the problem of banning C weapons and seem

to favour further discussions of the technical aspects of the problem of

verification. The Eastern countries tend to regard the question as basically

a political one. The non-aligned countries, while leaning towards the Soviet

approach of a single convention to ban both C and B weapons, also seem to be

interested in further technical discussions.

Daring the course of the session, Japan and Morocco announced that they

would ratify or accede to the Geneva Protocol.



Disarmament Decade and comprehensive programme

Aside from the Conference's general desire to achieve one or more

significant partial measures of arms control in the nearest future as a

suitable beginning to the Disarmament Decade, immediate interest in the

Decade seems to have focussed on the question of elaborating a comprehensive

programme for disarmament, which might act as a link between the Conference

and the General Assembly in assessing the progress made during the Decade

towards the eventual goal of complete disarmament.

The informal nine-Power group which is considering the elaboration of

such a programme, consisting of Canada, Italy, Japan and the Netherlands,

Romania and India, Mexico, Sweden and Yugoslavia, have held a number of

meetings, and have informally circulated a preliminary skeleton outline of

the possible nature of a programme. Towards the end of the session both the

United States and the Soviet Union evinced some interest in the elaboration

of such a programme, and the contribution which it could make towards the goal

of GCD. The USSR has also agreed with the several members who had noted that

there were elements of such a comprehensive programme in the Joint Statement

of Agreed Principles of 1961, and in the respective 1962 draft treaties on GCDj

and it has left the impression that it would not oppose suggestions to update

the latter drafts. While it is too early to predict any clear course of

events in this regard, it would seem possible that the USSR might be considering

presenting a revision of its 1962 draft treaty at some future time.

Comprehensive Test Ban

As indicated above, the view has prevailed that detailed consideration of

this matter might better await initial developments in the SALT, possibly with

resumption of consideration of the matter in the summer session. This has been

reinforced by the view that any removal of the impasse on verification will

depend on progress towards the improvement of seismic detection and

identification techniques. Accordingly, there seems to be tacit agreement

that further consideration of the test ban should be deferred at least until

after the results are known of the Secretary-General's inquiry on the exchange

of seismological data. The members of the Committee are, of course, fully

aware of the request of the General Assembly for a "special report" on the CTB.
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Other questions

This session produced no discussion on. the questions of laser technology

and radiological warfare. It is not yet clear as to whether or to what

extent they will be discussed at the summer session.

Procedure

Unlike the sessions of the last few years, there was a steady stream of

speakers, and no meetings had to be cancelled because of the absence of

speakers. Despite various suggestions for special sub-committees or working

groups, the Conference has continued to show a preference for informal group

meetings to expedite its work. Meetings of this type have continued to be

held by each of the Eastern and Western groups, by the non-aligned and by the

new nine-member group working on a comprehensive programme. The Committee

as a whole has held only one informal meeting, on the technical aspects of

the verification of C weapons, described above, but it is likely that additional

informal meetings of the GCD will be held during the next session of the

Conference.

It is generally felt that, with the submission of the revised draft

sea-bed treaty and the growing interest in a comprehensive programme, as well as

the work that must be done on CBW and the CTB, the pace will be speeded up and

the work will become more intensive at the summer session.

Conclusion

During the first 1970 session of the COD, the work proceeded steadily

along the lines expected, with no untoward developments and in a constructive

manner.

The revised joint draft treaty on the sea-bed will be considered by

Governments during the recess. It is expected that some of the members, in

particular the non-aligned, will call for further improvements in the text,

and that there will be intensive discussion of the subject during the summer

session. As a result of the concessions of the Co-Chairmen in the new draft,

the points of dissent have been reduced, and the chances of a draft treaty

receiving widespread support in the CCD and being recommended to the 25th

session of the General Assembly have improved considerably.
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The divergencies on the question of a convention to ban the development

and production of CB¥ appear to have hardened. While the discussion in

depth is expected to continue at the summer session, the prospects for

substantial progress do not appear to be very encouraging.

Progress has been made, mainly in the informal working group of nine, in

working out a comprehensive programme for disarmament in connexion with the

Disarmament Decade. It is expected that a detailed debate on this question,

too, will take place at the summer session in the hope of submitting an

agreed or widely supported programme to the General Assembly.

The possible course of the discussions on a CTB is less clear. It will

probably remain so until something more is known of the progress in SALT and

the responses to the Secretary-General's inquiry concerning seismic data.



AMEX I

Positions of CCD Members with Regard to Various

Disarmament Measures

(20 March to 30 April, 1970)

(For the complete positions of the members at the first 1970 session,

see also Annex I to Situation Report No. 38 covering the period 17 February -

19 March 1970.)

CGD procedures

Nigeria agreed with Sweden on the need for greater productivity in the

CCD but doubted the efficacy of working groups, preferring the submission of

more working papers by members and a more extensive private exchange of views.

Nigeria also did not favour open meetings on the grounds that the CCD, unlike

the First Committee of the General Assembly, was not a deliberating body but

a negotiating body. Negotiations should not be open to the public until

agreement, or unreconcilable disagreement, had been reached. The work of the

CCD should be publicised, but this was best accomplished by the achievement

of agreements.

General and complete disarmament

(a) General

Romania again stressed the view that nuclear disarmament must be considered

urgently and simultaneously with other measures, such as a CBW ban. It added

that negotiations on GCD must be resumed without delay.

In a special statement on GCD, the USSR called GCD the most important

current task because of accelerating arms expenditures and the tremendous

technological progress leading to more sophisticated weapons. It noted that

the partial Test Ban Treaty, the Outer Space Treaty, and the NPT had great

importance in an ultimate settlement of the general problem. It also noted

the importance of the US-USSR Joint Statement of Agreed Principles of 1961 and

the Soviet Union's draft GCD treaty of 1962, and mentioned as "a positive factor11

the suggestion put forward by a number of members that the US and the USSR

revise their 1962 draft treaties on GCD. It also suggested that the CCD work

out "a wide-ranging programme of disarmament", which would show initiative,

imagination, and flexibility, as recommended by the UAR. The Soviet Union
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would study carefully all suggestions on the various aspects of GCD. It was

happy there had been general agreement with the USSR's previous statement

that the participation of a maximum number of militarily important States,

and in particular of all nuclear Powers, would be necessary in reaching any

agreement on GCD. While urging detailed study of GCD, it also stressed the

need for greater determination in seeking partial measures, such as CBW, the

sea-bed and CTB. Members of the Committee should find ways of achieving

GCD in order to enable the CCD to fulfil its main task.

Czechoslovakia expressed similar views, suggesting the following

alternative ways of considering GCD: (l) to work on revised plans of the

past, such as the US and USSR draft treaties on GCD of 1962, and to try to

adapt them and implement individual measures contained in them, irrespective

of their place in the programme of stages; (2) to prepare a new draft plan,

or possibly a plan for several initial stages which were currently realistic

and might pave the way towards further, far-reaching measures; (3) to submit

individual measures for consideration without regard to the general plans

submitted so far.

At the last meeting of the session, the US and the UK also referred

favourably to the work which was being done behind the scenes on GCD. The

UK said it looked forward to discussing the matter during the summer session.

The US said it was confident that the ideas the group working on GCD had been

developing, together with thoughts that other members might bring back after

the recess, would be a positive contribution to the summer's work. It also

noted the many references^to the General Assembly's request for work on GCD

contained in resolution 2062 E and said this would presumably be one of the

principal tasks of the summer session. The US believed the best way for

progress towards GCD was to concentrate on specific measures; but the exercise

called for in resolution 2062 E could play a useful role in the rededication

of efforts to broader goals and in the identification of specific measures to

lead to these goals.

(b) Disarmament Decade

Burma said a well-conceived programme for the Decade was necessary to

ensure success. Such a programme should not be a mere statement of principles,

but should elucidate measures with flexibility and should serve as a link

between the CCD and the General Assembly, facilitating periodic analyses of

progress. Elements of a programme already existed in the US and USSR drafts
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of GCD, but reappraisal of these plans was necessary.

Nigeria thought that the coincidence of SALT and the entry into force of

the NPT with the 25th anniversary of the United Nations augured well for the

Disarmament Decade. The combination of circumstances brought GCD into focus.

Czechoslovakia noted it had not been among the countries supporting the

idea of a Disarmament Decade in the last General Assembly, but did not wish

to oppose it. Efforts to work out a draft of some stages of a revised plan

for GCD (see above) might well be combined with a plan proposed by some

delegations for measures to be undertaken during the Disarmament Decade.

(c) Comprehensive programme for disarmament

Nigeria said the CGD should revitalize its efforts and formulate a

comprehensive but flexible programme in the field of arms control and disarmament.

The programme should be realistic, logical and coordinated, recognizing the

interrelationship between various measures and taking cognizance of political

realities. The CGD should set target dates for achieving general objectives.

The Co-Chairmen should also revise their respective draft treaties on GCD.

(See also the comments of the USSR, Czechoslovakia and the US on a programme

and implementation of resolution 2602 E, under "General" above.)

Halting the strategic nuclear arms race

(SALT)

Burma said the SALT would be a precursor to substantial achievement in the

1970s. The talks were an indication that the super Powers intended to seek

security through disarmament. Any intensification of the strategic arms race

was incompatible with the SALT and might create unfavourable repercussions. The

super Powers should refrain from further testing and from deployment of new

strategic weapons systems, which would facilitate a freeze on underground nuclear

tests (see below).

CzechoSlovakia said the SALT derived from unfavourable experience with the

upward trend of armaments and rising military budgets. The CCD should not

take a wait-and-see attitude towards the talks, but might actively encourage

them by exerting maximum efforts to reach agreement on items on its own agenda.

The SALT were also related to the NPT, particularly to Article VI.



Prevention of an arms race on the sea-bed

Prior to circulation of the new joint revised draft by the Co-Chairmen

on April 23, only Japan and Nigeria commented to any extent on this subject

during the period covered by this paper. Both favoured a number of changes

that had already been suggested, including specifically the Swedish proposal

to incorporate into the body of the treaty, a commitment to negotiations on

further disarmament measures, and said they were studying other suggestions.

On verification procedures, Japan thought there should be some kind of

international verification, as opposed to the language of the present joint

draft basing verification solely on the good will of the super Powers; but

it did not favour stringent procedures, because of the limited knowledge of

verification in the sea-bed environment. The question of additional procedures,

as they might become necessary, should be left to a review conference.

Nigeria, on the other hand, thought all proposals for improving verification

procedures should be incorporated in the treaty, including the more detailed

proposals which Canada had submitted to the CCD before making its final

proposals to the General Assembly.

On 23 April, the Co-Chairmen introduced their new revised joint draft

treaty. (CCD/269/Rev.2). The US noted that the progress of the draft sea-bed

treaty had illustrated a spirit of compromise and accommodation and that

numerous suggestions had been taken into account by the Co-Chairmen in their

new draft. It specifically called attention to the fact (l) that Article 1

of the new draft was now substantially identical with the Argentine proposal,

using the new concept of a "sea-bed zone" rather than that of the "contiguous

zone" from the 1958 Geneva1Convention; (2) that the reference to the 1958

Geneva Convention was now utilized only in Article II as an instrument in the

solution of the difficult baseline problem; (3) that specific reference was

now made in Article II to the 12-mile outer limit of the "sea-bed zone" as

suggested by Ethiopia, India, Morocco, Higeria, Pakistan and the UAR; (4.) that

new Article III contained all the suggestions of Canada, except for references

to international procedures and good offices of the Secretary-General, although

the words "serious question" had been changed to "reasonable doubt", as more

accurate grounds for initiating Security Council consideration, and reference

to "freedoms of the high seas" had been re-inserted, as the US considered

this to be an essential element of effective verification; (5) that the

"disclaimer clause" had now become a separate article (IV) as recommended

by India, Morocco, Pakistan and the UAR and in the exact language of the
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Argentine proposal to that effect; and (6) that the Mexican proposal for

a new article (providing that the treaty did not in any way affect the

obligations of States Parties under any nuclear-free-zone agreement) had

been incorporated as a new article (VIII). The US also noted that the concept

of a "sea-bed zone" now incorporated in the treaty would be applicable to the

treaty only and not be related to any other legal questions of the law of the

sea; and that the right of any State to apply directly to the Security Council

in accordance with .the Charter would not be affected in any way by the

proposed Article III verification procedures. At the same time, it pointed out

that not all suggestions had been incorporated into the revised draft, despite

careful study, notably the proposed Swedish amendment for a commitment in the

body of the treaty towards further negotiations on additional measures to

prevent an arms race on the sea-bed. This was because the US considered the

correct approach was to adopt a measure which was realistic in the light of

present technology and existing verification capabilities and to review that

measure as capabilities changed. In this connexion, Article VI on the review

conference after five years provided the treaty would be reviewed to ensure

that the purposes of the preamble were being realized, as well as the purposes

of the treaty provisions. There was a need, the US concluded, to distinguish

between what was essential and what was desirable but not indispensable. The

aim was also to avoid extraneous issues not related to arms control. The new

text was not perfect but it represented a delicate and fair balance among

various interests, and the COD should carefully consider how to accomplish the

aims of the treaty without impairing the balance achieved. The US believed

the CCD could complete work on the draft treaty in good time for the next

General Assembly, if it devoted the first few meetings of the summer session to

it.

The USSR, stressing the urgency of excluding the great area of the sea-bed

from the arms race and of taking the first step of excluding nuclear weapons so

that peaceful exploration might proceed in this environment, also maintained

that the new revised draft could be called a collective effort as it took so

many suggestions into account. The USSR also outlined the changes in

Articles I, II, and III; and called attention to the new "disclaimer article",

Article IV, and Article VIII incorporating the Mexican proposal, which it called

a "significant addition". It also noted that, if consultations were not desired

or possible, verification matters could be referred directly to the Security



Council. It concluded that the draft treaty now fulfilled every condition

for its final adoption and stressed that many had urged this action be

taken in the nearest future.

In the first extensive comment on the new revised text, Canada called

the draft a further constructive step in the negotiation of a sea-bed treaty,

which went some distance to meet the criterion of general acceptability and

encouraged the belief that a widely acceptable draft could be submitted to

the next General Assembly. Canada welcomed the incorporation of the

Argentine amendments, the Mexican suggestion, and the bulk of the Canadian

working paper on verification submitted to the General Assembly, A/C.1/992.

Article III on verification now also satisfied the bulk of the Canadian

"checklist11 contained in the working paper submitted to the CCD last October,

CCD/270. However, the new draft contained an important omission by not

providing recourse to appropriate international machinery or to good offices,

including those of the Secretary-General, twice mentioned in Canadian paper

992, in paragraphs 3 and 5. Canada would have preferred some reference to

such international procedures and hoped the Co-Chairmen would give, further

consideration to making explicit in the treaty a right which was implicit and

inherent in United Nations membership under the Charter and international usage.

Italy associated itself with the remarks of Canada, and in particular its

desire to retain in their entirety the references to international procedures

for verification in paragraphs 3 and 5 of the Canadian paper, A/C.1/992.

The UK welcomed the new revision as a great improvement taking account

of many suggestions made in the CCD and the General Assembly. The new text

was a compromise and unavoidably imperfect from any individual delegation's

point of view, but it was to be hoped that agreement would be reached to submit

a treaty to the 25th General Assembly.

Brazil, in preliminary observations, said the Brazilian position on a

sea-bed treaty, which had been presented to the General Assembly in a draft

amendment related to the interests of coastal States, had not been met in the

new revised draft. There was a vagueness in some expressions used in the new

draft, which could lead to doubts and differing interpretations. The draft also

introduced unrelated issues, attempting to prejudge and resolve differences

concerning the law of the sea, which could lead to endless discussions. Brazil

would study the draft in the light of its desire to cooperate and its irrevocable

concern for the interests of coastal States, and would present its full views

after the recess. It was confident the CCD would then engage in speedy negotiations

which would protect the substantial interests of smaller maritime countries.
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Chemical and biological weapons

(a) Geneva Protocol - Ratifications

All Eastern delegations and some non-aligned (Nigeria, Sweden) urged

world-wide adherence to and observance of the Geneva Protocol, as confirmed

in resolution 2603 A. Nigeria welcomed the intention of the United States

and Japan to accede to the Geneva Protocol. Morocco announced its decision

to ratify the Geneva Protocol.

(b) Geneva Protocol - Scope and UN Declaration

Eastern delegations and most of the non-aligned reaffirmed the

position that the Geneva Protocol should be the starting point for further

measures to ban CB¥, and that any restricted interpretation of the Protocol

would be detrimental to the interests of the international community. The

USSR said the Geneva Protocol was generally recognized as the major

authoritative international instrument banning the use of CB¥ and contained

the statement that the ban should be universally accepted as part of

international law. It considered that arbitrary interpretation of the

comprehensive Protocol ban, as that of the United Kingdom on CS gas and

the statement of Canada that the use of tear gas was still an unsolved

problem, were unjustified and dangerous. The USSR held that an attempt to

legalize the use of tear gas in war for so-called humanitarian reasons must

be rejected as the Secretary-Generals report concluded ,that the over-all

effect of the use of riot-control agents might be lethal. It added that

attempts to undermine the Geneva Protocol by limiting its scope or trying

to exclude irritants and herbicides had met with a negative response in the

CCD, which was a source of satisfaction. Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria,

Mongolia and other Eastern delegations stressed that it was necessary to

reject arguments weakening the effectiveness of the Geneva Protocol, which

made no differentiation between less toxic and more toxic gases. Poland

said the Maltese proposal at the twenty-second session of the General

Assembly to revise the Geneva Protocol and the United Kingdom proposal for

separate consideration of CW were steps meant to weaken the Protocol.

Romania said a new convention on CKW should not detract from the validity

of the Geneva Protocol, but should contribute to its consolidation and

universal application; since the Protocol banned the use of CBW, the next

step should be the elimination of these weapons.



Canada said the CCDTs task was to strengthen and supplement the

Geneva Protocol by concluding measures to eliminate development, production

and stockpiling of CBW. The Protocol could also be strengthened through

unilateral declarations; and Canada communicated the Canadian Government's

declaration on its over-all approach to CBW.

¥ith respect to the reservations to the Geneva Protocol regarding

reciprocity and the right of retaliation, Canada stated it could consider

withdrawing its reservations if an effective and verifiable total ban on

CB¥ were concluded. The United Kingdom asked all delegations to clarify

their positions on reservations to the Protocol.

(c) Nine-Power draft treaty

The Eastern delegations reiterated their position that a single

instrument banning both C and B weapons was the only effective approach

and the Nine-Power draft provided the best solutions to the problem of CB¥.

Burma said there was an organic link between C and B weapons which

would merit their consideration together; the fact that CW had been used

in war and a number of countries had a C¥ capability demonstrated that

elimination of C¥ together with B¥ would have a far-reaching impact on

disarmament. Nigeria preferred a single treaty dealing with both C and

BW and considered that the Nine-Power draft on CB¥ offered a suitable basis

for negotiations.

The United States stated that a single agreement covering both C and

B weapons was not feasible. Canada and the UK stressed that the Nine-Power

draft did not include both weapon components and delivery means. It was

ambiguous concerning the reservations to the Geneva Protocol and left the

impression that retaliatory capability might be retained. They would like

clarification of the relationship between the prohibitions in the treaty

and the reservation of many States of the right to retaliate. (See also

comments under "UK draft treaty" below.)

(d) UK draft treaty

The UK stated that its draft convention included a ban on use in order

to strengthen the Geneva Protocol to which many Parties had made reservations.

Thus, the draft went beyond the Protocol by making the ban on use of B weapons

absolute. The UK was studying the Yugoslav proposal for unilateral B¥

renunciation by all countries, which would be useful, but no substitute for



a binding international agreement. It stressed the fact that atomic and

CB¥ had earlier been considered together and that there were various

similarities among the three types, as well as important dissimilarities;

the most serious difference between B¥ and other types was that B¥ was

unpredictable and uncontrollable and thus contained its own threat of

retaliation against the user; while all types could be used strategically,

only B¥ could not be used tactically. The UK considered that lumping C

and B¥ together was as misleading as it would be to regard B and A warfare

as one problem. The UK cited the Secretary-General and WHO reports to

stress the extreme danger of toxins, which were easier to produce and even

more toxic than nerve gases. Hence, agreement on B¥, including toxins,

was needed without delay. It agreed to amend its draft convention to

include toxins, and said the wording suggested by the United States to this

end was acceptable (see below).

The US said it was committed to achieve effective controls on C as

well as B weapons, but a single agreement covering both C and B weapons

was not feasible; the COD could negotiate a very simple B¥ ban, but C¥

posed complex problems which would require more time and effort to resolve.

Assertions that a B¥ convention would legitimize and stimulate production

of C¥ were not true and did not contribute to the CCD's work. The US saw

no logic in the argument that a country would have more aikeed for C¥ if it

relinquished B¥. The US concept involved simultaneous advance along two

or more tracks. If the CCD were able to proceed more quickly on the B¥

track it should do so and move as quickly as possible down the other track;

when it reached the end of any track it should formalize agreement in a

treaty text. The US also stated that while toxins were chemical substances,

their characteristics, such as production methods and effects, were closely

related to those of B agents; hence, treatment of both categories in the

same UK convention was highly desirable. It suggested a simple change of

language in the UK text to accomplish that purpose. It trusted that

governments would give this matter serious consideration during the CCD

recess. However, the US saw no logic in also including those C agents

which had civilian application. The fact that many potential C agents

also had widespread civilian uses seriously complicated the CCD task; but

the presence or absence of civilian uses of C agents were not determining-

factors on drafting measures of prohibition and control, but rather the

military uses, proven and potential.
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Canada said that in supporting the UK draft it had in mind the British

statement to follow the wish of the majority for discussing a ban on both

B and C¥. The UK draft contained important provisions defining agents and

setting forth a complaints procedure. Canada welcomed President Nixon's

decision on B¥, which would facilitate agreement on total prohibition of

development, production, stockpiling and any use of B¥ and toxins. It

noted that Canada also had such a ban on B weapons.

The USSR and the other members of the Eastern group maintained that

the US and UK position that agreement should first be reached on B¥ meant

the postponement of the C¥ problem for an indefinite period. The USSR said

the UK and the US arguments that B weapons had not been used in warfare was

illogical since a number of countries regarded C¥ as an important operational

means of warfare and such agents were being used in violation of international

law established by the Geneva Protocol; the argument that B¥ was more

dangerous than C¥ was erroneous as was shown by reports of the Secretary-

General and TOO; the argument that the G¥ ban would require special forms

of control was not convincing since no verification in the form of on-site

inspections was possible for either type when military and peaceful production

were directly linked; the claim that C¥ was tactical while B¥ was strategic

was also unfounded and underestimated the horror of C¥ as a weapon of mass

destruction. The USSR expressed strong objection to the compromise

suggestion that two or more parallel agreements might be worked out

simultaneously since that created a risk that some countries might ratify

only a B¥ agreement, leaving a complete ban of CB¥ unsettled and giving the

green light to G¥. Czechoslovakia declared that both C and B¥ were referred

to in one context in the Geneva Protocol, the Paris Treaty (1954), the

Austrian Treaty (1955), the USSR and US draft treaties on GCD, and the

General Assembly resolutions; neither type of weapon discriminated between

soldiers and civilians; the effects of both were uncontrollable and

unlimited; production and storage presented special security problems and

both could be delivered by the same means. Mongolia considered the UK

draft convention would weaken the Geneva Protocol and might give the green

light to horizontal and vertical proliferation of C¥. It maintained that

the reluctance of certain Powers to forego some types of CW created a

barrier to prohibition and not different properties of CB¥ or complexities

of verification.
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Yugoslavia said that arguments for partial solutions on CB¥, division

of C¥ into lethal and non-lethal, differentiation of C weapons as tactical

and B weapons as strategic seemed dangerous and unacceptable. Morocco

said that if rigid divergences on the Nine-Power and UK draft conventions

could not be avoided, Morocco favoured any step towards disarmament and

considered the UK draft on CB¥ as a practical step; however, the CCD had

not exhausted its efforts towards a single text covering both weapons.

(e) Verification

Most of the discussions on CBW concentrated on the question of

verification procedures.

The United States said the insistence on no verification for a C¥

prohibition would be a major barrier to agreement, as many governments

would not support the banning of C¥ production and stockpiling if the

treaty were not subject to reliable verification. Verification for C

agents was inadequate without effective monitoring and inspection provisions.

A serious problem concerned the prohibition of nerve agents. While those

agents gave no military advantage to a Power if an opponent could retaliate

with them, their one-sided possession could offer unacceptable advantages

to the Power possessing them; such a situation would increase the tempta-

tion to use nerve agents in any conflict, and it was irresponsible to

suggest retaliation with nuclear weapons. The US held that the problem of

verification on B¥ was no serious barrier to progress. Although systematic

inspection to detect small-scale violations of a B¥ ban would be difficult,

problems were easier in the case of suspected large-scale B¥ installations.

However, inspection was not necessary for a B¥ ban. On the question of

openness and reporting as a basis for verification, these and other measures

of self-policing could be important elements in a verification system for G¥

agents but not sufficient in themselves. Open information techniques, such

as economic data monitoring, were insufficient for adequate assurance of

non-production; even with all data available relating to US production,

ACDA research indicated economic data monitoring could at best serve as an

adjunct to on-site technical inspection, some measures of which appeared

to be required for effective verification of a C¥ ban.

The United Kingdom held that the SIPRI chapter on verification was

valuable but termed it a preliminary study, taking little account of political

realities, and noted that its data came on^ from the United States. However,
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SIPRI experience on B¥ inspection might prove useful in consideration of

'the complaints procedure in the UK draft. Since any State with a C

industry could develop C¥ capability, verification procedures should have

global technical and political applicability. Several treaties on C¥

would further complicate the verification problem. A C¥ ban without

effective verification would be a great risk to security and so long as

some countries remained opposed to effective verification, early agreement

on a C¥ treaty was unlikely. The CCD should make all possible progress on

controlling both C and B¥, but in the absence of early agreement on C¥,

agreement to eliminate BW would be no mean achievement. 'Whether verification

was a political or technical problem, the Committee should know the

reliability of technical methods of verification whose availability was an

interdependent technical-political matter. The question should be, what

were the technical possibilities for verification within existing political

constraints. The UK thought smaller countries were more vulnerable to attack

from a small and unsophisticated offensive capability against which they

would lack adequate defensive capacity; CB¥ could be produced in small

quantities by almost anyone and hence would be harder to detect. It agreed

with Yugoslavia that lack of control might make agreement impossible or

unstable and with Sweden that mutual trust was based on principles of open

information and internationalization, but it did not agree with the

application of these principles. The Swedish and Yugoslav proposals

presupposed conditions and political attitudes which did not exist

universally and were therefore not realistic. The UK considered the Nine-

Power draft took account of what was possible in the authors1 societies;

but, as a result, its measures were inadequate to deter violations. The

Nine-Power draft did not go beyond commitments of the Geneva Protocol on

the use of CB¥j it provided only that weapons and not CB agents or

components would be abolished, and left ambiguities relating to reservations

to the Geneva Protocol; if countries wished to retain retaliatory capability

in the CB¥ field under a new agreement, this would affect the verification

of production and stockpiling. The UK asked all delegations to clarify their

positions. Canada held that some C agents were dual purpose, with a

commercial r6le and the same manufacturing process as weapons, and the CCD

might investigate what safeguards were feasible for such agents. Preliminary

examination of safeguards at the technical level in informal meetings
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attended by experts would be useful for five methods of verification

identified in the SIPRI report: administration and budgetary inspection;

search through existing literature; aerial and satellite reconnaissance;

remote sensors; visiting inspection teams.

All speakers on CB¥ expressed advance interest in the announced Polish

proposal on verification procedures. 'When the proposed amendment was

submitted by Poland, Hungary and Mongolia (on 14 April 1970 as CCD/285),

the Eastern delegations stated that, together with Articles Pour, Five

and Six of the Nine-Power draft, it created a verification system based

on two fundamental principles: strict guarantee by national governments

of observation of a ban on their territory and international responsibility

in case of violation. They considered this as the only reasonable way for

ensuring a total CB?f ban as the nature of the arms did not permit effective

international control. Poland stated that the complaints procedure

introduced in its working paper was inspired by the verification provision

of the UK draft convention. The Security Council was the only organ having

the power to enforce necessary decisions and authorized to undertake

investigations. If the Security Council decided on on-site inspection, it

would be carried out, as all Patties were obliged to co-operate. Poland

held that a control system should inspire confidence but should also be

politically realistic and based on mutual trust. It noted that some States

hesitated to rely on the Security Council because of a possible veto; but

no better security system existed or could exist in the foreseeable future,

and it was valid and sufficient. The new article proposed by Poland would

supplement Articles Five and Six of the Nine-Power draft convention. Poland

stressed that the proposed combination of international and domestic legal

procedures would make evasion difficult. Mongolia said the article on a

complaints procedure constituted an important step to strengthen further the

Nine-Power draft by safeguard clauses. Mongolia would carefully consider

constructive sugges&ions to improve the article within the given context.

Verification of the prohibition of CB¥ was complicated because it was

connected with technical, industrial and commercial aspects of peaceful

uses, and with the health and well-being of man. Mongolia considered that

verification in the sense of on-site inspection was physically almost

impossible and politically inexpedient, but the problem was soluble, if not

100 per cent, at least with a high degree of reliability. Article Five
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of the Nine-Power draft called for a number of safeguard measures at

national level, which might include the establishment of a special

government agency to ensure compliance, as in Articles Seventeen and

Thirty-five of the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs; the

agency might comprise representatives of bodies involved in research

and the peaceful use of C and B agents. Further measures might include

a compulsory national registration system of requirements and quantity

of production of C and B agents convertible into weapons; control on

import-export of such agents; and control on manufacture, import-export

of equipment and apparatus for development, production and stockpiling of

CBW. Hungary said the working paper on a complaints procedure took

account of many views and strengthened the Wine-Power draft convention.

It stated that verification systems were inseparable features of

disarmament measures but should not be preconditions for such measures,

particularly when a perfect system was not feasible. Bulgaria stressed

that a form of national control had already been spontaneously established

in the CBY field, as evidenced by revelations and condemnations of

preparation for CBW and the use of certain C weapons by the US. Czechoslovakia

said the problems of control of C and BW were very similar. It stressed

that until agreement on (JCD was reached, States would not permit inspection

of ammunition factories, assembly lines and all other processes of military

production; agreement could not be without control, but controls should be

realistic and not become a pretext for rejecting agreement.

The United States was the only Western Power thus far to comment on

the proposal by Poland, Hungary and Mongolia during formal meetings. It

described the proposal as insufficient, and said that its complaint

mechanism was not satisfactory for verifying a ban on CW possession, since

there might be no means of knowing if facts existed for invoking the

mechanism.

Nigeria said that, since the dangers of C warfare existed, a treaty

banning CW was even more important than one banning BW, and verification

problems were not insurmountable. It thought that a system of verification

should be credible, inspire confidence and have an element of deterrence

to would-be violators. The UK provision for a complaints procedure and

security assurances would strengthen the Nine-Power draft, which should
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also include the obligation that Parties assist one another where

they were victims of a C or B attack.

Sweden said the maximum required on verification was a sufficiently

high probability of detection to provide deterrence and reassurance and

this might be as low as 10 per cent probability. Mutual trust should be

generated by principles of open information and internationalization.

Open information, including unrestricted publishing of scientific and

technical work, could be all—inclusive in the case of all B agents and

many C agents with no civilian use. Secrecy might be necessary for

civilian production of C agents having both military and civilian uses

and expert"advice would be required on the degree of reporting needed

in each case for both C and B fields, such as the number of personnel,

sales figures, etc. Sweden thought that an obligatory international

reporting system was essential, applying to both qualitative and

quantitative factors and a treaty obligation for governments to report,

continuously or periodically, was necessary for prohibition of the

acquisition of CB¥. Detailed procedures for agents produced for specific

peaceful purposes might be laid down in an accompanying protocol, which

could be more readily amended as developments required. The TOO might

be the proper international organ for handling reports on B and some C

agents, with the duty of receiving, storing, analysing and distributing

information. For other agents it would be more difficult to indicate the

organ, but FAO might be a possibility. An indispensable first requirement

was the willingness to report, openly and internationally, on national

activities related to CB development and production; a second requirement

might be an agreed complaints procedure. The procedure suggested in the

UK draft was valuable to clarify suspicious events or activities and there

should also be an obligation to co-operate in good faith for the clarifica-

tion of all events pertaining to the subject matter of the treaty. Sweden

preferred that complaints be lodged with the Secretary-General rather than

directly with the Security Council and that an automatic procedure of

investigating complaints apply to a suspected breach of a ban on

production as well as use. Lodging complaints with the Security Council

should be a separate possibility open to the complaining Party, after the

results of an investigation had been submitted. Sweden preferred a

procedure in several stages which sought increasing clarification and thus

helped reduce tensions and avoid denunciations. Other security modalities
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were available, including aerial surveillance of field testing,

information on training, analysis of budgetary provisions and inspection

teams. ¥ith growing trust, such methods would be increasingly used

voluntarily, first bilaterally and also regionally. Sweden held that

they should be encouraged, but thought it was premature to prescribe a

fully-fledged system for compulsory use by an international organ.

Yugoslavia said its ideas on verification were similar to those of

Sweden, but it also appreciated the ideas of Hungary, Mongolia and Poland

concerning a complaints procedure. The non-existence of control might

prevent agreement or make it unstable. In Yugoslavia's opinion, control

over the complete prohibition of CBW should meet the following requirements:

it should not leave possibilities for unnoticed important violations; it

should not cause damage through detection of industrial, scientific and

other secrets; it should function relatively easily and simply; it

should not be too costly. Yugoslavia thought 100 per cent control would

not be possible or necessary, and no rational system could prevent

possession of limited quantities having no military importance. Yugoslavia

thought a control system should consist of four types of measure: (a) legal

measures of self-renunciation and self-control taken by each country; States

should enact a law putting under civilian administration all institutions

engaged in CBW work; (b) measures of indirect control by an international

organ, or by each country individually, primarily on a basis of official

statements and analyses of scientific and other relevant public information;

(c) measures of international control; (d) action in case of suspicion

of violation or open violation. Control on prohibiting CB¥ was primarily

a political matter, and if political readiness existed, technical, legal

and similar problems were readily soluble.

Morocco stressed that many CCD members recognized that the fundamental

problem of verification was political and essentially a question of mutual

confidence. A verification system might consist of a general ban of both

C and B weapons with a separate treatment of verification for each.

Controls on B weapons could be defined in an agreement, with procedure

and a time-limit fixed therein for agreeing on verification for C weapons.

On complaints procedures, Morocco favoured recourse to the Secretary-General,

but direct or indirect limitations by the big Powers on the Secretary-

Greneral's authority put such a procedure in doubt. The proposal by Hungary,
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Mongolia and Poland for recourse to the Security Council deserved

consideration but also had several disadvantages, including the possible

use of a veto and possible arguments about the nationality of the experts

chosen to carry out an investigation. Morocco thought recourse to both

the Secretary-General and the Security Council would ensure greater

efficiency.
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Comprehensive test ban

Burma said underground testing did not create a favourable situation for

SALT and urged the CGD to concentrate its efforts for an early agreement on

banning all tests. All the elements for agreement were available, and only

a decisive step by the super Powers was required.

Nigeria said progress would be possible on CTB, if the super Powers were

willing to accept a limitation on their sovereignty. Progress in the SALT and

in the US-USSR bilateral talks on peaceful explosions would enhance the chances

of CTB.

The USSR noted, in its final comment on progress of the session, that it

always stood ready to reach agreement on a comprehensive test ban on the basis

of verification by national means, that allegations as to the necessity of

international verification were without foundation, and that agreement

depended on a political decision.

In its final summary of progress, the US noted that this important problem,

as well as the related and useful initiative of Canada on the exchange of

seismic data, had not yet been discussed; it implied that they should be

discussed at the summer session.

Prohibition of use of nuclear weapons

In discussing alternative approaches to GCD (see above), Czechoslovakia

stressed the importance of including in the first stage of any plan a ban on

the use of nuclear weapons, which might be followed by a ban on further

production and eventually elimination of stockpiles. In this connexion, it

deplored the theories recently widely reported in the press, particularly

in the UK, that nuclear weapons could be used as a realistic substitute for

non-nuclear defences in Europe, blaming such ideas on the failure to ban the

use of nuclear weapons. The wild ideas of some military strategists in

selecting targets in Czechoslovakia had aroused indignant protests in

Czechoslovakia, Poland, and the GDR. Until the use of nuclear weapons was

banned, the military strategists would continue to concentrate on "kill" and

"overkill".

Cut-off of fissile materials for weapons

The US noted that the subject had not yet been discussed by the CCD and

thought the cut-off plan, with the significant US modifications of last year,

deserved the Committee's careful consideration.
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Non-Proliferation Treaty

Nigeria called for additional ratifications, noting that the entry into

force was not the same as universality. It also noted that the nuclear-

weapons Powers should fulfil their obligations under the Treaty to prevent

vertical non-proliferation. It favoured the UK proposal before the IAEA for

a model agreement between the IAEA and the non-nuclear parties to the HPT.

Czechoslovakia also noted that, even though the KPT had entered into force,

other countries should be encouraged to ratify, in particular the "threshold"

countries, too few of which had done so. New ratifications were even more

urgent in light of the gas-centrifuge method of producing enriched uranium,

about which the Secretary-General had expressed concern. GCD members should

also help expedite the conclusion of NPT safeguards agreements between

signatories of the Treaty and the IAEA, as the work on them was not proceeding

as smoothly as desirable and many countries were postponing ratification until

such agreements were concluded. In this connexion, EURATOM had not yet

submitted its proposals with regard to an agreement between EURATOM and the

IAEA.

Referring to this statement, Italy noted that the IAEA Ad Hoc Committee

to consider safeguards agreements had not been established until 1 April;

that all countries had been asked to present their views to it, particularly

on the nature of safeguards agreements under the NPT; that all should do so

to ensure a complete picture and to guarantee that the interests of the

NN¥S were fully considered; and that the Committee hoped to begin its work in

June. All had an interest that the negotiations should be conducted in such

a way as to ensure effective safeguards in accordance with the NPT.

Nuclear-free-zones

In submitting an addendum (CCD/24L/Add.l) to the information it had

presented in ENDC/2̂ 1 of March 1969, Mexico noted that the number of States

Parties to the Tlateloco Treaty had grown from ten to sixteen during the past

year, that the Agency provided by the Treaty had begun to operate, and that

the UK had become the first nuclear-weapon Power to deposit its instruments

of ratification of the two additional Protocols to the Treaty.
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Conventional arms trade

Nigeria said that a limit on the conventional arms trade alone would be

a discriminatory measure against States that did not produce arms and needed

them for internal security.

France and PRO

Burma stressed the importance of the participation of the major armed Powers,

particularly France and the PRO, in disarmament negotiations. The USSR, as

noted above under "GCD", reiterated its view that all nuclear Powers must

participate in any agreement on GCD, which was also stressed by Czechoslovakia.
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Assessment

By the date of this report all the Committee members, with the exception

of Romania, have spoken at least once on some of the questions before the CCD.

Due to the change of Government in Britain, the United Kingdom delegation has

not yet set forth its views on the Committee's current business, except on CB¥.

The joint draft seabed treaty, submitted by the Soviet Union and the

United States on 23 April 1970, has been the main subject of debate. In their

opening statements the Soviet Union and the United States made an urgent call

for the early conclusion of a treaty. Both Powers hope that the CCD will

transmit to the General Assembly, at its twenty-fifth session, a draft treaty

that has broad Committee support. All members have spoken on the seabed draft

treaty except Italy, Romania and the United Kingdom.

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia and Poland have clearly

indicated that they support the present draft, practically without reservations.

Japan, Morocco, the Netherlands and Pakistan, although with some mild

reservations, also appear to support the draft. On the other hand, Argentina,

Brazil, Burma, Canada, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden, the UAR, and

Yugoslavia have expressed, in different degrees, reservations concerning

certain draft provisions, or about the lack of certain provisions, and have

called for further improvements in the text. Particular attention has been

devoted to the following questions: (a) the lack of adequate provision for

continued negotiations for more comprehensive measures of disarmament on the

seabedj (b) the lack of provision in Article III for international

verification procedures; (c) the need for clearer definition of the rights

of coastal States over their continental shelf and to participate in

verification thereon. Furthermore, Mexico and Sweden, with some support from

other members, have maintained that the language of Articles I and II of the
draft, defining the extent and limits of the treaty obligations, contained

ambiguities and have suggested ways to remove them. Mexico also tabled a

working paper (CCD/294-) proposing an addition to Article VIII of the draft,

dealing with nuclear-free zones, whereby all parties would agree not to violate

the obligations in the treaties creating the zones.
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Brazil stated that the imprecision in defining the rights of coastal

States, -which had negative bearings on the whole system of verification,

prevented it from associating itself with the present seabed draft.

Concerning chemical and bioloaical weapons (CBW), the United States

remained convinced that the best possibility for progress was in a ban on the

development, production and stockpiling of BW. The Soviet Union again pressed

for acceptance of the nine-Power draft convention covering both C and B weapons,

as amended by Poland, Hungary and Mongolia on the question of control.

Canada felt that the crux of the problem was still verification and

supported the Japanese earlier suggestion for informal consultations with experts.

Italy submitted a paper (CCD/289) containing suggestions regarding the possible

convening of a group of experts to study the problem of controls over chemical

weapons. The United States submitted: (a) a working paper (CCD/290) proposing
that toxins be added to the agents to be prohibited under Article I of the

United Kingdom draft convention for the prohibition of biological methods of

warfare, a proposal which was accepted by the United Kingdom; (b) a working

paper (CCD/293) comparing nerve agent facilities and civilian chemical production

facilities, which concluded that the problem of identification of nerve-agent

production facilities could not be solved by off-site observation.

Mexico proposed that, pending the negotiation of a comprehensive CBW ban,

States should renounce use, manufacture and stockpiling of B weapons by

unilateral declarations. These might be made on the occasion of the 25th
commemorative session of the United Nations.

At the request of several delegations the Committee decided to hold an
informal meeting to discuss CBW on 5 August.

Japan announced that it had ratified the Geneva Protocol without any

reservations (21 May 1970) and expressed the hope that other States would

withdraw their reservations. On 9 July, Brazil announced that it had ratified

the Protocol and that the instruments of ratification would be deposited shortly.

The Soviet Union, referring to the Statement of the Secretary-General on the

occasion of the forty-fifth anniversary of the Protocol, stressed the

significance of that international agreement.

Only Canada and Japan addressed themselves directly to the question of a

comprehensive test ban (CTB). Viewing the CTB as part of the priority objective

of halting the nuclear arms race, Canada recognized that the SALT would have an
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important bearing on the achievement of such a ban, but held that, at the

same time, the outstanding technical problems on verification should be

pursued in the COD. The COD special report on CTB to the General Assembly

should show that the Committee had taken into account the responses of the

member countries to the Secretary-General's questionnaire on international

exchange of seismic data. Japan regretted the refusal of some States to

supply their own data. It believed that the views of experts should be taken

into account by the CCD in formulating its report to the General Assembly.

The Committee, on the request of Canada, decided to hold an informal meeting

with experts present on 12 August.

The question of a comprehensive disarmament programme to be carried out

during the Disarmament Decade received more specific attention than at the

previous session. Japan called on the CCD to assess how much progress could

be achieved during the Disarmament Decade and to formulate a comprehensive

disarmament programme at this session. Canada viewed such a programme as an

incentive for systematic progress during the Decade. In its view, the CCD

should not elaborate an exhaustive programme, but agree on a flexible formula

of objectives to present to the General Assembly as a consensus for a CCD work

programme.

The United States stated that progress in disarmament, which was closely

related to the general political situation, could be achieved by multilateral,

regional or bilateral negotiations or by reciprocated unilateral decisions.

There were disarmament measures that might be negotiated under present

conditions as well as measures that might be negotiated in the future, as

progress was made toward a peaceful world. The CCD should identify the

measures in accord with present world realities and discuss whether particular

measures should be elaborated immediately or later, without trying to agree,

however, on a particular order of measures.

Italy informed the Committee about the efforts made by an informal

group of nine delegations to elaborate a comprehensive disarmament programme;

it outlined the preliminary results of their joint efforts and expressed

readiness to continue the work with as many delegations as possible. Canada, the

Netherlands, Sweden and Yugoslavia set forth in detail their ideas for the

comprehensive programme and urged its speedy elaboration for submission to the

forthcoming session of the General Assembly. Sweden strongly supported the

Secretary-General's proposal for an international study of the economic and

social consequences of the armaments race and massive military budgets.



The Soviet Union reiterated its plea for general and complete disarmament,

The United States believed that suggestions that the two major Powers should

revise their GOD plans would be unproductive. It held that progress on

disarmament could come only by taking up and solving individual measures.

Japan felt that GGD was difficult to achieve as not all militarily important

States participated in the negotiations and it hoped that the PRO and France

would soon participate. Meanwhile Japan would welcome talks between States

outside the COD, Canada also agreed with Japan and the Secretary-General's

statement of 22 May 1970 on associating France and the PRO with disarmament

negotiations.

Brazil suggested that the inclusion of GCD as a main purpose of the

United Nations was one of the most cogent changes that could be introduced in

the Charter of the United Nations. The twenty-fifth anniversary of the

United Nations provided an opportunity to review the question of GCD and to

evaluate the implementation thus far of the 1961 USA-USSR Joint Statement of

Agreed Principles for Disarmament Negotiations,

The Netherlands submitted a working paper on radiological warfare (CCD/291)

and a second one on possible military applications of laser technology (CCD/292).

The former suggested that it would not be useful to discuss arms control

measures related to radiological warfare. The latter recognized the need to

follow attentively further developments in the field of military applications

of laser technology with a view to a possible future discussion.

Conclusion

The following tentative conclusions may be drawn at this stage.

1. It appears clear that the achievement of a draft treaty on the

seabed, to be submitted to the General Assembly at its twenty-fifth

session, will continue to dominate the current CCD session. It

is too early to say how far the Soviet Union and the United States

will go in meeting the suggestions of the Committee members, either

on matters of substance or of drafting. It would appear, however,

that the present trend is likely to lead to the introduction of

further changes in the draft text. There is considerable speculation

among delegations that a further revised draft treaty will be

introduced by the Co-Chairmen during the current session of the CCD.
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2. It is unlikely that substantial progress will be made on a

comprehensive CBW ban before this session comes to an end.

3. The related questions of a CTB and the exchange of seismological

data have hardly been discussed as yet. Further consideration

will be given to both questions prior to the preparation of the

special report on the CTB requested by the General Assembly.

4-. It seems unlikely that much attention will be devoted to the

questions of radiological warfare and laser technology.

5. Concerning the comprehensive programme relating to the Disarmament

Decade, while it is too early to make any valid assessment of

prospects, the matter is expected to be the subject of further

active discussion in an effort to elaborate a programme for

submission to the General Assembly.



ANNEX I

Positions of GCD Members with Regard to Various

Disarmament Measures

(16 June to 23 July, 1970)

Prevention of an arms race on the seabed

(a) General

The Soviet Union and the United States hoped that the CCD would be

able to conclude by the end of the session the consideration of their joint

revised draft treaty of 23 April 1970 (CCD/269/Rev.2). The United States

hoped that the GGD would transmit to the General Assembly a draft treaty

that had broad Committee support. The Soviet Union, stressing that the

views of many countries had been incorporated in the draft, said that

protracted talks on the draft would have unfavourable effects on disarmament

progress in general. Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia. Hungary. Mongolia and Poland

supported the revised draft. Japan held that the CCD should complete the

formulation of the draft at the earliest date, a view that was shared by

Morocco.: the Netherlands and Pakistan.

Argentina. Brazil. Burma. Canada. Ethiopia. India. Mexico. Nigeria.

Sweden, the UAR and Yugoslavia had suggestions for further improving the

provisions of the draft treaty. Brazil said that imprecision in defining

the rights of coastal States, which had negative bearings on the system of

verification, prevented it from associating itself with the present seabed

draft.

(b) Preamble. Continued negotiations for more comprehensive ban.

Several delegations referred to the third preambular paragraph of the

draft treaty, expressing the conviction that "this treaty constitutes a step

towards the exclusion of the seabed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof

from the arms race", as well as the parties' determination "to continue

negotiations concerning further measures leading to this end." Burma.

Ethiopia. Mexico. Morocco. Nigeria. Pakistan. Sweden, the UAR and Yugoslavia

said that they favoured the inclusion in the body of the treaty of an

operative article on continued negotiations for a more comprehensive ban.
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Mexico stated that if the Soviet Union and the United States were really

determined to continue negotiations concerning further disarmament measures,

then they had no reason to oppose a treaty article. If, on the other hand,

they had no intention to undertake such negotiations, then the reference

in the preamble was pointless.

Poland regretting that the Co-Chairmen had not included in their draft

such an article, said it considered the draft treaty as the first step

toward complete demilitarization of the seabed and urged the CCD to keep

the question of demilitarization on its agenda. Committee members could

thus raise the question of further disarmament measures on the seabed,

without having to wait for the review conference envisaged by the draft
Mongolia,

treaty. The Soviet Union./Nigeria. Pakistan and the UAR supported the idea

of keeping the question of demilitarization on the CCD agenda. Hungary said

that, if the Co-Chairmen agreed to study the Canadian suggestion on

verification (see below), it would request that they also reconsider the

question of an article on further disarmament measures. This would be in

harmony with article VI of the NPT. Sweden viewed the Polish suggestion to

keep the question of demilitarization on the CCD agenda as an addition to

but not as a substitute for a treaty article and urged the Co-Chairmen to

study the matter further.

Mexico said that the arguments advanced to justify the denuclearization

rather than the demilitarization of the seabed overlooked the danger that

the prohibition limited to nuclear weapons would stimulate a non-nuclear

armaments race, affecting not only the nuclear Powers but also the medium

Powers, in an area which so far had been free from conventional weapons. It

asked whether the implicit authorization given by the draft treaty for

military uses of the seabed was to be interpreted as a renunciation of the

principle affirmed by the General Assembly that the exploitation of the

seabed resources must be for peaceful purposes only.

Mexico also suggested that the treaty preamble should state that all

military activity was prohibited which violated the principle of preservation

of the submarine zone for peaceful purposes. Yugoslavia supported this

position. The UAR suggested that mention be made in the preamble of the

positive influence of the treaty itself on the peaceful exploration of the

seabed.
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(c) Articles I and II. Basic obligations

The new wording of Articles I and II was generally welcomed, but some

criticism was expressed. The UAR held that there was still some ambiguity

in the revised Article I on the limits of the prohibition and the exemption

thereto. Sweden asked that the exemption of the coastal State from the

prohibitions in Article I, within the limits of the 12-mile zone, should be

matched by an exclusive right for the coastal State in relation to

verification within that zone, irrespective of whether its territorial sea

extended to 12 nautical miles or was less. This was needed to avoid any

conflict regarding the responsibility for fulfilment of the treaty

obligations within the "gap" between the territorial waters and the 12-mile

limit. The USSR stated that the language of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article II

already covered the point in question.

Mexico stated that the language used for defining the limits of the

various aones, the numerous cross-references, as well as the reference to

the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone,

generated uncertainty and confusion. Mexico held that Article I should

clearly state that the parties to the treaty undertook not to emplant or

emplace on the seabed and the ocean floor, beyond a 12-mile zone measured

in accordance with Article II, nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass

destruction. Article II should simply indicate how the 12-mile zone was to

be measured. Mexico was strongly concerned about the language of paragraph 2

of Article I of the present text, which might be so interpreted as to

invalidate the obligations in the zone over which the treaty applied. The

phrase "on the seabed beneath its territorial waters" placed at the end of

paragraph 2 could be interpreted juridically as authorization for a State

to emplant or emplace weapons of any kind, nuclear or conventional, not

only within the 12-mile limit permitted by the treaty, but even over a

considerably larger distance, as there was no agreement on the breadth of

the territorial sea. Mexico, therefore, proposed: (1) the deletion of the

phrase in question; and (2) in keeping with the terms used in the previous

draft, dated 30 October 1969, it should be stated that the obligations

assumed under paragraph 1 of Article I should be applicable also within the

12-mile zone. Furthermore, the reference to other weapons of mass

destruction in the same paragraph should be exemplified by specific mention

of CB¥. Nigeria, while -agreeing with Mexico that Articles I and II needed



legal re-drafting, was unable to accept its contention that the phrase

"on the seabed beneath its territorial waters" in Article I conferred

additional rights on coastal States claiming that territorial waters

extended beyond the 12-mile limit, as was clear from the language of the

Article that the exemption from the obligations of the treaty applied only

within the 12-mile seabed zone.

Mexico also said that under the provisions of the present draft, a

State would have the right to emplace conventional weapons on the continental

shelf beyond the outer limit of the 12-mile seabed aone, as defined in

Article II. The technical facility to emplace non-nuclear devices of

every kind on the continental shelf of another State was greater than that

in the case of the ocean floor since this plateau extended not too far

below the surface of the sea and covered distances that in many cases were

larger than twelve miles. The serious consequences for the security of a

coastal State deriving from that situation were very obvious. Consequently,

if the militarization of all the sea-bed and ocean floor was not to be

prohibited, it would appear to be desirable to include, at least, a rule

prohibiting the use for military purposes of the continental shelf of any

State. That would include, inter alia, the establishment of military bases,

structures, installations, fortifications and other devices of important

military value in this sub-marine aone. The prohibition would not bar

devices of a purely passive or indirect defensive character, such as means

of communication, shipping and surveillance.

(d) Article III. Verification

1/Jhile satisfaction was generally expressed for the changes introduced

in the new version of Article III, several delegations felt that the

provisions of the Article should be further improved.

Canada, regretting the omission of international procedures for

verification, made clear that it did not envisage elaborate international

machinery, but sought treaty language for possible recourse to the good

offices of the United Nations, without prejudice to those available on a

bilateral basis. Also Nigeria stressed that no elaborate machinery was needed

and that no new powers would be created. India said that the Canadian

position on verification was supported by the overwhelming majority of

coastal States, which did not possess the technology and resources necessary
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to carry out their own verification. To make the seabed treaty widely

acceptable, it was essential that this concern of the coastal States be

satisfied. Ethiopia emphasized that developing countries must obtain outside

assistance for verification and could not understand why multilateral

assistance should be barred. Argentina indicated that if the Canadian

proposal was not acceptable for the Co-Chairmen, alternative formulas should

be considered. Mexico called for an amendment providing for the largest

possible concerted international multilateral action to strengthen the

control machinery. It was desirable to provide for action by United Nations

bodies, as necessary, through a formula including good offices or other

action by the Secretary-General and, eventually, recourse to the Security

Council. The expression "good offices" was, perhaps, not entirely satisfactory,

because of its technical legal connotation as a means for peaceful settlement

of disputes, while what was needed under the treaty was assistance to a

State which lacked the means to carry out by itself a costly and difficult

inspection in the case of a suspicious event on its coasts. Brazil

reaffirmed its proposal that when a party sought assistance of another party

concerning verification, it should be entitled to do so either directly or

indirectly, including through the good offices of the Secretary-General.

Yugoslavia said it was a matter of principle that the applications for

assistance in the case of need to proceed to verification might be addressed

through the international community, i.e. through the Secretary-General or

otherwise, and the Co-Chairmen should reconsider this question. Yugoslavia

accepted the view that an international verification organ was unnecessary

at present, but held that the idea of setting up such an organ in the future

should be incorporated in the treaty. Sweden said that failure to mention

the possibility of international control was a serious weakness in the draft

treaty and appealed to the Co-Chairmen to incorporate at least the idea of

international verification as a possible future development.

Burma argued that, while international verification procedures might

not be needed at this stage, requirements for verification would increase

with advances of undersea technology. It would, therefore, be useful to

envisage in the treaty some form of international cooperation on verification.

The Netherlands regretted that an international element had not been

incorporated in the verification procedure but the omission did not infringe

the right of United Nations Members to seek the advice and assistance of the
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Secretary-General. Pakistan said It would have preferred that the principle

of international responsibility for verification had been recognized by an

appropriate provision in the treaty. It visualized a gradual evolution of

the verification process, leading to effective international arrangements.

The UAR reaffirmed the suggestion to leave the door open for future

evaluation of international arrangements for verification and hoped that

the idea would be considered at the review conference.

Morocco and the UAR welcomed the assurances of the Co-Chairmen that

parties might apply directly to the Security Council in case of doubt, without

prior consultations with the parties concerned.

The Soviet Union, supported by Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

Mongolia and Poland said it could not accept the proposal to include a

provision for international verification procedures and for the Secretary-

General's good offices. Its objections were in no way associated with its

attitude towards the present Secretary-General, but were part of a wider

problem beyond the framework of the seabed treaty. Inclusion of such a

provision in the treaty could serve as a cover for various attempts by some

western countries to use international institutions to the detriment of the

Interests of other States and of international peace and security5 it would

also cause substantial and unnecessary expenditures. The draft treaty

solved the problem by recognizing the right of any partpto apply to the

Security Council and also to proceed to verification using its own means,

or with full or partial assistance of any State party to the treaty. Nigeria

held that the treaty relied too heavily on the Security Council on matters

of control and was skeptical about giving the Council, as now constituted,

arbitration functions under the treaty.

The Soviet Union further stated that provision for international

verification procedures was envisaged by some as a starting point for

international machinery to ensure the peaceful use of the seabed in the interest

of all. This question did not belong, however, to the CCD but the Committee

on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed. Moreover, the first preambular

paragraph of the draft treaty recognized the common interest of mankind in

the exploration and use of the seabed and ocean floor for peaceful purposes.

Also the UAR held that the concept of international machinery for the

peaceful uses of the seabed should not be confused with the verification

aspects of the seabed treaty.
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Brazil thought that paragraph 2 of Article III was vague and

ambiguous and would like confirmation that it recognized, besides

notification, the right of the country or countries in the region to

participate in the act of verification. The present provision should be

replaced by a clearcut recognition that countries in the region "shall be

notified of and entitled to participate in such consultation". This

provision should apply not only to inspection, but also to any verification

which included research and exploration of the area of interest to the

coastal State or the countries in the region. Mexico and the Netherlands

agreed with Brazil that the coastal State concerned should be granted the

right - not the mere possibility - of being notified and consulted and also

of participating in the inspection procedure conducted by other States.

Argentina stated that the expression "parties in the region" in paragraph 2

of Article III raised uncertainty. The aim of the trea-ty could be achieved

expressly including reference to the coastal State party to the treaty, so

that the sentence would then read: "parties in the region of the activities,

in particular the coastal State". Mexico supported this amendment. Burma

said that it supported the amendments by Brazil and Argentina to clarify the

right of coastal States to participate in the verification process. These

amendments would make explicit what was already implied, and would obviate

the possibility of control on the continental shelf being carried out •

without the coastal State's knowledge and participation. Yugoslavia asked

whether the word "verification" in paragraph 2 of Article III provided for

access to the object of verification and whether other concerned parties

might also participate in the verification process. It also asked how

parties would know that verification activities were going on, so that they

could express their desire to participate. Nigeria agreed that this was a

relevant question. Yugoslavia recalled that it had suggested that the

parties should inform the Secretary-General, who would notify all the

signatories, of any event or activity which might be contrary to the treaty's

aim and of the results of any verification undertaken. If this suggestion

were accepted, the difficulty would be solved. The Netherlands favoured the

suggestion that the parties should inform the Secretary-General about the

results of the verification undertaken. The UAH was convinced that further

assurances to the coastal States against the abuse of verification procedures



in areas of their sovereign or security rights, particularly on the

continental shelf, would induce many to become parties to the treaty.

India stressed that, in implementing verification procedures, due

regard should be paid to the sovereign rights of coastal States on their

continental shelves. Thus, the Brazilian suggestions for notification to

and association of coastal States in verification procedures on their

continental shelves deserved serious consideration. Brazil held that the

language acknowledging the economic and security interests of coastal

States on the continental shelf was unsatisfactory. Whenever observation

involved research and exploitation in areas of interest to a coastal

State, its right to be notified and to participate in such activities should

be recognized. Paragraph 6 of Article III included some qualifications on

the rights of coastal States over their continental shelf, thus taking a

stand on a controversy beyond the scope of the treaty. It felt that more

neutral language was possible. Mexico stressed that the attention given

to the question of rights of States over their continental shelf in

paragraph 6 of Article III was insufficient. Argentina found the wording

of paragraph 6 of Article III, affirming that all verification activities

would be conducted with due regard for the sovereign or exclusive rights

of the coastal State with respect to natural resources of its continental

shelf under international law, was liable to criticism, as the Geneva

Convention on the Continental Shelf had not obtained a representative

number of ratifications. Argentina proposed the deletion of the reference

to natural resources in paragraph 6 of the Article. Mexico broadly supported

the Argentinian amendment but had doubts about the proposed formula.

Brazil reaffirmed that the seabed treaty should avoid touching upon

and prejudging unresolved questions of the law of the seas; this principle,

however, was not fully reflected in the new revised draft treaty, which

favoured some concepts of maritime law against others, notwithstanding the

disclaimer clause contained in Article IV. Article III, Brazil contended,

singled out freedoms of the high seas as applying without qualifications to

the whole geographical area of the treaty, thus taking an unnecessary stand

on a controversial issue having no direct relation to the treaty. Reference

to freedoms of the high seas was unnecessary, and there was no need for it

in paragraph 1 of Article III. Argentina also held that (as the Soviet

Union had recognized) the seabed treaty should not attempt to settle

questions of maritime law or anticipate solutions in this field. Moreover,
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it viewed the reference to freedoms of the high seas in paragraph 1 of

Article III as being unnecessary and confusing, and suggested that it

should be omitted to avoid juridical controversies. Mexico and the

Netherlands did not share the view of those who wished to eliminate the

concept of freedom of the high seas from paragraph 1 of Article III.

Without restricting the rights of coastal States, Mexico said, the freedom

enjoyed by all States must be protected.

(e) Other provisions

Argentina and the UAR were gratified for the disclaimer clause which

was now embodied in a separate article (Article IY). Hungary stated that

the seabed treaty was not meant to settle other problems of international

maritime law and Article IV served to avoid any misunderstanding in that

respect. On the other hand, Brazil held that, in spite of Article IV, the

draft treaty favoured some concepts of maritime law against others (see above)

Ethiopia welcomed the addition of Article VI, since the review of the

operation of the treaty provided the means to improve it. This role of

Article VI was also mentioned by Czechoslovakia and the Netherlands.

Argentina was also gratified that the Mexican amendment concerning

nuclear-free zones had been included in Article VIII. Poland welcomed the

new Article VIII as encouraging the establishment of nuclear-free zones.

The UAR suggested that Article VIII should be expanded to exempt other

treaties on nuclear disarmament, such as the HPT.

On 21 July, Mexico submitted an amendment (CCD/294) to Article VIII

of the draft treaty, by which a new paragraph would be added to the Article,

stating that parties to the treaty would undertake not to commit, within

the 12-mile zone, any act involving violation of the obligations embodied

in international instruments establishing nuclear-free zones.
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Chemical and, biological weapons

(a) Geneva Protocol

Japan announced that on 21 May 1970 it had deposited its instruments

of ratification of the Geneva Protocol, without any reservation, and expressed

the hope that other States would withdraw their reservations. It proposed

that each State should undertake never to engage in C and B warfare. Brazil

announced that it had ratified the Protocol and that the instruments of

ratification would be deposited shortly. The United Kingdom stated that the

Geneva Protocol remained the foundation of the CCD's efforts to ban CB¥ and

that it would work to strengthen the Protocol by urging countries to ratify

or accede to it and by reinforcing it. It welcomed the Protocol's ratification

by Japan and Brazil. The Soviet Union said that the past forty-five years

had demonstrated the significance of the Geneva Protocol, a historic document

which represented the first agreement prohibiting use in war of weapons of mass

destruction. The Protocol must be the starting point for further action

towards a total CBW ban. The Soviet Union regretted that not all States had

decided to condemn the use of CBW and noted that the United States had not

yet ratified the Geneva Protocol.

Italy commended the Geneva Protocol and the Secretary-General's

statement on its forty-fifth anniversary and thought that one way to strengthen

the Protocol was to withdraw all reservations exempting parties from

prohibition of use of CBW against non-signatory States. The rights of

retaliation against first use by signatories and non-signatories would remain

unaffected.

(b) Nine-Power draft convention

The Soviet Union held that the predominant view in the CCD was that

C and B weapons should be prohibited simultaneously. A separate approach

would delay the solution indefinitely and preserve CW for possible use.

The adoption of the nine-Power draft convention would make pointless the

question of reservations to the Geneva Protocol because CBW would be

withdrawn from arsenals and destroyed.

Mexico said it understood the explanations of those who favoured a

separate treatment of the C and B weapons, but retained doubts concerning

that idea. It was arguable whether some agents were chemical or biological,

and, as the Secretary-General's report stated, some agents today regarded
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as biological could tomorrow be treated as chemical. The division of

CBW problem might indefinitely delay elaboration of a draft on chemical

weapons.

(c) UK draft convention

The United States said the best possibility for progress was in ban

on BW, which was feasible and desirable at present, and proposed precise

language for amending the United Kingdom draft convention. In Article I,

it proposed the inclusion of the words "or toxins" after the words "microbial

or other biological agents". It also suggested the deletion from that

Article of the phrase "by infection or infestation". In Article II, it

proposed the insertion of the words "or toxins" after the phrase "microbial

or other biological agents". The United States maintained that the inclusion

of toxins in the British draft convention would enhance the scope and

importance of this arms control measure. The United Kingdom accepted the

amendments proposed by the United States to Articles I and II to prohibit

production of toxins in the British draft convention on BW. It had no

intention to include in its convention particular C substances as such, but

rather to recognize that an agreement banning BW production would prevent

production of C agents of biological origin. It also accepted one of the

Netherland's drafting suggestions proposed on 17 March to delete the word

"independent" in Article II(a)(l) of its convention. It stressed that

there was no logical reason why the search for an agreement on CW should

hold up an effective agreement on BW, including toxins, which was now

possible. Reservations to the Geneva Protocol permitted the stockpiling of

CBW, while the British convention banned production etc., of the weapon

itself and also of the component parts. Thus retention of a retaliatory

BW capacity in any form was made impossible. Italy reaffirmed its support

for the British draft convention and also for the United States amendment

banning toxins. The Soviet Union stated that the proposal of the United

States to include a ban on toxins in the UK draft convention lacked logic

and did not change the essence of the matter. The Soviet Union was convinced

that the difficulties raised by the United States in connexion with a

comprehensive CBW ban could be explained by political and military considerations,
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(d) Unilateral declarations of renunciation

Mexico welcomed the statements by President Nixon of 25 November 1969

and 15 February 1970 on renunciation of biological weapons and other

unilateral renunciations by the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands

and Sweden. In order to avoid delay, which could be dangerous, it suggested

as an intermediate step pending the negotiation of a comprehensive CBW ban,

that States make unilateral declarations along the same lines as that of

the United States. Specifically, States could renounce by unilateral

declarations the use in war of biological weapons and their manufacture and

stockpiling. This renunciation would acquire a contractual character when

overall agreement was achieved. These declarations might be made by Heads

of State on the occasion of the commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the United Nations. A model of such unilateral declaration might be drawn

up by the CCD.

(e) Verification

The United States, in considering the verification of an eventual

comprehensive ban on chemical weapons, stressed that verification discussion

must deal with the effectiveness of visual observation. Practical experience

showed that off-site observation of plants, civilian or producing nerve-agents,

examined on external appearance, raw-material input, storage facilities,

power consumption and waste disposal and specifically on process equipment

and safety measures, could not determine whether the chemical complex

produced or could produce lethal nerve agents.

Canada, stressing that the crux of the problem of banning CW was

adequate verification procedures, suggested that the CCD should devote

primary attention to verification, and said that the Japanese proposal for

informal consultations with experts would be the best way. Italy stressed

the importance of control in connection with the negotiation of a comprehensive

CBW ban and said the CGD should direct the work of a group of experts. It

held that, while it was not possible to accept a CW ban without effective

control measures, control procedure in the British draft convention on BW

was sufficient.

The Soviet Union considered that the most rational method of verification

of a ban on CBW was control by national governments. In cases of violation

of the convention, the problem could be referred to the Security Council for
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appropriate actions. The tendency to discuss technical aspects of the

CBW ban and to avoid the need for a political decision could complicate

the solution of the problem. The Soviet Union thought that the CCD's

attention should be directed first of all to solving political problems

connected with a CBW ban.

Japan renewed the proposal for an informal group of experts to study

various technical aspects of verification of a CBW ban: the prohibition of

ancillary equipment for use of C and B agents for hostile purposes; the

scope of chemical substances to be reported by States (amount of production,

export, import and consumption); the methods to destroy CW stocks and how

to make public types and quantities of agents and equipment destroyed or

diverted to peaceful purposes; the composition of investigation teams;

check points for and technical methods of investigation, using facilities

of international organizations; revising the list of items to be reported

and improving methods of investigation. Japan held that the complaint

procedure in the UK draft convention could apply to all cases of use of CBW.

The State doubting whether another State had fulfilled its obligations might

ask for consultation. If doubts persisted, it might request the Secretary-

General to investigate the case and to report to the Security Council, but

the State might refer the matter directly to the Council. The question of

sanctions in case of violation should be dealt with by the Security Council.

Brazil said the CCD was making a valuable effort in examining the

difficult control problems of a new CBW agreement or agreements. It hoped

that this analysis would lead to concrete results even if less than a

comprehensive prohibition was achieved.

Sweden considered that national controls might be adaptable to a

future international system for verification. It further indicated that

the following provisions must be included in a treaty banning chemical and

bacteriological weapons: promotion of international exchange of information

and cooperation on peaceful, scientific and technical activities; reporting

to an agreed international organization, perhaps WHO, of relevant data on

such peaceful activities; undertaking not to permit any person to provide

to any recipient C or B agents that might be diverted from peaceful uses

to agents of warfare, unless reported to a responsible international

organization; consultation and cooperation of the parties with each other

and the international organization in solving any problem which might arise

and facilitating clarifications in accordance with the concept of verification

by challenge; inclusion of safeguards to avoid hampering scientific, technical



or economic interests of the parties, or international cooperation in

peaceful activities; the possibility of recourse to the Security Council,

as envisaged in the United Kingdom draft convention and in the amendment by

Hungary, Mongolia and Poland to the nine-Power draft convention.

Mexico stated that, as production of GW was relatively simple and

costs were not too high, it was impossible to rely on any direct international

control system. A combination of mutually reinforcing national and

international control measures with verification by challenge would provide

reasonable guarantees. The difficulties of control were similar for both

C and B weapons and the United Kingdom concept of a complaints procedure

was equally applicable to both weapons. Individuals could be active

participants in the system of complaints and denunciations and thus become

agents of disarmament and champions of the interests of the international

community. Mexico agreed with the Polish statement that every individual

must be prepared to participate in the enforcement of the convention. It also

supported the Yugoslav suggestion that research and production of CBW be

placed under civilian administration of the health ministries in each country.
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Comprehensive test ban

(a) General .

Japan stressed that the banning of underground nuclear tests

depended to a great extent on political decisions of the two super Powers.

(b) Exchange of seismological data under Resolution 2604 (XXIV)

Canada said detection and identification of underground tests could

be facilitated if countries provided access to seismological data. The

CCD special report on CTB should show that the Committee had taken into

account responses to the Secretary-General's questionnaire on international

exchange of seismic data. Fifty-four responses had so far been circulated,

of which thirty-four from five continents were positive and substantive,

a sufficient number to permit useful examination by the CCD. It was

premature to take a position on establishing an international body or to

say whether seismic exchange should involve automatic continuous circulation

of data or ad hoc arrangements. Assessment of adequacy of national

verification procedures was doubtful without a reciprocal voluntary exchange

of data. Canada announced that its chief seismologist would provide an

initial examination of responses and prepare a working paper for CCD

circulation beginning August. This might be the starting point for an

informal meeting on 12 August. It suggested the following questions for

the informal meeting: extent to which replies to the questionnaire

supplement or modify existing information concerning facilities for

detecting and identifying underground tests; extent to which identification

capabilities may be improved through guaranteed international access to

additional seismological data; were there any geographic areas for which

levels of identification are higher or lower than average, and whether

these areas are of vital significance in enforcement of any CTB; could

replies indicate methods for governments to improve their seismic detection

techniques, or was further information required; was further examination

of concept of international data exchange warranted, and of quantity and

quality of data that might be made available; were further consultations

warranted among nations ready to contribute to examination of most

effective attainable measures to supplement partial test ban treaty; was

it possible yet to establish adequacy of national verification procedures,

with or without international exchange of seismic data, and degree to

which ban on underground tests could be effective on either basis?
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Disarmament Decade and Comprehensive Programme

(a) General

Japan said GCD was difficult to attain as not all militarily

important States participated in disarmament negotiations. During the

Disarmament Decade the CCD should pursue measures which could be taken

before all militarily important States were participants.

Brazil saw a close relationship between the work done by ECOSOC and

the CCD since both were planning for the future in the Decade of Development

and the Disarmament Decade.

(b) Comprehensive disarmament programme

Japan said the CCD must assess how much progress could be achieved

during the Disarmament Decade in formulating a comprehensive programme at

this session.

The United States said the CCD should identify measures in accord

with present world realities or the realities of an immediate future, and

discuss whether particular measures should be elaborated immediately or

later. However, it would be futile and even harmful to try to agree on a

particular order of measures. The main point was to develop a consensus

as to which proposals were ripe' for detailed negotiation. The United

States believed that negotiable measures at present in the CCD were: an

agreement banning biological weapons, the prohibition of nuclear and mass

destruction weapons on the sea-bed, a comprehensive test ban treaty, and

the cessation of production of fissionable material for weapons. It also

suggested that all CCD members consider measures relating to armaments

they now possessed or might want to acquire. This was not disarming the

unarmed, but progress in halting the present arms race and preventing new

ones.

Italy held that all disarmament engagements should be shared, if

not equally, in accordance with agreed criteria among the States concerned.

All disarmament measures must be viewed in a political context, but the

implications of different measures could be clearly understood and a fair

balance among them maintained only within the framework of a flexible but

comprehensive programme. It expressed readiness to continue, at any time

and in any framework, the elaboration of a comprehensive programme

initiated by a limited group of nine delegations sharing common views but
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which wished to enlarge their consultations. Italy outlined the preliminary

considerations which were the outcome of the discussions of the group of

nine delegations.

Canada viewed the comprehensive disarmament programme as an incentive

for systematic progress during the Disarmament Decade. It added that the

CCD should not elaborate an exhaustive programme, but agree on a flexible

formula of objectives to present to the General Assembly as a consensus for

the work programme of the CCD. The objectives should be specific measures

that were practical in the light of national assessments of security interests

and the international climate. The main military Powers should lead in making

such suggestions because they set the pace for the arms race. As progress

towards GCD depended on preventing both vertical and horizontal nuclear

proliferation, a test ban treaty and a cut-off of production of fissionable

materials for military purposes were essential in any programme. The CCD

should not attempt a discussion of the 1962 US and USSR draft treaties on

GCD, which would risk reopening of polemical debates, nor should it become

bogged down in a discussion of priorities. Canada preferred to enumerate arms

control measures which a CCD consensus might judge as ripe for progress.

Timetables and target dates would not fit the complex of arms control and

disarmament negotiations, but certain desirable priorities and interrelated

measures could be noted. The list of measures would include a seabed treaty,

the elimination of CBV and the question of international seismic data exchange

in the context of CTB. Halting the nuclear arms race must receive primary

attention in the programme. Canada supported the Yugoslav idea that the

nuclear Powers should submit within three years an elaborated programme of

measures in the nuclear sphere. Attention must also be devoted to regional

arms control measures, following the precedents of the Tlatelolco and

Antarctica Treaties and the constructive proposals advanced by other States,

including "packages"of measures and force reductions in Europe. The time had

come to consider a freeze of military budgets as an initial measure leading

to a balanced reduction of armaments and armed forces. Canada supported the

appeal by Sweden for the early elaboration of a comprehensive programme;

it considered that failure to submit a programme to the twenty-fifth session

of the General Assembly would be harmful to the CCD.

The Netherlands viewed disarmament as a gradual and continuing process

and the comprehensive programme should comprise five main categories:
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measures to increase confidence; measures to prevent armament; measures

to limit armament; measures of disarmament; general and complete

disarmament. The last category envisaged the revision of the existing draft

GCD treaties but success was doubtful without substantial further progress

on partial measures. It was necessary to establish a balance among the

above measures throughout the programme but certain priorities and inter-

related measures (balanced packages) might be outlined and some technical

studies undertaken. The Netherlands stressed that a balance between nuclear

and conventional measures should be taken into account and attention should

be given to the increasing arsenals and the trade in conventional armaments.

In its opinion, regional, bilateral and multilateral actions would provide

wide options in the context of the Disarmament Decade.

Sweden suggested that the comprehensive disarmament programme be

directly correlated with other UN peacekeeping activities and machinery.

The organic approach to disarmament, as a process in evolution, implied

flexibility and no attempt to prescribe strictly separate phases of disarmament,

their content and time-order. Priorities for outlining concrete action should

be given to non-armament measures, followed by limitation measures and finally

by disarmament measures. Sweden stressed that the time had come for arms

limitation measures, particularly freezes. In the nuclear field this meant

urgent steps to achieve CTB, a cut-off of fissionable material and a moratorium

on testing and deployment of more sophisticated delivery systems. It proposed

that the CCD should proceed first towards comprehensive bans where partial

ones had been or were about to be established. Thus, the partial test ban

should be completed with an underground test ban; the NPT should be completed

with a cut-off agreement; the present partial sea-bed draft treaty should

lead to the demilitarization of the sea-bed; the Geneva Protocol should be

strengthened by prohibiting production, testing and stockpiling of CB¥; the

Treaty of Tlatelolco should be followed by the establishment of nuclear-free

zones in other regions. Sweden suggested packages of disarmament measures,

by which a "mix" was achieved giving satisfactory balance to all parties,

including a balttnce between great and smaller Powers and in regional agreements.

Some general ideas on verification methods should also be elaborated in the

comprehensive programme, especially the idea of combining several systems of

control, mutually fortifying each other. A constant balance sheet should be

kept which would compare changes in armaments on one hand and disarmament on

the other, and such an evaluation should be an item of the comprehensive

disarmament programme. Sweden called for a speedy elaboration of the
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comprehensive programme for submission to the forthcoming session of the

General Assembly and it was supported by Yugoslavia. Sweden strongly

supported the Secretary-General's proposal for an international study of the

economic and social consequences of the armaments race and massive military

budgets.

Yugoslavia said that the comprehensive programme could set approximate

schedules and tentative priorities as guidelines while simultaneously

adjusting itself to new requirements. The following confidence building

measures should find their expression in the programme: a convention banning

the use of nuclear weapons; stopping the escalation of military presence

on foreign soil and gradual military disengagement on a regional basis;

refraining from manifestation of force such as the holding of maneouvres

near other countries; reduction of military budgets. On measures for

preventing and restricting armament, Yugoslavia suggested the following:

non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, especially nuclear; a

comprehensive test ban treaty; a treaty on the cut-off of fissionable

materials; a treaty banning the production of nuclear weapons. In the

non-nuclear field, the comprehensive programme should contain measures such

as a CBW ban, balanced reductions in armed forces and armaments, and the

implementation of the MPT. It was desirable that each year the General

Assembly review the implementation of the comprehensive programme with an

obligatory report on disarmament activities outside the United Nations and

an assessment every three years of the possible needs for its adjustment.

(c) General and complete disarmament

The United States said it continued to support the goal of GCD but

progress towards it would not depend exclusively on CCD planning and

negotiations; it must be accompanied by concrete progress towards a peaceful

world, as recognized in the Agreed Principles for disarmament negotiations

of 1961. Progress in disarmament could be achieved by multilateral, regional

or bilateral negotiations or by reciprocated unilateral decisions. Suggestions

that the United States and the USSR revise their GCD plans would not be

productive. Progress in disarmament begun only when the parties had taken

up individual measures. Japan held that one of the prerequisites for GCD

was the participation of all militarily important States and hoped that

the Peoplels Republic of China and France would take part in negotiations

soon. Strengthening channels of communications and evolution of collective
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responsibility for international security would bring GCD closer. Replacement

of suspicion by openness and spirit of international solidarity represented

a key to attaining GCD. Brazil stressed that inclusion of GCD as a main

purpose of the United Nations was one of the most cogent changes that could

be introduced in the UN Charter. The twenty-fifth anniversary of the United

Nations provided an opportunity to review the question of GCD and to evaluate

the implementation of principles for disarmament negotiations in the US-USSR

Joint Statement of 20 September 1961. Such review should encompass three

questions: a link should be established between savings resulting from

disarmament measures and promotion of economic expansion of developing

countries; disarmament agreements should not have disruptive effects on the

scientific, technological and economic future of developing nations; the

scope of disarmament measures should be confined to the specific field they

were designed to cover and not involve parallel but unrelated questions.

(d) Treaty on the Non-Froliferation of Nuclear Weapons

Japan held that participation of many States, especially all potential

nuclear Powers, was essential for the effectiveness of the NPT. Safeguards

agreements should be acceptable to States promoting peaceful uses of nuclear

energy.

Halting the strategic nuclear arms race (SALT)

The Netherlands said that agreement at SALT on the limitation of

strategic weapons would have a favourable effect on arms control measures,

such as the cut-off and the comprehensive test ban. Japan hoped the United

States and the Soviet Union would pursue the objectives of SALT without being

influenced by momentary fluctuations in the international situation.

Brazil hoped that the SALT, which should signal the beginning of a new

era in disarmament negotiations, would be successful and stressed that the

international community had the right to expect positive results in a short

term. The CCD had suspended the consideration of nuclear disarmament awaiting

progress in the SALT, but could not wait too long. Yugoslavia stressed that

practical measures to limit armaments should result from US-USSR negotiations

in Helsinki and Vienna.
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Military aspects of radiological and laser technology

In a working paper (CCD/291) the Netherlands surveyed the two modes of

radiological warfare referred to in General Assembly Resolution 2602 C (XXI?):

(a) the use of nuclear weapons in such a way as to maximize their radioactive

effects, and (b) the use of radioactive agents independently of nuclear

explosions. The paper reached the conclusion that, judging by the available

information, possibilities for radiological warfare existed theoretically,

but did not seem to be of much or even of any practical significance. Therefore,

the Netherlands thought there was no practical usefulness in discussing arms

control measures related to radiological warfare.

In relation to Eesolution 2602 D (XXIV), the Netherlands also surveyed,

in working paper CCD/292, the possible military applications of laser technology.

Laser technology could be used for communications systems and optical computers,

both of which could have military uses. They could also be used for radars,

surveillance, reconnaissance and for navigation systems. Laser beams could be

used to designate targets to be attacked and for air bombardment. Euture

tactical applications were conceivable for defence against missiles including

ballistic missiles, low flying planes, tanks and for night-fighting. They might

also conceivably be used as mass destruction weapons in outer space and to

replace fissionable material to set off thermonuclear weapons. The paper

concluded that while the conceivable military applications of laser technology

did not seem to substantiate the need for arms control consideration at this

time, it seemed appropriate to follow attentively further developments in the

field of military applications of laser technology with a view to possible

future arms control discussion.

CCD

Brazil said the CCD had an essential r&le to play as a vital negotiating

body on matters related to peace and security. Its creation was due to the

need for multilateral negotiations on disarmament.

France and the FRC

Canada and Japan favoured the idea of associating France and the People's

Republic of China with disarmament negotiations.

Yugoslavia said that the PRC's admittance to the United Nations was

important to enable the inclusion of all nuclear Powers in disarmament

negotiations.
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^ Kyaw Min (Burma)

(Canada) referred to the paper privately circulated by
his delegation on tiie "verification of prohibitions of the development,

production, stockpiling and the us© of CB¥n and asked the Secretariat to
distribute it as act official document of the GGB (G0B/300).

' ' ' • • : : " * , . - • ' • . .
(Canadian eapert) said the working paper was not intended

to propose new solutions to the difficult problems of verification of the

development, production̂  stockpiling and uses of chemical and biological weapons.

Rather it sxasined the contributions Bade by a nuaber of delegations to delineate

more clearly areas of concern and avenues that might usefully be further explored,

Ha noted some measure of agreement that verification by challonge was the oaly

feasible verification proeedure that could logically fee considered for biological

agents, but chemical weapons posed problems of a different dimension. Most

papers tabled addressed themselves to the question of verification of prohibitions

on cheffiical weapons, fhess ranged from proposals for verification by challenge

to arguments for en-site inspection. In addition to verification by challenge,
it was evident that both national and international procedures would be
required. 1-Ihat form they might take would require considerably jaore definition
than has been suggested by aâ one to date. It was necessarj to explore whether

international controls were feasible and how they sight operate. One coaponent

was some method of aonitoring the economic factors of production of chemicals

and their erid-prodiicts that could be diverted for the production of chemical
weapons. Shere were, however, stany questions that required consideration

before any reasoned decision on its feasibility could be saade* The Canadian

working paper detailed basic questions to ascertain what information was

readily available and what information governments slight be prepared to snake

available* AH countries had some national controls governing fee development,

production, stockpiling and uses of CB agents, and as some of these agents

could be used or converted to use in the development or production of CB¥

information concerning such national controls would be useful. He recalled

that in March Canada had oade a unilateral declaration of its policy concerning
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the development, production and stockpiling of CB¥. It believed such a step
would assist is the development of & consensus for further negotiations on

(Japan) recalled that at the 4-7&th meeting he had considered;
(l) the desirability of establishing a reporting system on highly tosie chemical
aubstaneesi and (2) technical methods for investigation in case of suspected
violation of the obligations prohibiting the production of eheaieal weapons*
Japan now submitted, a working paper (CC0/301) on these tiro subjects. Japan
suggested that tosic eheaieal substances to ba reported should be those whose
lethal doses were equivalent to, or less than, 0.5 jsg. per kg. of body weight
by Igrpoderad-c injection, as veil as specific intermediates in their production.
Japan thought that the poisonous chemical substances whose toxic effect equalled
or exceeded that level could be grouped into four categories: (1) nerve agents
of the organdphosphorous fondly, (2) toxins, (3) alkaloids, and (4) plant
heart poisons. For the tiae being* it would be sufficient to limit the items
to be reported to the seven intermediates in the production of nerve agents of
the organophoaphorous faaily which were listed in the working paper* Toxins
•which were high molecular substances, were difficult to synthesize chemically
at the present tiae* In the ease of alkaloids and plant heart poisons, which
were low aolecular substances, it was possible to sunthesise thea chemically,
but f ros the technical and economic points of view it would be Iffipraetieal to
produce thea on an industrial scale* Concerning ad fooc inspections based on
eoaplaint procedures, part 1? of i&e SIPEI report referred to the importance of
checking security devices of the factory concerned. Japan suggested the use of
gas ehroaatography as one of the aethods of investigation. By using this method
it would be possible to detect with great accuracy nerve agents existing in
eatreaely saall quantities in liquid wastes, the soil or dust in sad around the
premises, or on the production equipnent or workers* clothes. The questions
just raised by Canada appeared to be axtreae3y useful and Japan would answer

in the near future.

jfe1. Former (tfcited Kingdos) said some of the verification proposals,
like the complaints procedure in the B¥ draft convention by the United Kingdom,
fell short of teal verification. Some were primarily technical, others prifflaril
procedural, there were probably between 20 and 30 proposals and the process of
elimination should begin. A decision on verification fell into three stages.
fhe first step was to decide which of the primarily technical proposals were
practicable froa the technical point of view* The second stage was to apply the
test of acceptability on broad political, social and ideological grounds. As



SIPEI iaad made clear in -its draft report on verification, it was impossible

to say flatly that verification was or was not feasible* It depended on the

political conditions the party concerned postulated! in other words, it was

necessary to assess the "balance between technical means and political obstacles.

The position of each party steamed from hard political realities which could

sot be discounted. In the third stage, it was to be decided whether something
could be made of the measures which had passed the test of the first and

second stages, Ho verification procedure could be perfect and each Government
had to decide whether the risk involved was acceptable to it. This meant taking

& political decision* and several factors asust be taken into accounts (l) the

general political climate in which the treaty was being concluded, including
t&e degree of confidence existing between the potential parties to the agreement}

(2) the nature of the particular weapon under discussion, which iaplied an

assessment of the effect of soap particular treaty on national security f (3) the

effect on world security", i.e. whether a treaty incorporating a certain

verification system would prove to be stabilizing or destabilising, would improve

pa?Decrease confidence*

Hr« Holmes (Waited Kingdom expert) stressed that the sere existence of a

technical possibility did not constitute a practical method of verification
capable of immediate application. Xn the United Kingdom paper which had been

circulated, an evaluation was provided on two specific technical suggestions

for verification ©f GBW production said field testing, namely the us© of
satellite photography and of remote sensors. It appeared in both cases that

possibility of the approach was not encouraging, at least as far as practical

application at the present time was concerned* Hough estimates of the

numerical values of concentrations of che&ical agents downwind from a field
test had been made in order to give an indication of the magnitude of the

problem of remote detection, In practice such a technique might have to
operate at ranges of hundreds of miles rather than ifeens of kilometres as in

the UK paper. The possibility of discovering clandestine production of chemical
agents by detection of specific residues in effluent had similarly not been
validated. He was interested in the presentation by »Tapan outlining the possible

use of gas chromatography in detecting traces of chemical agent production,
l&ere were two different applications of such techniques (l) use in on-site

inspection, as suggested in. the Japanese working paperj and (2) use in remote

detection for testing for possible effluent in rivers beyond national

boundaries* A great deal of research and development work reiaained to be done*



la these and other ehesieal analytical approaches, a great deal rested on the

taniqus association of i&e aUsgrlphosphorous linkages raita nerve gases, fhe

cheaieal industry sight develop other eoapousds employing this 'linkage. $or@over>

if it were kaom "Slat detection systems were aiaed at this chemical structure,
then any State "breaking an agreement would take steps to avoid discharging
sueh aatertal jLato the air OP liquid effluent, quite apart from concentrating

on ether agents which did not involve production of such as indicator*, If
the problem of verification. was broken down into three stages as outlined by
Ambassador Porter,, the W paper dealt with the first point (technical
practicability) and. to some extent took into account the second one of political

Me. yeivoda (Czechoslovakia) said that ̂ ie tnitad Kingdom accepted the

conclusion, of a convention fcanniBg BU withoiat verification . BW,. hoŵ vsr, t̂ ere

at. least as dangerous as C¥, Hê . therefore, asked ¥hy an tiaverified baa cm

W. *«ias acceptable, l?ut not for CW? A limited ban would make the situation

EOF© .dangerous. The United Kingdom considered elaborate methods of verification

for Cfif hut doubted that they would he practical. It would not be necessaû
or even workable to check all railway Junctions. !fhe United Kingdom considered
atmospheric sensors as a possible aeans of verification, but they represented

a very doubtful method of control as clandestine testing would be done
underground. !£he meabers or the Sbimnittee should not scare themselves wî  a
complicated system of verification which would probably be full of holes

VJhat was needed was a simple sjstem and trust was an indispensable elegant*

It was the task of the Soaadttee to find a solution to the problems it faced

and aot to loofe for/ dscuses fo5? act findteg one*

(Sweden) said some of the points raised at the informal

meeting on 22 Ĵ ril 1970 were clarified to various degrees in later formal

meetings of the Coffiffiittee. E& drew attention to an unofficial paper distributed
by Sweden which contained to chronological order concrete suggestions and
ideas put forward by various delegations during the spring session on
verification of further prohibitions of chemical and biological weapons, A
aain, subject for discussion should be to evaluate further the need for and the
possibilities of verification in an international agreement to prohibit t&e
development,, production and stockpiling of CB¥ and to destroy existing stocks.

Sow to define in a list the chemical warfare agents which should fee subject to

conditional aocl unconditional prohibition was a problem of major iajportsase.



A flexible system was necessary, enabling a eoatisuisg revision of the list,
for instance at review conferences at regular intervals* AH the potential
chemical warfare agents could not or should not fee listed individually.-.
Sweden accepted the arguments that such a list could never be comprehensive
and that new aebstanees could not fee foreseen and therefore not listed* An
alternative might be that control measures would only be undertaken on a
33aijjjjg£L jHanber of agents or types of agents* These would, howevê , have to be
defined* fhere would seem to be at least two definite ways of doing this.
(Me possibility would be to use a rather general definition as was done in the
Searetary-General*s ê >ert Beport (A/7575 paragraph 17} • The definitions
gives there filled two purposes* a) they differentiated theoretically
between 0 and B warfare agents; b) they thereby clarified the active mechanism

of the respective types of agents, fhe definitions helped to determine if an
agent should be considered as a G or as a B warfare agent. As to the prohibition
of fee production of a particular agent, a wide theoretical definition Eight
be of less value, especially if the agent in question never had been, used for
warfare, or if the agent had oainly peaceful applications* A useful comparison
could be made with the international legislation in force in the narcotics field*
He referred to the Single Convention on narcotics of 1961, prescribing that all
narcotic drugs should be subject to control regarding production and stockpiling.
fo that convention there were annexed four schedules describing which narcotics
should be considered as such in the terss of the convention, regardless of
their chemical structure, A second possibility would be that of producing a
list, containing on the one haiii the types of agents which have potential use
only as warfare agents and on the other, those types of agents which also had

peaceful uses. He asked if the COB could work towards a descriptive list
indicating types of agents in order to determine in a future control or challenge
procedure, what eheadeal agents or production staps might be subject to
regulatory measures. Such a guiding list sight be annexed to the treaty* This
concept was partly applied iii the WHO-report and in the Secretary-General's
Report, Japan had proposed that the measure of the tcadeity of a substance
should be taken as the basis for Judging when control of production should be
obligatoryj for instance for reporting to an international body. Sweden asked
whether other delegations considered it appropriate to include in a guiding
list some tosicological criteria, such as dose limits of ioxiciiy and perhaps
also pharmacological properties. He recalled however that the lethal toxicity
eight not always be the relevant measure, but rather the one which caused a
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particular physiological effect. He suggested that some delegation, or
delegations put forward a tentative list, based on such criteria, prefarab3y
in the fora of a working paper. On the question of verification needs and
possibilities f there has been made available, since the last informal seating,
interesting material, particularly the study by the US Midwest Besearch
institute and the British paper on the effectiveness of some verifieatioa
measures, circulated unofficially on 4- Augusts These studies confirmed the
Swedish view that it would be vain to try to devise detailed verification
methods, including elements of considerable intrusiveness, and also confirmed
the Swedish concepts for dealing with verification, namely openness and
reporting coupled with the procedure called "verification by challenge®.
Sweden did not agree ttfith the assertion in the British paper that such Methods
required a high degree of intrusiveness , Jfor did it accept the Cteeeho Slovak

view put forward in the 6GB on July 28 that such a system would involve an
incalculable amount of information which plants would provide in various
questionnaires. Sweden foresaw a simple procedure, in x<?hieh the initial effort
required by individtal governments might be considerable, but where day-to-day
operations would fee quite simple. If such a system had been possible to achieve
in the narcotics field, it could also b® achieved in the CB¥ field, Sweden
suggested that some delegation have its experts put forward concrete suggestions
to solve problem. of methods to dispose of asisting stocks. On procedure, he
proposed an alternative to the Italian proposal for convening a group of
experts, i combination of working papers, put forward by individual delegations
together with discussions at informal meetings of -fee Committee where
delegations could have experts present, -would be one aethod of advancing work
which should be acceptable to all delegations*

(ffSSS) stated that it was important to study the methods
of '$brk of the Committee. Host of the papers and the discussion at the
informal meeting stressed the technical aspects of the problem and set aside
tfei political aspects. This approach was unbalanced and had a negative
influence on the Committee's work - at least it would protract the finding of
a solution. Saturation in terms of disarmament expertise in the League of
Hations had led to no solutions and to a dead end. Hence, h© appealed for
greater concentration of attention on political aspects. If the Comnattee
accepted its basic task, to achieve the comprehensive prohibition of GBW, it
must find a way to solve it. If it did not accept such a task, all working
papers or discussion would be useless . The task of banning all use of CBM



•under tile Geneva Protocol was making good progress. Japan and Brazil
had ratified the Protocol. 23b.e United States has not jet done so and this
was' disquieting, as the Bhited States had a big chemical industry. It was
essential to achieve a comprehensive prohibition of CBW and this could be
done by means of the 9-Power draft convention. The main questions veres

(l) reservations | (2) whether the prohibition should be embodied in one or

aore documents! and (3) the question of verification. Concerning the

question of reservations, the Geneva Protocol was binding only vis-a-vis the

parties to the Protocol. It also permitted the retaliation against use by

others, this was Justified, as It had "been proved in the Second World War,

when threats of retaliation had been effective. After all the CBW weapons had

been destroyed, tae questions of retaliations and reservations would not

arise. Concerning the question of negotiating a single or more than one
instrument, it was clear that the United Kingdom approach would legalize CW

by not prohibiting research, development, production or stockpiling* GM
occupied a large place in the existing arsenals and therefore it was most
important to ban them sisujLtaneousily with BW. Ihe Geneva Protocol, the Paris

agreements of 1964, as well as a number of other documents, including the
tJnited Stations resolutions, treated :$i & and B¥ together. On verification, tha

criterion of the Socialist countries was that national means should provide

the basis for verification and international means should supplement them.

Articles 3 to 5 of the 9 -Power draft tenveation dealt with national means

and Article 6 and the annex proposed by Hungary, Mongolia and Poland dealt with

the international means. He asked whether main attention should be put on

international procedures. Many western Powers said that external observation

was not adequate to distinguish between civil and military production, 'She
SIPS! report said, on page 1, that obstacles to disarmament were due to the
momentum of the arms race and political problems rather than to technical
probleas. On the question of Control and safeguards, Sweden, Yugoslavia, and
Morocco envisaged systems of control which could help to develop the 9-Power
draft convention. He thought they were useful and he would study them. The

political 'aspects of the problem should not, however, be pushed into the

background as was done by some delegations. The result of a large number of

technical docuaents could be to bury the Committee in technical complications.
•*" • ' '

(Italy), elaborating on working paper CCB/289 of
30 June 1970, on the convening 6f a group of experts to study the problem of

control over CSF, stressed* (a) control was a aajor problem̂  (b) control was a



scientific probleffi| (e) technical studies already available should

be supplemented ly study on controls by experts f (d) the COB should guide the

experts* &£ter referring to the working paper by Japan (008/288; of 30 April

1970) and to the working paper by the United States (CCB/S93 of 16 July 1970),
he stated that the questions whieli it seeased proper to raise in connexion with
those already ssfeed were the following! (1) Was it possible to establisĥ

taith mutual consent, a listing of the large cheisEical industries which produce
and pffaetiealjjf control Ifee products concerned? (2) Bid the fact that a

production of large quantities of these substances was mainly used by big

industries involved in peaceful jBaBuf aeture Make it easier to .control any leak

of such products towards non-peaceful uses? (3) Mkat waa the adniffiuia percentage

vasdatioa iii prodaotion wiiieli, if not Justified oa ecoaoaie grouads, could gî e

rise to the suspicion that the final destination was not ineaat for peaceful uses?

{4-} If a percentage variation of a specific factor in itself was act suitable
as an indicator as to the destination of the product for warfare, could this

sane factor acquire a decisive importance when eoirfbiaed with the percentage

variation of anol&er factbr related to the former? (5) Could aa iatemational
orgsaiaatioQ eoatribut© effectively to verifying the production and flow of the
substances conceraed either in its existing structure or through ainor structural

and organisational changes? (6) Assuming that an international organization

could not establish with certaiatgr that a violation had been, coiamitted̂  could

its contribution suffice to establish a founded suspicion and thus justify a

co%lafitt? (?) Gould the present trend, which tends to eliminate phosphated

organic compounds as insecticides, help the solution of the problem of controls?

|!i£fii.|)|eonard (United States) introduced Joshua Lederberg, lobe! Prise

winner̂  professor of genetics at Stanford ftniversiî v who was one of the
consultants who had participated in the preparation of the MO report on GBH*

(United States expert) said the past 25 years had
seen a remarkable development of molecular biology. T̂he synthesis of small
viruses would surelgr be achieved in the next decade and further discoveries ia

modifying Idle genetic structure of fldcrobes* These had important potential
health applications* For siany years B¥ had been given only incidental attention

as a sublet of diplomatic discuasion, for it seemed to have little bearing on

the adjustments of power. However, Bl stood apart from all other devices in the

threat It posed to the health and Hfa-̂ xpeetaney of ever̂  human being whether

belligereats or not* *£ke intentional release of an infectious particle, be it

a virus or baeteriua, from the confines of the laboratory or of medical practice

- be condemned as as irresponsible threat against the tfhole human
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of- tfee femsaa &g&ei©3« Q&® of t&s best ©ssusanees that spy carats^ migb-t
that 'fee jslcirobioiogiisai xeaeavdi of Its aelghlsoTisfs was? <Hrecte& towards

; $axpoaes wcmM Is® eoasta&tly espsadiisg partiei|jat£oaa ia international
jHPograssass. Aa^ eotistz^r tfaat jm&liely sabscribsd to th® total

of sacrei SW reaea3*eh ssig&t eo&eeiva&Iy fee able to eoattoie
efforts wit&out rsvealiag t&ei3? sabstgoatlal cos.teats teat it could

keep tha exl^feencs of staefe effbs^ts secrats this applied especial^ to
its otm cftisaffis' TI^O WSSQ speciaH'atg ia fesaltlj-orieated research

ia ftot&$ritag healfla. yssearch aetiirities within
gr» fhes-efos^, beslctes the ofetrloaa direct healt

of ss|3 îd^S iataapaatioaal e0ope?atioas maakinct would also "b®
a feller level of 'istitasl assursnca tfeat ©irs^r partj was indeed living up to
'%ia?it' of its obligations" ttfflier a B$? eoairsatioa. But it ucrald 1© foolish

to asattme that good -will sloae, without coac2*©te a^aBgesjssfe,, ^oiild foz-estall
tfie further ^OTfelojaasat, prbliferaiion anS possifels as© of thia s©st
metho'd &f waiffiare* ifefere -were eoEfpelliag reasona for projapt!!̂  reaebiag a

stated that for fe$ last two years verification o?
fead besa .̂seiassed, Hefssrisig to the tfnit©! States asd 0aited

he noted t!ifet Mie^ eoasMered tbe n0%od of ^erificatioa ia -fee
to '1© ̂ Q^tmte for Bi, but they ooasid«eed ths lastbod of ;

the ^-BsferW <feaft cea^satioa to fee isadefpate for C3W*
H© ^fessl' tfes fesitsd States, aai tfee tJsitdl Kiag<iom what arould be for tfaea ss
sffectiv® amd aeoapteMs BefeM of ver-ificatioa for CW, 12*© USSB fead

its positiOB*. Glai?ificmtion of tte United States aM United
womM ^bs uaeftil la cossideriag vfetfeea? & |oiat or a separate troatmsirfc

of G sad II shoTiM fee ehosea, .

t«gbsls«rla} spoke oia 13s© TOeifleatieii of CBW asd
-- Bi:gdiSla.T t^rkisg p^ss? on the ©leaiaats for a ^ate® ©f csoatr«xl of

CiC»sĵ L«tQ pmhiMti^si of c^e îcal aaad "biological weapons-, (CCS/302) s wfcisii
' a eonSiijiatiea of aatioaal aeasiarss of verifio&tioa, wMcfe -rfould fee

aad of ititsi-aatisaal measnare^ which waH I© sugplemsatss^* He would
0pi2ii:cfflt sf s^efts as to tafeeteer1 tfe© E^asares oatHaed were

Se wsleoaadi t^ie- fetrojfeeilQa cif tfee CasaSiaa uoxMag papej? 021 CBM aad
t&at- ^gfee gs?ou^ of ea^ffes steM tfy to &a? uf a list of data to be supplied to

aot- fee too latirasiir© 03? too eoagjlic^feea aa^ would sot rsqaire
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a large machinery for reporting. There was no need for foolproof control
which would tee an end in itself, but only for a workable solution within the
Halts of what was reasonable and political̂  acceptable. Such a solution
was possible and the role of experts in this field was very important to help

the CCD solve the practical side of it. In answer to the first Swedish

question put forward on 22 April 1970, namely, the tentative list of ehesical

warfare agents, Jugoslav experts would like to define ia more detail what

were the compounds of IT group of agents which could be used as insecticides

and that one of fee criteria to be applied should be their toxieity, iMch

had also been mentioned by Jspaa and supported by Sweden* She list should fc®

broadened to include the agents knotm in the literature as belonging to the

G faiaî j that is, besides taten (G&), sarin (SB) and/ifGB), the agents known
as (GF) and ((̂) . Yugoslavia supported the Swedish proposal on procedure,

that the GCB continue with the working papers combined with inform! meetings

with the participation of experts, when there was need for such meetings.
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Vejvoda

Mr* fffnat̂ ef f (CJanada) said that the differences between the nuclear
Powers In the 6CD as to how a comprehensive nuclear test ban could be
complied with were both political and technical sand both aspects of the
problem, must be considered, Canada, together with other delegations, had
turned its attention to the possibilities offered by an effective
international exchange of seismic data* More than seventy countries had

replied 30 far to the questionnaire that the Secretary-General had sent to
States in pursuance of resolution 26O4 A, asking for information in the
context of the creation of the worldwide exchange of seismological data
which would facilitate the achievement of a comprehensive test baa* She
results of the first fifty or so replies to the questionnaire had been
analysed by Canadian scientists, and a copy of this comprehensive analysis
had been circulated to each delegation on 4 August 1970* In addition, Canada
had tabled on 11 August working paper GCD/305 which gave, inter alia, a
summary of the intrinsic seismological capabilities revealed in the TO
responses.

Ba». Ifoffihflft (Canadian expert) said that Canadian scientists had
attempted to find a way to define and describe the potential of the worldwide
network of stations and arrays for the detection, location and identification
of underground nuclear explosions in any location throughout the world*

Referring to the final chapter of the Canadian scientific document which
had been privately circulated, he stressed that the Canadian scientists had
produced not onSy a suaaaaiy of the potential of the worldwide group of
stations and arrays, but also soffie technical recommendations regarding further
research and analysis of existing data, which should assist in lowering the
threshold levels for identification* After briefly summarizing the technical
conclusions in the scientific document, he said that Canada had not studied



the question of the feeehanlsia and costs Involved in implementing any
international seisade exchange, either of a continuous or of an |jd hoc

nature* Similarly* it had avoided waking detailed recommendations
concerning new stations or more sophisticated modern equipment* Canada1 3
aim in sponsoring the UH resolution 2664 & had been to achieve a first step
of clarification, by escamining what data would tie made available by
governments in principle, and then assessing the capability of such a
voluntary global network, to resolve the technical problems. IE essence,
Canada had attempted to ascertain, from data which could be obtained from
the global network, the lowest level of magnitude of suspected underground
nuclear explosion — which could be 3e|scted, located or identified. It
was a political decision, whether this capability was adequate for any
country to accept the security risk implicit In any underground test ban
agreement* It was technically feasible to study the design of the most
economic network to achieve a specified capability, but only useful if
appropriate political, progress had been Made.

' • • • ' • ' ' • . • - k

Hef erring to the seven questions listed in working paper 002/305,

progressivê  numbered 1 to 7, he gave the following answer si
1. the replies to the Secretary Ĥ eneral's questionnaire did not
significant̂  modify existing general and scientific information concerning
aeisaological facilities which were of use for detecting and identifying
underground explosions,, fhe Canadian analysis dealt with the returns from
fifty-four nations involving snore than 200 seisaological facilities. However,
a number of other stations existed but were not Mentioned in the returns
because data eould not be guaranteed or assured for them* Hence the conclusions
on capabilities were conservative. Moreover, no aeisaological data had been
offered from certain countries, fhis was disappointing, since abstracted
seismic information froa soms of these areas was eventually made available to
the international aeismological agencies, indicating the existence of useful

2* fhe analysis presented enabled calculation of the eaAsEt to which the
identification capabilities for underground nuclear explosions were improved
through guaranteed access to additional seismologies! data* For exaaple,
Canadian capability for Identification at Asian test sites, with and without
access to this ensemble of international facilities, differed by about one
magnitude unit*



3« there were clear differences in the capability for the detection and
identification of underground nuclear eaqslosioas at different test sites
throughout the •world. For exaiaple, P waves (body waves) from both
earthquakes and underground explosions could be detected at magnitudes ia4-»2
or larger̂  almost anywhere la the Northern Heaiaphere, but the situation in
the Southern Hemisphere was approsisately one magnitude unit worse* A second
example was the identification capability using a certain tgrpe of surface wave
phase (teehnioaUy called the Rg phase)} by using this phase Canadian stations
provided substantial̂  better identification for the Nevada tests than for
Asian test sites* Further research Might produce equality of capability,
but this was uaprovea* He suggested a discussion of the importance of such
areas of lower capability*

#* in the final chapter of the technical document Canada had suggested
research which, might be feasible with existing facilities and data, which

would help to clarify1 the capability levels achievable with this network* The
detailed studies required could be best made by physicists end seismologists

and published is open literature*
5. Gsnada would like to see sore studies made of the international
capabilities,, particularly of the key or most important stations* Such studies
would indicate how international seismic data exchange could most economically
be effected, either on a continuous or on sa gg, hoe basis. 'She Canadian assessment
could be updated with the inclusion of the latest available M replies.
6. Technical consultations on the verification capabilities would be more
productive if scientists could work towards some target figures which might be
acceptable politically. It teighi be naeessary to add additional stations to
tha world enseS&le in order to achieve reasonable capability goals, A technical
solution could be found to meet toodest goalŝ  if the political will existed to
make the detailed technical consultations worthwhile.
7» Without the availability of international aeissdc data on an 3g| hoc
basis, many countries would be unable to express an opinion about any claimed
violation of the test ban. the extent of aefjaas to information depended on what
was politically acceptable and on means of verification other than seismic.

In conclusion, he felt that for the first time there was a station
ensemble with SOBS form of government assurances» which could be used to study
the problems of seis&ological verification, this was a fundamental step, and



the response had been satisfactory* Canada hoped that a consensus might
emerge of the present state-of-the-art aad capability and how seisffiological
Verification could be proved. Jt should also be clear how difficult it
would be to achieve by existing aeisftological mesas any appreciable capability
for low-yield explosions in aedia such as alluvium. Magnitude 4-.75 corresponded
to & yield between 8 and 20 kilotons in hard rock. Having made progress in
clarifying the technical situation in seisraological verification, aad hoping
for continuing improvement in the near future, the remaining questions were
political} involving national security judgements about different tgrpes of

Mr. Taaafca (Japan) stated that CTB was one of the most iajportant steps
in nuclear disarmament. He introduced Dr« Kanazaorl*

Br. Kanamori (Japanese expert) gave Japan's preliminary answers to
the seven questions V Canada in document 661/305*
1* fhe replies to the Secretary-General̂  questionnaire had clarified maay
details about aeiamographs and recording systems for special research,,, in
Va*ioui garts of the world*
2. Because of the absence of information on stations in parts of Central
Asia, it would be difficult, in the present circumstances, to improve the
detection and identification capabilities for underground explosions in that

3, While the level of detection and identification was higher than average
in Sforth America, it was lower in parts of Central Asia. !These ttra areas were
of vital significance in the enforcing of any comprehensive test baa.
4-» She responses to the Secretary-General fs quest ioanair© had contributed
to a better understanding of the important role which would be played by
stations equipped with special highly sensitive instruments or with a
recording system specifically designed for detection purposes. It would be
desirable that a large number of such stations be set up in vital areas of
ttoe world*
§. Surther study of methods for international exchange of seisfldc data
would be -useful. Japan was very interested in new seisiaological instruments.
It had stressed in the past the Importance of data concerning the arrival time
of the first Motion of body- waves and the maxiaua amplitude and the period
of surface waves* Standardization of the recording system on magnetic tapes,



at least at several stations distributed at geographically important locationss
was important for a more efficient data exchange and for more detailed studies
of setsj&e wsŝ a*
6, Further consultation was warranted on the examination of facilities for
identification, of nuclear explosions by selsaolbglcal means* It was most
important, as suggested in the tJnlted Kingdom xrorking paper,, to examine
selsmological facilities in strategic areas of the world, including those in
certain parts of Central Asia.
7. Japan was too small to provide good asisauthal coverage for the precise
location of epicentres and it would be difficult to detect underground nuclear
tests from stations in Japan* without international exchange of seismic data.
If such an exchange took place* tile Japanese conclusions on the degree of
verification would be similar to those that Canada had draw from the analyses
of the BH replies, Japan felt that all the M replies should be studied,
including those which were not available at the time when the Canadian study
••was made. . • •• ,-\ • . • . '

Japan also had the following general observations* Wide and uaifora
aaimuthal coverage of seismic stations was essential for improving detection
capabilities of •underground nuclear explosions, therefore, international
co-operation on a worldwide basis was of paramount importance for the improvement
of detection capabilities. Efforts ahoiild be continued to work out the most
sensible programs on the basis of the data to be obtained through international
exchange from existing stations* Efforts should also be made to promote
further availability of such data relating to the areas vital for the purpose
of detecting underground test explosions. Further efforts should be made to

solve the question of discrimination between &a underground nuclear test and
an earthquake. Further studies were required for discrimination of nuclear
explosions of aagaitude less than 4-.5. the seismic P (body) and Hayleigh (surface)
waves had been primarily used for discrimination purposes, and little use had
been made of other kinds of waves, such as S secondary wavesa Love and higher
mode surface waves* In future studies, the potential value of these waves
should be investigated. 55ils kind of research, in contrast to the question
of detection which must be conducted on a worldwide basiss could be made on a
relatively small scale, even by a single country or small group of countries.

For future studies on the question of discriialnation, the Installation of

Mgh-sensitivity, three-eostponent seismographs, at least at several key stations,
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would be highly useful. Although installations of such instruments In array
stations were preferable, such Instruments i& an ordinary single station
would b© useful. In order to reduce the noise level it might be necessary to
install the seisaoggaphs tn deep bore holes. Installations should be placed
at a site where the signal transmission efficiency was high. In Japan the
signal transmission ef f ielency was found to be remarkably different as between
two stations which were only severs! tens of kilometres apart. Study of long-
period waves ©sodted by relatively steall events was also important to lovrer
the threshold of discrimination capability. For this purpose, an experimental
installation of ultra-high-sensitivitgr,, long-period seis&ographs, with a peak
magnification up to one-half million, such as the one developed in the United
States 3 was highly recommended, Detailed spectral analysis of both short and
long-period waves was necessary for a »»ore comprehensive dlacriJaination of
seismic events , Finally, the seisaographic recordings should be made on
magnetic tapes or other coutputer-orionted media.

(Baited Kingdom) said that the Canadian report containing
an assessment of the replies resulting from the Secretary-General's enquiry
provided the CGD wife & substantial basis for discussion. In 1958 the British
Government decided to undertake a prograitoe of research and developmeat in
seisjoaologjr. Experimental work began in 1959 and as the United Kingdom is not
subject to earthquakes, tb.6 cooperation of other Coiamoawealth countries was
obtained* The major contribution of the United Kingdom research in the past tea
years had been the development of the concept of beam-forming arrays and the
demonstration that teleseismic methods of monitoring were capable of good

Brf .'̂ ir'̂ Lawajir (United Kingdom expert) said that many of the ideas which
had guided the seigmologicol research programme in the United Kingdom, could
be found in the report of the 195$ Geneva Conference of experts on detection
and identification of nuclear explosions but the method for identifying
earthquakes - the direction of the first ground action - turned out to be less
effective than predicted. The British aaieatisits were concerned with the
problem of Improving the detection of first motion using arrays of short
period seismometers distributed over distances ten times greater than those
recofflmended by the Geneva eacperts. By 1961 It was evident that ot&er methods
for identifying seismic events mist be found if any progress was to be made.
fhe scientists noted that because of the earth's internal structure seismic
signals recorded at distances of 500 km and 5,000 1m were of similar amplitude.
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they suspeeted that, for the same reason, the signals would provide a clearer

signature of the character of the source at the greater distances. Shis
eoneept of the "source window" received considerable irapeius in February 1962
when the array la %oming recorded a clear signal from an underground explosion
at a distance of about 9*000 km* From that moment the British scientists
turned away from the proposal for a network of 3,|J0 control posts and thought
in terms of a world-wide network of soffie 25 arrey stations* Jhe next adv&ace
was -tead® public in 1964- when the United Kingdom presented a theoretical basis
by which explosions, as well as earthquakes, could be identified, provided
the long period (Bsgrleigh) x*aves could be detected at long distances. The
BE scientists predicted that the amplitude of Rayleî i waves caused by explosions
would be at least ten times less then those of earthquakes having the saae P wave

magnitude* A network of properly engineered short period arrays of the UK type
new in uae for research would detect F signals of magnitude si,A explosions and
earthquakes occurring in most parts of the world, it these small magnitudes
oaJly 4- stations could detect most of the events, and the accuracy of location
might be unaecepta&ty large, $he detection of earthquake Rayleigh waves was
equally favourable if arrays of a siisilar number of long period instruments were
used* the question of detecting explosion Bgyleigh waves was, however, jrnich
ftore difficult even when onjy 3 stations were required to detect the signals
and this was because the amplitude of explosion Eayleigb waves were ten times
fiiaialler than those of earthquakes of equivalent lH«rave magnitude. To maintain
the slae sad cost of long period arrays at reasonable levels, UK scientists had
to be content with a positive identification level of Bvkfr ̂ °̂  explosions, Iha
location accuracy at that level was such better, because sola© 9 or more P signals
would be recorded, there was however another reason for not pursuing the problem
of a lower Ssgrlet̂ i wave detection threshold| it was comparatively easy to
hide the presence of a seismic signal when testing small explosions. When
fired under 500 feet of dry f̂id porous rock, a 10 kiloton explosion generated
seisaic signals no larger than 1 kiloton explosion in a hard impervious rock|
its £ signals therefore might not be detected at all, UK scientists concentrated
resourceg on improving the detection of Ssylelgb waves, but they were not very
optimistic about the outcome, unless they could show that single station
detection was acceptable for Bggrleigh waves* A great deal remained to be done
in refining amplitude and spectral measureiflent techniques, and in the study of

anomalous earthquakes jf̂ &a which low amplitude (explosion-like) surface waves
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were reported from ti&e to tiffieu It was conceivable that one result of that work
could be to show that it was safe to Identify an event on the basis of a
dingle Hayleigh wave detection* Some workers thought that it Bight even show
that absence of Bsyleigh waves (when they would 193 aspactsd, if the event was
oil sari&qiiake} was sufficient to identify an explosion. A second study dealt
with the best way of deaigniag the second and third elements of an acceptable
recording network t these were the station analysis Astern and the data
collation centre , An easaatial and attractive feature of the UK concept for
seisffiic verification was the power of & single array station for1 surveying and
analysing the seiaazic activity both outside and inside national boundaries,
but before putting such a spates into regular operation store development was
needed including a high speed compute? at each station. r the most useful criteria
would be a fo» of P*wave versus Kayleigh wave ratio, but first ffiotioa and ? wŝ e

could also be used* The third esaeatlal element in the technical
of the System was the centre to which all P wave onset times mat be

transmitted by eversr detecting station in order to determine the most accurate
location before tranaBiitting the result to each station in the network. A single
station could result in an error of up to 500 km, The question of the optiisusa
analysis of any events not clearly identified as earthquakes by an individual
station required furtJaea* i&ought and a more sophisticated treatment than would
fed possible at individual stations* the results of the analysis and the records
would be transmitted back to the individual stations where the established
diaeriftiaatiosa criteria could be applied and where responsibility would remain.
$he data centre would assume the role of a technical quality ehec&er and
technical emergency service and would maintain the network at peak efficiency
and as an effective, standardised instrument of the co-operating nations.

) said that practical resources for verification had
increased noticeably and further improvements were fortheo&lng. The large
HOSSA-li array station in Jforway and ̂ ie ALFA arrê  in Alaska were nearing coiapletlon.
Several smaller arrays around the globe were also nearing completion* in Canada*
Brazil and India and the instrumentation of such installations was steadily
improving, la addition a vast compilation of seisoographic resources and data
available fro» jaany countries was available in A/796? and its addenda, prepared

in accordance with resolution 2604- A (KH?) * Sweden regretted that not all
countries had provided the Seeretajy-Geaeral with aeisiaologioal information for
a complete global coverage* Sweden collected detailed experience about the



possibilities of identifying events in various source areas. Reports indicated
the successive closing of the remaining magnitude gap? from 4*75 to 4*0 in
the available identification methods. Especially promising were the results
f roia theiJOBS&B array with identification' by what was called sliort period
spectral ratio. For identifying weak events it waa important to know exactly
how and where on the globe the identification measurements were aade. Sweden

appreciated the developseata in the UK and the ITS, of the relatively new aathod
of identification by lojjg period spectra, so far limited to rather strong
events* 'toeoufraglng reports eatte from the USSK and the United Kingdom on
positive deVelopfiients to explain tSie Mg differences between the West and the
East in their views on earthquake magnitudes and earthquake statistics. Another
positive development was the large gain in identification capabilities when an
event was analysed simltaiaeously fey data from several seismographic stations
and according to several identification criteria. In order to facilitate a
military aad political ®,ssessB®nt of the Canadian (CCB/305) and HE working
papers (C©B/̂ 6), and to provide direct conaparisoa between the Canadian data
exchange analysis on the basis of existing stations and the British analysis
on the basis of 26 arrayŝ  the Swedish experts converted the magnitude limits
into yield liiaits for nuclear explosions in hard rook in the Northern Head sphere.
This was explained in the technical working paper (GGD/306) comparing the two
systems for verification of a edapreheaaive teat 1a&&.\̂ 'yŷ  „

Br« Ŝ Joason (Swedish expert) introduced %,e Swedish technical working
P&per9 which allowed that under the Canadian analysis nuclear esplosions in
hard rock in the Uorthem Hemisphere eould be detected down to S kilotons and
identified dorm ttt"$0 kilotona, Wader the ̂ K 26 arraŷ  they could be detected
down to 3 kilotons and identified dbwm to IS kilotons,

&rrf.. ..'l̂&Bqî' (tTnited States) said the US would welcome comment on the
Buliaoa report from all interested parties* He noted that United Kingdom
and Canadian seismologists had already published reports on Rulisoc. and
looked forward to further analysis by others. 'The United States was grateful
for the Canadian (881̂ 305) and the t3K (GCVS96) working papers. l¥oper
evaluation of both papers &asi necessarily await detailed exaffiinatioa by experts
in the field of seismology aad the US looked forward to such a&aJyses by experts
around the world* Confidence was an essential element for properly evaluating
the role of seismology in verification of any future comprehensive test ban.
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The Canadian paper estimated the capability of the ensemble of reported
stations la a number of ways f positive identification of explosions in the
HdJptliern Hemisphere using Sayleigh wave detection was estimated at body wave

Sagnitude 5,0 to $.4 with a 50$ probabili% level and 5.5 to 5.9 with a 90$

probabiliV level, The 90$ probability level had been used in siany other
reports to this field, including the 1966 SI2B1 report and the UK working
$aper« The Canadian report noted that extensive research and the use of a
variety of identification criteria could lower the 90$ identification magnitude
to about 4.9 to 5.3. In comparison, the UK study predicted that the worldwide
installation of 19 postulated additional arrays, at considerable cost, would
aoMeve an easplosion identification capability of about 4.5 for the Northern
Hefflispherej a higher level would result in some areas even if not all projected
stations wore in fast installed. The United States hoped that further study uou^
cast sore lî ht on the relative capabilities of present and postulated systems
sueh as those in the Ufc study. Some perspective on the relationship of these
assessments and projections to those in the SIHI report would be helpful, The
US viewed siasmic data exchange as a useful supplement to, but not a substitute
for, oa-sito inspection of any con̂ rehensive test ban which might be negotiated.
This position was based on the belief that seismic data exchange, of even the
ffiost eoiap'rehes.sive sort, could not sufficiently eliminate ambiguities in the
identification cf seisadc events. The United States continued to feel that
improvements and refinements in the exchange of seismic data were an important
fart of the GOD work towards negotiating an adequately verified test ban.

Mr. loshcMn (USSR) stressed that the Gosnuittee must take into due
account the political and not merely the technical aspects of the question of
a GTB. This had also been mentioned by Mr a Ihithaia* The continuation of tests
Stimulated the arms race and had negative effects on relations between States,
fhe USSR wanted to ban all nuclear tests and was also convinced that national
means of detection were adequate for verifying an underground test ban. On
the other hand, tne Western countries continued to complicate the problem by
calling for international inspection., the United States and the United Kingdom
wanted to discuss only the technical aspects of verification, putting asi&e the
need for a political solution, in spite of the fact that the possibility of
evading a control system based on national saeans was almost nil, Already in
1998, the ©oaference of everts on detection of nuclear weapon tests had
provided evidence to this effect. Sweden had rightly said that, while a single



test eould"be B&ssed, a whole series of' teats could never go undetected. In

before the Foreign Affairs Coamittee of the US Senate on 29 September

'tfiesner had testified that US objections on verification no longer

had aag? meaning . Many oofflproinise proposals had been submitted to find

agreement* In August 19&5, the UAR had proposed the cessation of underground

tests at a threshold of 4,75 magnitude* with a moratorium on tests below that
j&agnitude. the USSR had accepted that proposal, and was still willing to

fcccept it, m 1966 Sweden had proposed a ̂ detection club" to receive data

!$" Governments on a voluntary basis. The USSH had indicated that it would

participate in such a club if (3.) it could lead to an underground test a'r:

fcaa without oa-site inspection, (2) data were submitted on a voluntary basis

tod (3) each State could ffiake its own analysis* As the USSR had stated in

its repl̂ r to the Secretary-General's questionnaire, on 20 March 1970, it

already co-operated on a. large scale in the field of seismic exchange.

Meither of these proposals had been accepted by the US and other Western

countries • Sweden had also proposed inspection fcgr invitation, a system by

which the accused State could provide data on a voluntary basis, or invite
oil-site inspection. A provision to this effect had been included in the

Swedish draft trea% of April 1969 (SatDC/sbta) . Although there was no need
• , .. .. . Swedish
for international inspection, the USSR, was willing to consider the/- proposal

If the Western countries would also agree to consider it. The West was

putting all its stress on technical research and set aside tha need for

political solutions. He read £art of the Soviet reply to the Secretary -General's

questionnaire (see A/7967) t and re-̂ mphasiaed that the USSR was ready to come

to agreement on the basis of national means of Inspection*

(Netherlands) introduced fir. Bitsema.

(Netherlands estpert) said the Netherlands favoured the

extension of seismic net̂ ks along the lines suggested by the UK$ it also

favoured esperiaents lifcis Sulison. leferriag to the Canadian report, he

said it was not sufficient to have data from one azimuth, i«e» 90 $ they

were needed from at least 270 * Hence f he could not agree to the United

Kingdom approach of a single station for Hagrleigh waves. There were areas

where the Rayleigh waves were low, while P waves wera considerable. He asked

the Canadian and UK experts what was the effect on capability on the basis of

3 or 5 stations, the Netherlands conclusion and evaluations of the Swedish

data was soaewhat different from the Canadian data*



(6hatzttsa)> tiefore adjourning the meeting, suggested that
at future InfoMai meetings devoted to a special sub3ec-fc# with everts present,
off ieiai verbatla records should fee kept* In this way delegations would have
at thelf disposal tha l̂ ill teat of stateffleRts fcjjr delegates and experts, -whieh
were very important to understand fully the views esprassed and to inform
Goveramejats, Qn.ty those informal meetings at wliich delegates exchanged views
extemporaneously, without prepared statements, should be treated as off-the-record
l,e, without any official vepbatia records,



Draft Resolution

The General Assembly,

Conscious of the threat to mankind posed "by the

ever-spiralling arms race, especially in view of the existing

large stockpiles of and impending new qualitative advance

in the ever more devastating nature of nuclear armaments,

Aware that military expenditures have been conti-
nuously expanding, in spite of the achievements in the field
of arms limitation and disarmament during the 196os,

Convinced that unless vigorous measures are taken

without delay to reduce military budgets, to stop the arma-

ments race and to make concrete progress towards disarmament,

military expenditure is likely to absorb more that $2 tril-

lion during the 197os,

Deeply concerned that the armaments.race constitutes

one of the heaviest burdens which peoples everywhere have to

bear and that it absorbs immense material wealth, human

energy and intellectual resources, for destructive purposes,

Deeply cone erned that this enormous waste of wealth

and talent, which is detrimental to the economic and social

life of all States, has an even greater negative impact on

the developing countries, where the need for skilled person-

nel and the lack of material and financial resources are most

keenly felt,

Convinced that a reduction of military expenditure,

a halt in the armament race and concrete progress towards

disarmament would greatly facilitate the achievement by na-

tions of their most urgent economic and social goals and would



- 2 -

contribute in the most effective way to the improvement of

international relations and the maintenance of world peace

and security,

Conscious that it is the fundamental task of the

United Nations to promote, in accordance with the Charter,

the establishment and maintenance of international peace and

security "with the least diversion for armaments of the

world's human and economic resources",

Desiring; to renew, on the occasion of the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the United Nations, its endeavours to give full

effect to the provisions of the Charter,

Solemnly reaffirming that general and complete disarma-

ment under effective international control is the most impera-

tive and urgent need of the international community today,

Wishing to promote the fullest implementation of a com-

prehensive programme for disarmament which would facilitate

also the United Nations development programmes during

the 1970s which the General Assembly has proclaimed as the

Disarmament Decade and the Second Development Decade,

Believing that thorough consideration of the main

aspects of the armaments race would facilitate a bettor under-

standing and evaluation of its negative consequences at all

levels and of the great dangers with which it is fraught,

Determined to take appropriate steps to bring the aras

race to a halt, and to make progress towards general and com-

plete disarmament and thus to help ensure human survival and

human welfare,

1. Calls upon all States to take effective steps for

the limitation of military expenditures, the immediate cessa-

tion and reversal of the armaments race and for the achievement

of steady progress in the disarmament negotiations;



- 3 -

2. Bequests the Conference of the Connittee on Disar-

nanent to continue with a sense of urgency to pay due atten-

tion to all questions neaiit to put an end to the arnanents

race;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to prepare a report

on the economic and social consequences of the aruauents

race and of aassive military expenditures;

4. Hecpnueiids that the report should "be prepared with

the assistance of qualified consultant experts appointed by

the Secretary-General;

5» Calls upon Governments, national and international

institutions and organizations to co-operate with the

Secretary-General in the preparation of the report;

6. Bequests that the report be transmitted to the

General Assembly in. tine to per nit its consideration at the

Assembly's twenty-sixth session.



Draft Resolution

The General Assembly,

Conscious of the threat to mankind posed by the
ever-spiralling arias race, especially in view of the existing
large stockpiles of and impending new qualitative advance
in the ever more devastating nature of nuclear armaments,

Aware that military expenditures have been conti-
nuously expanding, in spite of the achievements in the field
of arms limitation and disarmament during the 196os,

Convinced that unless vigorous measures are taken
without delay to reduce military budgets, to stop the arma-
ments race and to make concrete progress towards disarmament,
military expenditure is likely to absorb more that $2 tril-
lion during the 19?os,

Deeply concerned that the armaments.race constitutes
one of the heaviest burdens which peoples everywhere have to
bear" and that it absorbs immense naterial wealth, human
energy and intellectual resources, for destructive purposes,

Deeply concerned that this enormous waste of wealth
and talent, which is detrimental to the economic and social
life of all States, has an even greater negative impact on
the developing countries, where the need for skilled person-
nel and the lack of naterial and financial resources are most
keenly felt, •

Convinced that a reduction of military expenditure,
a halt in the armament race and concrete progress towards
disarmament would greatly facilitate the achievement by na-
tions of their most urgent economic and social goals and would



- 2 -

contribute in the most effective way to the improvement of
international relations and the maintenance of world peace
and security, *

Conscious that it is the fundamental task of the
United Nations to promote, in accordance with the Charter,
the establishment and maintenance of international peace and
security "with the least diversion for arnaments of the
world's human and economic resources",

Dosiring to renew, on the occasion of the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the United Nations, its endeavours to give full
effect to the provisions of the Charter,

Solemnly reaffirming that general and complete disarma-
ment under effective international control is the most impera-
tive and urgent need of the international community today,

Wishing to promote the fullest implementation of a com-
prehensive programme for disarmament which would facilitate
also the United Nations development programmes during
the 1970s which the General Assembly has proclaimed as the
Disarmament Decade and the Second Development Decade,

Believing; that thorough consideration of the main
aspects of the armaments race would facilitate a better under-
standing and evaluation of its negative consequences at all
levels and of the'great dangers with which it is fraught,

, Determined to take appropriate steps to bring the aras
race to a halt, and to make progress towards general and com-
plete disarmament and thus to help ensure human survival and
human welfare,

1. ..Calls upon all States to take effective steps for
the limitation of military expenditures, the immediate cessa-
tion and reversal of the armaments race and for the achievement

*

of steady progress in the disarmament negotiation*?;



- 3 -

2. Bequests the Conference of tho Connittoe 011 Disar-
nanent to continue with a sense of urgency to pay due atten-
tion to all question neant to put an end to the arnaacnts
race;

5. Bequests the Secretary-General to' prepare a report
on the ecoiioi.dc and social consequences of the armaments
race and of massive military expenditures;

4-. PLecomends that the report should be prepared with,
the assistance of qualified consultant experts appointed by
the Secretary-General;

5. Calls upon Governments, national and international

institutions and organizations to co-operate with the

Secretary-General in the preparation of the report;

6. Bequests that tho report be transmitted to tho
General Assembly in tine to permit its consideration at the
Assembly's twenty-sixth session.



PERMANENT MISSION OF FINLAND
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA
NEW YORK.N.Y. IOOI7

New York, November 9, 1970

TELEPHONE 7 5 S - 8 8 O O

125$

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

By a letter of November 4th, 1970, you have

done me the honour of offering me the post of your special representative

to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.

In accepting this offer I pledge my best

efforts towards fulfilling this task in a manner which I hope will meet
*•

with your approval and benefit the efforts of the United Nations in the

field of Disarmament and Arms Control.

..7

Ybiirs sincere

Ilkka Pastinen

Ambassador
Deputy Permanent Representative of Finland

U Thant

. u , • • ' Secretary-General o f t h e
~ -• • '\

Nations
',''•»#•,4«*p ^
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